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Port Hedland, and this had never been the
case previously. I do not know how many
are there, but I think at least two. Also.
I believe a young woman is practising law
In Kununurra.

As the State grows then, of course, the
north will receive some particular benefit
out of legislation of this nature. Another
Point I would like to make is that the
circuit courts will still continue to operate.
This point was raised by the member for
Kalgoorlie in another place who asked the
Minister for Industrial Development to get
me to advise him on this point. As I have
said, circuit court operations will not be
altered; they will continue. I commend
the Bill to the House.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by The

Hon. A. F. Griffith (Minister for Justice).
and passed.

House adjourned at 10.22 p.m.

ILt~hlatir Alsnmbg
Wednesday, the 22nd October, 1969

The SPEAKER (Mr. Guthrie) took the
Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS (28):- ON NOTICE
1. RAILWAYS

Wages and Salaries Staff
Mr. BURKE asked the Minister for
Railways:
(1) What was the total number of

wages staff employed by the
W.A.G.R. at the 30th September,
1949?

(2) What was the total number of
salaried men employed by the
W.A.O.R. receiving Australasian
Transport Officers' Federation
salaries at the 30th September,
1949?

(3) What was the total number of
wages staff employed in the
W.A.O.R. on the 30th September,
1969?

(4) What was the total number of
salaried men employed by the
W.A.G.R. receiving A.T.O.F. sal-
aries at the 30th September, 1969?

Mr. O'CONNOR replied:
(1) 9,510-for pay period ended

24/9/49.

(2) 37-as at 30/9/49.
(3) 8,971-for pay period

27/9/69.
(4) 49-as at 30/9/69.

2.

3.

endecf-

HEALTH
Cyclamate

Mr. CASH asked the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Health;,
(1) Replying in general terms, what

beverages, foods and drinks con-
taining the artificial sweetener
cyclamate are manufactured or
distributed in Western Australia?

(2) In view of the suspension of the
manufacture and distribution of
many such products in the United
States, what information can he
give regarding investigations by
the National Health and Medical
Research Council into the use of
cyclamate for artificial sweetening
purposes?

(3) How do the results of such in-
vestigations affect the future use
of cyclamate in this State?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) Low calorie dietetic foods and

beverages and foods sold as suit-
able for diabetes sufferers and
which are labelled as containing
cyclamate.

(2) The matter has been reviewed
from time to time by the National
Health and Medical Research
Council and recent Information
from the U.S.A. will be examined
at State and Commonwealth level
and by the National Health and
Medical Research Council.

(3) This is not at present clear, but
it is expected that action in this
State will be in conformity with
that In the rest of Australia.

HIGH ROAD
Realignment

Mr. FLETCHER asked the Minister for
works:
(1) Is High Road to be aligned to

join High Street at that inter-
section with Carrington Street,
Fremnantle area?

(2) If "Yes", is any private or public
property subject to resumption?

(3) if so, to what extent?
(4) If realignment is contemplated

will this take place between the
northern fence of the Fremnantle
Cemetery and the Wool Exchange
storage buildings?

(5) If so, when is construction likely
to begin?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes.
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(3) Land has been acquired from the
Department of Industrial Develop-
ment and the Fremantle City
Council as follows:-
(a) Department of Industrial De-

velopment-6 acres 2 roods 18
perches.

(b) Fremantle City Council-
(1 Cemetery-S acres 19

perches (approximately).
(Ii) Reserve B8860-14.7 per-

ches (approximately).
(4) The realignment will be between

the wool store buildings and the
existing graves.

(5) Construction has commenced.
EDUCATION

flirector-Generai of Education
Mr. BRADY asked the Minister for
Education:
(1) Would he set out in detail the

number of committees, boards,
councils, etc., of which the Direc-
tor-General of Education is a
member at present?

(2) Which of the above is the Direc-
tor-General obliged to be a mem-
ber of by virtue of his position
and those that he does as extra
duties without legal obligation?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
(1) and (2) Committees, boards, etc.

of which the Director-General is
a member by virtue of his posit-
ion:-

University Senate.
University General Purposes

Committee.
University Staffing Committee.

*Public Examinations Board.
*University Advisory Board in

Education.
Council. W.A. Institute of Tech-

nology.
Education Committee, W.A. In-

stitute of Technology.
Legal Committee. W.A. Institute

of Technology.
State Library Board.
National Fitness Council.
Country High Schools Hostels

Authority.
Tertiary Education Commission.

'Youth Council of W.A.
*Health Educatlun Council.
Board of Secondary Education.
Committee on School Banking.
Committee on Subsidies for

Residential Accommodation
for Independent Schools.

Cultural Centre Committee.
Public Education Endowment

Trust.
State Advisory Committee,

School Broadcasts.

5.

6.

Federal Advisory Committee.
School Broadcasts.

Standing Committee, Australian
Education Council.

'North-West Planning and Co-
ordinating Committee.

*School Sites Committee.
Conference of Directors-General

of Australia.
* Represented by a deputy.

Committees on which member-
ship does not arise directly from
his position-

W.A. Regional Committee.
Churchill Memorial Trust.

Federal National Fitness Coun-
cil.

Federal Duke of Edinburgh
Award Committee.

Council-Australian College of
Education.

Board of Censors-Australian
College of Education.

Fellowship Committee-Austral-
ian College of Education.

State Chapter Committee-Aus-
tralian College of Education.

National Safety Council (Road
Safety Division).

Board of Management. National
Safety Council of W.A.

LAND
Sea-Bird Area: Subdivision

Mr. BRADY asked the Minister for
Lands:
(1) Has there been a subdivision of

land in the Sea-Bird area, near
Moore River, in recent times?

(2) If so, have all Jots been sold?
(3) If not, are lots still available?
(4) If the subdivision has not taken

place when is it anticipated it will
take place?

(5) Will the present squatter occu-
piers of the land be eligible to
purchase?

(6) Will the sale be advertised?
Mr.
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

Mr.
for
(1)

BOVELL replied:
Yes.
Offers to purchase have been made
to the existing occupiers.
Release of additional loins will re-
quire extensive design and survey
work.
Answered by (1).
Answered by (2).
When design and survey work re-
ferred to in (3) is complete.

WHEAT
Harvest

BERTRAM asked the Minister
Agriculture:
How many bushels of wheat were
harvested last Year?
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(2) What Is the expected harvest of
wheat this Year?

Mr. NALDER replied:
(1) The Bureau of Census and Stat-

istics report for 1968-69 gives the
wheat yield as 112.450,000 bush-
els. Of this, 105,742.234 bushels

* were delivered to Co-operative
* Bulk Handling.

It is estimated that a further
6.700,000 bushels were retained on
farms for seed and feed.

(2) The first official forecast will be
made during the week commenc-
ing the 27th October. The initial

* estimate by Co-operative Bulk
Handing Is for a total harvest of
between 66,000,000 and 71,000,000
bushels.

7. NARROGIN WATER SUPPLY
Costs

Mr. W. A. MANNING asked the Min-
ister for Water Supplies:
(1) What is the detailed analysis of

costs included in the figure of
$241,128 given as the annual cost
of supplying water to the town of
Narrogin?

(2) Does he agree that the above
figure represents an average
annual cost of $166 for each place
of business or dwelling and $48
for each man, woman, and cbild
resident in the town?

(3) Would these figures be representa-
tive of other country towns?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) The figure of $241,128 was quoted

as the proportional cost of water
used in the Town of Narrogin
supplied from the Wellington
Dam. The analysis of cost for
year 1968-69 is--

Great Southern Towns Water
Supply Scheme-

I: $
Operating expenses 354,030
Interest on capital 557,151
Depreciation ... 369,265

Total Cost .. $1,280,446

Total water used-8 19,900,000
gallons.

Cost per 1,000 gallons-
$1.56171.

Narrogin-
Total water used-

154,400.000 gallons.
Cost of water used in

Narrogin-$241 ,123.
(2) No. The number of assessments

In Narrogin was 1,942 and numm-

ber of services 1,603 at the 30th
June, 1969; therefore-
(a) The average cost per assess-

ment including vacant land
was $124.

(b) The average cost per service
was $150.

The population of Narrogin Muni-
cipality at the 30th June, 1968
was 4,970 and therefore the aver-
age cost per capita for water
would be $48.50.

(3) Yes, these are representative of
towns In the Great Southern
Towns Scheme served from Wel-
lington Dam.

8.

9.

10.

MINING
Royalties: Report of Committee

Mr. HARMAN asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Mines:
(1) Has he received a report from the

committee set up by the Premier
in March. 1966 to review royalties
from mining?

(2) If so, when?
Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) September, 1969.
This question was postponed,

LAND
Kewdale Development Authority

Mr. JAMIESON asked the Mvinister
for industrial Development:
(1) What percentage of the total land

available to the Kewdale Develop-
ment Authority for sale has been
sold?

(2) Has the price on the remaining
land been increased?

(3) What has been the average price
Per acre for land so far sold?

(4) How long is the delay in the issu-
ing of title deeds for lots sold by
this authority?

(5) Have local industrialists been en-
couraged into this complex or has
it been reserved in the main for
interstate and overseas firms?

(6) How many firms previously
established in this State have
been supplied with land In this
area?

Mr. O'CONNOR (for Mr. Court) re-
plied:
(1) Approximately 33 per cent.
(2) Following a review of development

costs and industrial land prices
in the area, the price of remain-
ing land has been adjusted with
effect from the 1st July, 1969.

(3) Average price per acre for land
sold to date Is $12,278.00.

(4) No delay has yet been experienced
as it is a condition of sale that
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purchasers are not entitled to a
freehold transfer until develop-
ment obligations have been com-
pleted.

(5) No distinction has been made, but
74 per cent of the applicants who
have been sold land are local in-
dustrialists.

(6) 29.

11. NATIVE RESERVE AT
FITZROY CROSSING

Water Boring Contractor
Mr. RIDGE asked the Minister for
Native Welfare:
(1) Has a water boring contractor

been engaged to seek an under-
ground water supply in the
vicinity of the Fitzroy Crossing
native reserve?

(2) If "Yes", with what result?
(3) In the event of boring efforts be-

ing unsuccessful is an alternative
permanent supply source avail-
able?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
(1) and (2) No. The exact site of

the proposed Improvements is still
being finalised with the Lands
Department.

(3) Yes. The Public Works De-
partment has agreed to the use
of its existing bore if necessary.

12. DEPARTMENT OF NATIVE
WELFARE

Resident Representation: Fitzroy
Crossing

Mr. RIDGE asked the Minister for
Native Welfare:

Is it anticipated that the Depart-
ment of Native welfare will have
resident representation at Fitzroy
Crossing during the 1969-70 "wet"
season?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
Yes, by temporary posting of
officers from ]Derby.

13. DEPARTMENT OP LANDS AND
SURVEYS

Resident Representation: Kununurra

Mr. RIDGE asked the Minister for
Lands:
(1) Has a decision yet been made

whether the Department of Lands
and Surveys will establish resident
representation at Kununurra?

(2) If "Yes", when is it expected to
have permanent staff in the area
and in what capacity will they be
employed?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1.) Yes.
(2) A senior surveyor will be appoint-

ed shortly who will take up per-

14.

15.

manent residence as soon as pos-
sible.

EDUCATION
Super vision Allowance to Mothers
Mr. RIDGE asked the Minister for
Education:
(1) What allowance is Paid to the

mothers of outback children who
supervise correspondence and
school of the air lessons?

(2) When was the scheme introduced?

(3) Is a review of the rate contem-
plated?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
(i) An allowance of $200 per annumn

is paid to a parent who engages
a person so that his child's or
children's education by corres-
deuce may be supervised.

(2) The 1st July, 1946.
(3) No. The present rate commenced

on the 1st July, 1969.

"DRIVING AND ROAD
SAFETY'

Distribution of Manual

Mr. CASH asked the Minister for
Police:.
(1) What are the details of the

method of distribution by the
National Safety Council of West-
ern Australia of its new instruc-
tion manual Driving and Road.
Safety?

(2) Would he comment on the
purpose of the new instruction
manual and its benefit to the road
safety programme?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) The distribution of the manual

is free to those being trained as
youth driver instructors by the
National Safety Council, and those
taking part in the more advanced
standard car course. It is addi-
tionally available to the public at
the cost price of $1 per copy.
Most of the requests for copies
of the publication are by mail but
there are a number of daily per-
sonal requests at Safety House.

(2) The objective is to get people to
approach driving in a systematic
fashion and to raise the standard
of skill and knowledge of all who
use motor vehicles.
The manual is based on the con-
cept of defensive driving and is
specially written to provide clarity
on the subject and to condense
into as few pages as Possible a
comprehensive knowledge of car
control under modern conditions.
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16. SEWERAGE
East Victoria Park-Bentley

Mr. DAVIES asked the Minister for
Water Supplies:
(1) Are there any deep sewerage ex-

tensions planned for the East
Victoria Park-Bentley areas?

(2) If so, will he outline such plans?
* Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
* (1) Sewerage construction Is being

carried out to serve the State
Housing Commission high density
area at East Victoria Park-

* Bentley. Construction will soon
begin an the sewering of the
Western Australian Institute of
Technology.

(2) The State Housing Commission
land will be served by a pumping
scheme with the sewerage pumped
to the Victoria Park main sewer.
The Western Australian Institute
of Technology sewage will be
pumped to the South Perth main
sewer. It is hoped that this will
be in operation early in 1970.

17. SWAN BREWERY LAND
Lease Termns

Mr. DAVIES asked the Minister for
Lands:
(1) Is the land on which the Swan

Brewery is established under lease
from the Government?

(2) If so. what are the terms of the
lease?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
t1) No. The Swan Brewery is estab-

lished on freehold land, registered
in the name of the Swan Brewery
Company Limited.

(2) Answered by (1).

Ia.

installed during the fiscal year
1968-69 and at what sites?

(2) What was the total cost?
Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) Four. These were installed at the

following sites-
(a) Carrington Street-outh

Street,
(b) Canning Highway-Thelma

Street,
(c) Hay Street-Railway Road,
(d) Canning Highway-North Lake

Road.
(2) $106,844.

20. TIMBER
HcwkeT-Siddeley Building Sup plies

Mr. JONES asked the Minister for
Forests:
(1) is it correct that Hawker-Siddeley

Building Supplies are permitting
timber to be cut on the Worsley
permit, which is carted to Perth
by road and cut at a Perth mill?

(2) If "Yes", will he advise the timber
firms involved, when the cutting
commenced and the cubic feet of
timber involved to date?

(3) Is this permissible under the
terms of the agreement?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) Not to my knowledge.
(2) and (3) Answered by (1).

21.

EDUCATION
Northcliffe Junior High School

Mr. H. D. EVANS asked the Minister
for Education:
(1) When is it expected that a start

will be made on the building of
a manual arts centre at Northcliffe
Junior High School?

(2) When is it anticipated that such
a centre will be in operation?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
(1) and (2) Finance is not available

this financial year.

19. TRAFFIC LIGHTS
Number Installed

Mr. HARMAN asked the Minister for
Traffc:
(1) Excluding the city area and the

Mitchell F'reeway Project, how
many sets of full traffic lights were

STOCK
Exports through South Australia

and Victoria
Mr. JONES asked the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Is it correct that stock firms from

South Australia and Victoria are
purchasing cattle or other stock
in ths State which are trans-
Ported to the State involved,
slaughtered and exported over-
seas?

(2) If "Yes", will he advise the names
of the firms involved and the
amount of stock involved to date?

Mr. NALDER replied:.
(1) Wholesale butchers from the East-

ern States are operating at the
metropolitan markets. They are
purcha sing sheep for slaughter in
South Australia,
I might add here that it Is not
known whether the sheep which
have been purchased for slaughter
in South Australia have been used
for export. We know only that
they have been Purchased for
slaughter in South Australia.
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(2) 1 am advised that the main firms
involved are--
(a) the Metropolitan Wholesale

Meat Co. Ltd., Adelaide,
which has purchased and f or-
warded between 25.000 to
30,000 sheep to date: and

(b) Jacksons Corio Meat Packing
(1965) Pty. Ltd., Victoria,
which has purchased approxi-
mately 5,000 sheep which
were forwarded to South Aus-
tralia and slaughtered at the
Metropolitan and Export
Abattoir Board's Works at
Clepps Cross. South Australia.

SWAN RIVER
Reclamation

Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister for
Works:

What was the area involved, and
the date on which a decision was
made to recleam portions of Swan
River iD excess of one acre from
1930 to the present time?

Mr. ROSS HiUTCHINSON replied:
Area Involved Year

Reclamation of south-
ern portion of Reinis-
son Island and South
Perth foreshore .... ... 1930-1937
Reclamation of fore-
shore Nediands-Dal-
keith. Approximate
area 5.5 acres...... ..... 1938
Continuation of recla-
mation upstream end
of Heirisson Island
and Victoria Park fore-
shore...... ........ 1946-1949
This area does not have
any acreage stipulated
because it involves ele-
vation of low-lying land
and an addition of
some water and there-
tore it Is very difficult
to determine.
Kwinana Freeway re-
clamnatIon: 42.5 acres 1957
South of Perth Yacht
Club: 5.5 acres, to pro-
vide new area for club
displaced by freeway ....- 1957
Mitchell Interchange:
67 acres.
19 acres additional ...... 1958
Applecross: 9 acres . .. 1961
That particuiar item
has only one date. I
think a date has been
omnitted from the Mit-
chell interchange figure.
I will have to check up.
Rowing club headquar-
ters upstream of Can-
ning Bridge: 2.5 acres 1962
Preston Point: 6.5 acres 1963

23. KEY DAM SCHEME
Means Test

Mr. YOUNG asked the Minister for
Lands:

What "means test", if any, is
applied to farmers seeking loans
under the "key dam" scheme ad-
ministered by the Water Advisory
Council through the Rural and
Industries Bank agency fund?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
Applicants for loans for key dams
under the Government's Farm
Water Supply Delegated Agency
through Farm Water Supply Ad-
visory Committee (not Water Ad-
visory Council) are eligible for
assistance if they are unable to
obtain the required finance from
normal lending sources.

24. MINING
Royaltiies: Esiimated Increase

Mr. McPHARLIN asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Mines:

What is the estimated annual in-
crease-
(a) in royalties from iron ore,

petroleum, nickel, other min-
erals;

(b) from lease and other rentals
under the Mining Act:

for the next five years?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(a) No meaningful estimate can

be made at this stage as
royalties will depend on the
proportions of ore produced,
shipped and sold and upon
the grades of the ores.

(b) it is not possible to estimate
the Increase in rentals. This
is entirely governed by the
number of applications re-
ceived and this may rise
rapidly or decrease according
to the results of exploration
programmes.

25. ROAD MAINTENANCE
(CONTRIBUTION) ACT

Prosecutions
Mr. BURKE asked the Minister for
Transport:

Regarding prosecutions for
breaches of the Road Maintenance
(Contribution) Act--
(1) What was the total number

of prosecutions in the last fin-
ancial year and the total value
of fines imposed?

(2) How many of these cases were
handled by the Crown Law
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Department and what was the
total value of fines imposed
in these cases?

(3) What was the total value of
fines Imposed In those cases
taken by private practitioners
acting on behalf of the Gov-
ernment?

(4) What was the total amount
of fees paid to private prac-
titioners?

(5) How many private firms were
Involved?

(6) How many cases were handled
by each respectively?

Mr. O'CONNOR replied:
(1) 2,286. for which fines totalling

$66,382 were imposed.
(2) Nil.
(3) $66,382.
(4) Fees paid to private practi-

tioners during the year total-
led $22,710.

(5) one.
(6) 2,286.

MINING
Role ystone and Marrs gullen

Mr. RUSHTON asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Mines:
(1) Will he advise the purpose and

locations for which permits to
take samples and/or peg mining
leases have been issued in the
Roleystone and Karragullen dis-
tricts?

(2) Is a permit holder required to
show a property owner a copy of
the permit on demand?

(3) What actions are required of a
prospector for the protection of
the land owner prior to a mining
lease being granted?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) Permits to enter upon private land

are Issued pursuant to sections
145-151 of the Mining Act, and
are for the purpose of searching
for minerals and marking-off
mining tenements.
Permits are not recorded in dis-
tricts and, therefore, the informa-
tion as to the locations for which
permits to enter upon private land,
is not available for these districts.

(2) Yes.
(3) An agreement as to compensation

must be filed in the Mines De-
partment. If this cannot be
negotiated, either the applicant
for the mining tenement, or the
land owner may Issue a plaint for
assessment of compensation by the
warden.

27. CHIROPRACTORS
Registration

Dr. HENN asked the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Health:
(1) Have any chiropractors been

registered in Western Australia in
accordance with Rule 7(b) of the
Chiropractors Registration Board
rules since 1065?

(2) If so, how many and what were
their qualifications?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Three-one from each of the tol-

28.

lowing-
Los Angeles College of - Chiro-

practic.
Chiropractic institute of New

York.
San Francisco College of Chiro-

practic.
POPULATION
Average Ages

Mr. T. D. EVANS asked the Premier:
(1) What is the average age of a

Western Australian?
(2) How does this age compare with

the all-Australian average?
(3) Which State has the youngest

and which has the oldest average
age?

(4) What Is the percentage of re-
corded population in the age group
21-35 inclusive and 60 years and
over-re Western Australia-as
revealed in the last Common-
wealth Census?

Sir DAVID BRAND replied:
(1) to (4) This information is avail-

able from the Commonwealth
Bureau of Census and Statistics.
However, the statement, which I1
table, has been made available for
the information of the honourable
member.
The information supplied does not
give direct answers to the ques-
tions. It will be up to the honour-
able member himself to add the
figures up and work them out.
We have no time to do so.
The statement was tabled.

QUESTIONS (2): WITHOUT NOTICE

1. SWAN RIVER
Reclamation at Al/red Cove and

Preston Point
Mr. BERTRAM asked the Minister for
Works:

Relative to the proposed river
reclamations-
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(1) What alternatives to each of
the present proposals exist,
and have been explored, by
whom, and with what result?

(2) What sewerage facilities will
be provided for the Alfred
Cove island?

(3) How is the total cost of the
respective reclamations made
up?

(4) What Income will be derived
by the Government from
each reclamation?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:

(1) (a) Alfred Cove: This area
was intensively ground
tested by the Public
Works Department. The
results of this work
proved the presence of
an extensive area of
hard clay which can-
not be economically
dredged. Alternative pro-
posals examined by the
department comprised-
(i) development of a

peninsular in lieu of
the Island;

(ii) dredging the sand
areas and depositing
in deep water and
leaving the shallow
bank untouched;

(iii) the island;
but with the limitations
imposed by the clay the
proposal to form an
island was considered the
best. Further considera-
tion was then given by
the Swan River Con-
servation Board and the
Department of Fisheries
and Fauna, the latter
from the aspect of pre-
serving bird life in the
area.

(b) Preston Point: No alter-
natives wer e considered
as the requirement for
land is at this location.
Located here the recla-
mation gives the oppor-
tunity of Providing a
short cut boat channel
through the sand bank.

(2) Firm consideration has not
been given to sewerage faci-
lities but two alternatives are
possible-
(a) Septic systems, or
(b) by Pumping through ris-

ing sewer Pipeline to the
Metropolitan Water Sup-
ply, Sewerage and Drain-

2.

age Board sewer nearby
on the mainland.

(3) Costs as stated cover dredg-
Ing and reclamation work
with the addition in respect
of Preston Point of providing
marker piles In the new Chan-
nel.

(4) Nil. Both areas are designed
for recreation only.

WHEAT
Quotas

Mr. GAYPER asked the Minister for
Agriculture:

Is it possible for the House to be
informed when the wheat quotas
will be made available to the
farmers concerned?

Mr. NALDER replied:
It is anticipated the quotas will
be released this week by the com-
mittee.

MANJIMTJP CANNED FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES INDUSTRY

AGREEMENT BILL
Third Reading

MR. O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Minister
for Transport) (4.52 P.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a third
time.

MR. BERTRAM (Mt. Hawthorn) [4.53
P.m.]: The debate on the second reading
stage of this Bill took place late last week
-on Thursday, in fact-when a number of
members spoke to the Bill. Altogether,
perhaps half a dozen members spoke,
although I am not sure of the exact num-
ber. In any event I spoke to the Bill and
certainly I was not the last speaker before
the Minister replied. My recollection Is
that when the Minister closed the debate
he touched on matters raised by every-
body else but myself. As a matter of
fact, to use his words, he said-

With regard to the matters of law
raised by the member for Mt. Haw-
thorn, I am sorry that time has
defeated me. I am afraid that the
honourable member will have to take
the will for the deed; but I assure him
that I would be only too delighted to
discuss the Points with him.

Of course, the matters which I raised were
not all matters of law; they were mainly
matters of Information. I believe the
proper place and time for these matters
to be answered Is here and now.

Perhaps it is not necessary for me to
mention the points separately because
they are all set out in Hansard from
Page 1620 to page 1622. Briefly, however,
I sought some sort of intimation from the
Minister concerning the procedure where-
by we, in this House, are called upon to
ratify events which may never occur or,
if they ever do occur, are certainly not
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within our knowledge at the moment. This
does not seem to me to be a very good
principle and, as I intimated last Thurs-
day, I consider It Is extremely Irresponsible.

I mentioned at the time that I do not
think this is the type of thing which a
company can afford to do if it seeks to
succeed in this State. Therefore, I
Inquired whether this was something the
company had stood out for and insisted
upon or whether, perhaps, somebody else
had suggested that It is essential.

I would like to know why this has been
found necessary; upon whose initiative;
upon whose insistence; and upon what
ground. I have no objection to ratifying
an agreement-when that is, In fact, what
we are doing-but to use the word "ratify"
when the Parliament is purporting to
endorse or confirm an event which may
not happen Is a different matter. Even
If the event does happen, we certainly do
not know the text of It now. In my opinion
this is extremely odd. I would have thought
that all members in the House would be on
their feet to ask what has brought this
about. Other members have not risen
to their feet, but I certainly have. I would
like to know the reason for this and at
whose insistence such an extraordinary
provision has been included in the agree-
ment.

The second paint on which I1 seek ad-
vice is in connection with railway freight
charges. We were told that the scale of
raiway freight charges was the 'M" scale.
There may be members to whom this
expression is completely meaningful, but I
believe it is not meaningful to mare than
a handful at the most. I would like to
know whether this means that the com-
pany Is being charged at the scale appro-
priate to the type and nature of goods
which in this case will be transported or
whether it is on some other scale; and,
if so, why.

When the Minister moved the second
reading he made reference to the com-
pany using the Western Australian Gov-
ernment Railways for the cariage of
freight. However, he did not say whether
this is an exclusive obligation on the
company. I would therefore like to know
whether It is exclusive; and, if so, where
this is Indicated In the agreement.

Another matter is of great concern to
me and, again, I raised this subject last
Thursday. From a somewhat cursory
perusal of the agreement, the position as
I see it is that the State has to pay out
some money at the outset, mare or less,
but from then on the payment of money
is running from the company to the State
and it does not run from the State to
the company. This type of thing is corn-
man to many other agreements which
have been entered into In recent years.

I would say that bitter experience shows
that on this sort of a deal the State Is
coming off a bad second out of a two

party agreement. The position is as I
stated and as I repeat now: hundreds of
thousands and, perhaps, millions of dol-
lars are owing from time to time by com-
panies under their contracts with the
State; but, so far as I can see, no interest
is being charged to these companies.

Mr. O'Connor: Or to anybody.
Mr. BERTRAM:, Certainly not to the

companies.
Mr. O'Connor: Or to private individuals.
Mr. BERTRAM: The Minister is talking

about private individuals, but the only
contracts of which I am aware are con-
tracts between the State and companies.

Mr. O'Connor: The honourable member
is talking about interest on rail freights.

Mr. BERTRAM: This is one of the
points. What I am saying is that a pro-
vision should be included in the agree-
ment in the light of past experience. So
far as I know such a provision does not
exist in this agreement, but I could be
corrected without much effort if I am
wrong. The provision should require the
company to pay interest at a reasonable
rate on any freight which is not paid for
at the due time for payment, I instanced
last week where a debt of at least $500,000
-and possibly $1,000,000-ls owed to the
State In connection with which no interest
has been charged. Of course, there is the
other instance where a company has
decided it does not have to pay stamp
duty under section 101A of the Stamp
Act. I do not know how much money is
involved, but it could be a very sizeable
sum.

The companies have no Incentive to
Pay, either, because it is much cheaper to
go to the High Court, and probably even
the Privy Council. In this way, what they
will save they will be able to set off against
any interest that they might have to pay
on the duty in the meantime, and It will
be a sizeable sum.

I would like to see some incentive pro-
vision Included so that the company
covered by the Bill would, like other com-
panies--and even the State--when they
borrow money, have to pay interest. That
would not be an oppressive provision and
it certainly would not be intended to be.
It would be an incentive provision. I think
there would be many Western Australians
who would be surprised to learn that they
ar~e lending $5 or $6 per bead to these
companies free of Interest. I doubt whether
Western Australians would be enthusiastic
about this, or whether they would be im-
pressed with It, either.

Then we come to clause 24 of the agree-
ment. Once again I have to go over ground
I mentioned earlier. Clause 24 (1) reads--

This agreement shall be Interpreted
according to the law for the time being
In force in the said state;
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What I am concerned about is this: what
State is the said State? Is It Victoria or
Western Australia? Because It is interest-
ing to notice from the next subeclause of
the agreement, in spite of a reference to
the said State in subclause (1). there is
a reference to the State of Western Aus-
tralia. In clauses which Precede clause
24 references to the State are varied.

It is interesting to notice, furthermore,
that in clause 1 of the agreement, appear-
ing on page 4 of the Bill, the words "the
State" are defined as meaning the State
of Western Australia. Yet, as I say, in
subclause (1) of clause 24 we do not see
a reference to the State of Western Aus-
tralia, but rather a reference to "the said
State"; and, as I said, up to that point
in the agreement reference Is made to two
States.

It may be perfectly clear which State
it means; if that is so then an assurance
Is all I require. I would have thought, to
be perfectly simple, it would be better not
to say "the said State" but "the State of
Western Australia.' which Is precisely
what is said in the very next subclause of
the clause to which I referred.

Another point of interest to me, and I
would like some information on it, is refer-
red to in subclause (2) of clause 24 which
reads-

(2) All payments made or to be
made under this Agreement shall be
made in the State of Western Aus-
tralia in Australian currency unless
otherwise agreed. All sums mentioned
herein are in Australian currency.

I would be interested to know whether
that subelause appears in other agreements
that have been ratified by this Parliament;
and precisely what is sought to be achieved
by it.

Another point is that clause 19 refers to
the right of the parties to the agreemen
to vary It and to cancel it or any of its
provisions. I should think that perhaps
the right to vary or cancel an agreement
is always available to parties, whether that
is written Into the agreement or not. I
would be interested to know, therefore,
why it Is necessary to provide expressly
for a variation and to have the other
things I mentioned in the agreement. If
these matters could be clarified I would
be satisfied with the Bill.

MR. O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Minister
for Transport) [5.5 P.m.]: In reply to the
member for Mt. Hawthorn, I would state
that the Minister for Industrial Develop-
ment did say that the details of, and the
answers to. the queries he raised would
be passed on to him, and they will be in
due course.

The point regarding the ratification of
an agreement through the introduction
of a Bill in this House is not something
new. It is something that has gone on

for many Years both Prior to my coming
here and since I have been a member of
this Parliament. Bills have been brought
to the House to provide for the ratifica-
tion of agreements. In this particular
instance I do not believe it was necessary
to bring the agreement to Parliament for
ratification, but the Minister did so with
the idea of making members aware of
what he was endeavouring to do. He
wanted to have an opportunity to give
them as much detail of the project as
possible.

The member for Mt. Hawthorn also
referred to freight rates. In this Instance
a special rate has been agreed to and this
is in accordance with special arrangements
made as a result of a certain quantity of
goods being carried.

As regards the point made in respect of
interest on freight rates, and the payment
of interest by the company, I would point
out that companies are not singled out for
exemption, They are not the only bodies
that are not charged interest oh freight
charges, or on money owing to the Rail-
ways Department. The department has
never charged interest on overdue
accounts. The procedure in this regard
is the same for all people, whether they
are Individuals or companies--no person
is singled out and made an exception. It
has been railway policy over the years
not to charge interest on overdue accounts.

With reference to the second last point
made by the honourable member about
the State of Western Australia and the
said State, if any other State but Western
Australia is meant it is referred to by
name. Therefore, In my opinion, any
reference to the said State would be to
the State of Western Australia, and any
reference to the State of Victoria Is quite
specific.

The last point the honourable member
made was in reference to Australian cur-
rency. I do not know the answer to that
query but I will obtain it and advise him
in due course.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a third time and transmitted

to the Council.

LAND TAX ASSESSMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

SIR DAVID
Treasurer) [5.8

That the
time.

BRAND (Greenoughi-
p.m.]: I move-
Bill be now read a second

This Bill and the Land Tax Act Amend-
ment Bill are complementary measures. I
intend to deal with the proposed amend-
ments to the Land Tax Act Immediately
on completion of this speech. The two
Bills give effect to the proposals I announ-
ced In the Budget speech, and are designed
to remove or reduce the incidence of land
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tax and metropolitan region improvement
tax on the great majority of borne
owners, while providing for a further in-
crease in the rate of tax on unimproved
land. In addition, this Bill provides for
the complete exemption from land tax
and metropolitan region improvement tax
of land owned by local authorities.

Members will recall that last year Par-
liament agreed to measures that provided
for separate scales of land tax to be applied;
to improved land and unimproved land.
The position now is that all improved land
in one ownership is aggregated, and the
improved land scale is applied to the
aggregate value of the holdings, Similarly,
all unimproved land in one ownership is
aggregated and the scale of tax for unim-
proved land is applied in the same way.

Where a person owns both improved
and unimproved land, the tax payable on
each is determined in the manner I have
described, and the total assessment is
simply the sum of the two amounts. This
separation of improved and unimproved
land for the purpose of assessment made
it Possible for a reduced scale of tax to
be applied to improved land while per-
mitting the tax payable on unimproved
land to be increased.

At the time I stated that the separation
of the tax scales would give greater
flexibility enabling further increases in the
unimproved land scale to be introduced,
if this were thought to be necessary, with-
out affecting the tax paid on improved
land.

Since that time the Government has
continued to give close attention to the
impact of land tax on home owners as
the cycle of revaluation results in an
increasing number of assessments being
based on higher land values. The move
last year to reduce the rate of land tax
on improved land-on values below $5,000,
the rate was almost halved-was a first
step to counter the effect on assessments
of increasing land valuations. However,
we acknowledge that for the person whose
only land holding is that on which his
home stands, the combined effect of land
tax and metropolitan region improvement
tax is unduly heavy where the rates are
applied to current valuations.

Consequently this Bill provides for
aggregate holdings of improved land
valued at $6,000 or less to be exempt from
the payment of land tax and also, as I
shall explain in a few moments, from
metropolitan region improvement tax. A
tapered concession is to be applied to
aggregate valuations from $6,000 to $18 ,000
in such a way that the concession cuts out
at $18,000.

The Bill provides for the concessions to
be applied in the following way: where the
aggregate value of improved land in one
ownership does not exceed $6,000. the

whole is to be exempt. That is, an exemp-
tion up to but not exceeding $6,000 is to be
granted. For aggregate values above
$6,000, the maximum exemption of $6.000
is to be reduced by $1 for each $2 by which
the valuation exceeds $6,000.

To assist in making clear to members
how the tapered exemption is to be applied
to aggregate values above $6,000, a
calculated example is given in the explan-
atory notes and tables that have been
distributed with the Hill.

There will be few administrative dif -
ficulties in applying a tapered exemption
of this type, because the calculation has
only to be made once for each valuation
between $6,000 and $18,000, and, there-
after, the concesslonal valuation for all
assessments falling in this range may be
read off a ready reckoner.

So that the effect of the exemption may
be seen more clearly, I have arranged for
a table to be prepared and circulated
among members. Table 1 of the explan-
atory notes shows the tax payable on a
range of improved land values at present
and as proposed with the tapered exemnp-
tion. As I indicated earlier, the proposed
exemption is also intended to apply to
metropolitan region improvement tax
assessments, although members will have
observed that the Bill makes no reference
to metropolitan region improvement tax.

This is because section 41, subsection
(2), of the Metropolitan Region Town
Planning Scheme Act, 1959, which is the
enabling Act for the levying of metro-
politan region improvement tax, provides
that the provisions of the Land Tax Assess-
ment Act, so far as they are applicable,
shall apply to the metropolitan region
improvement tax. Accordingly, the amend-
ments now proposed to the Land Tax
Assessement Act will automatically apply
to the metropolitan region improvement
tax.

This year, if there were no change to the
structure of land tax, we would expect to
issue 179,000 assessments, and receive
$6,432,000 in revenue. As best' we can
estimate from the statistics available to
us, the effect of exempting aggregate hold-
ings of Improved land of $6,000 or less
will be to reduce the number of assess-
ments to be issued to between 50,000 and
60,000. That will be of interest to the
Leader of the Opposition. The elimination
of aimost two-thirds of the assessments
means that the great majority of home
owners who own no other land will be
exempted from payment of land tax and
metropolitan region improvement tax.

The tapered exemption to $18,000 will
ensure that of those who do not gain com-
plete exemption, most will have their
assessments sharply reduced. This may
seem a surprising result but it must be
remembered that, in the case of home sites,
the majority of metropolitan valuations
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are still under $6,000 and almost all home
sites in country towns are well under this
figure.

The cynics will claim that it Is only a
matter of time before rising land values
bring most of the exempt properties back
under assessment. However, I would re-
mind members that current land sales in
the newer suburbs are setting upset values
for the most part below $6,000 and this
trend will set the ceiling for land values
in most comparable areas.

Also it should be appreciated that we are
not abolishing land tax. No State Govern-
ment is in a position to consider such a
move at the present even if it were desir-
able to do so. Members would know why
State Governments cannot do that Just
now,

Our aim is to eliminate taxation of home
sites in those cases where payment of the
tax is likely to represent a real burden
and to reduce the tax in most other cases.
Of course, there are many cases where the
valuation of home sites exceeds $5,000. Let
u~s consider the effect of the proposals on
some of these.

In the case of a site valued at $8,000.
land tax is currently $27. Under the pro-'
posals It will fall to $9, or one-third of
the present assessment. The same home
currently attracts metropolitan region
improvement tax of $20. Under the pro-
posals, this will be reduced to $7.50.

A home site currently valued at $10,000,
which I think most members will agree is
a high valuation, even by today's standards,
is currently assessed for land tax at $35,
and for metropolitan region improvement
tax at $25. in this case, land tax will be
reduced to $19 and metropolitan region
improvement tax to $15. Overall, the re-
duction is close to 50 per cent. On a pro-
perty valued at $14,000. the overall reduc-
tion is 17 per cent. It will be apparent
that the benefits are not restricted to
lower-valued borne sites, but represent a
worth-while concession in the great
majority of cases.

The Bill also provides for the extension
of the exemption from land tax currently
applicable to land owned by local auth-
ities. A local authority is at present ex-
empt from payment of land tax on all
land owned by the authority except where
the land is used for profit or gain. An
example of land owned by a local authority
that would be assessed for tax as the
law now stands is land leased to another
party who builds and operates a drive-in
theatre on the land.

The amount of revenue derived from
local authority land used in this way Is, at
$25,000, not great in aggregate, but pay-
ments can be considerable in the case of
individual authorities. There has been
a number of representations to the Gov-
ernment seeking exemption from payment
of land tax in such cases and it Is now

proposed to amend the Act so as to pro-
vide that all land owned by a local auth-
ority is exempt.

The estimated cost of these concessions
this year is $1,593,000, comprising $908,000
in land tax and $785,000 in metropolitan
region Improvement tax. However, this
cost will be reduced to $1,119,000 as a re-
suit of the increased land tax collections
of $574,000 from the higher rates to be
applied to unimproved land. I will explain
this measure when dealing with the Land
Tax Act Amendment Bill shortly.

As I explained when outlining these pro-
posals in the Budget speech, the Metro-
politan Region Planning Authority has
heavy financial commitments on land
acquisition for public open space and road
reserves and It could not function ade-
quately if it were to suffer a loss of income
of $785,000 this financial year. Provision
has therefore been made in the Estimates
for the payment of this sum to the auth-
ority from Consolidated Revenue.

This amount does not, of course, show
as a reduction in land tax receipts, but in
a very real sense it represents a loss of
revenue that would otherwise be available
to the Government to meet the services of
the year.

Consequently, as I stated earlier, the net
cost of the proposals to the Government
Is $1,119,000 this financial year, of which
$334,000 will be reflected In a reduction of
land tax receipts that would otherwise
have been received.

There is another effect of the proposals
that gives rise to what appears to be a
paradox. At the end of 1958-59 there was
a considerable carry-over of assessments
and arrears of payments as a result of the
delay In commencing assessments brought
about by the restructuring of the land tax.
legislation last year.

Because of the drastic reduction in the
number of assessments to be raised under
the current proposals, it Is expected that
all of this backlog will be processed this
year and that there will be a much re-
duced carry-over into next year from the
current year's assessments, even given an-
other late start.

The net effect of this Is that we expect
to gain an additional $1,119,000 this year
arising fromn the reduction of arrears. This
sum will offset the expected reduction In
land tax revenue of $334,000 and provide
sufficlent additional revenue to provide for
the payment of $78 5,000 to the Metropoli-
tan Region improvement F'und.

As I mentioned earlier, in the normal
course we could have expected $6,432,000
In revenue from land tax this Year. The
expected reduction of arrears should lift
this to $7,551,000 of which $334,000 will be
absorbed by the changes now proposed.
Thus, under the proposals, land tax re-
ceipts this year are expected to rise to
$7,217,000.
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Lest this appears to be some sort of
conjuring trick, I must remind members
that this merely means that the impact
of the concession will be postponed until
next financial Year when there will be no
reduction of arrears available to offset the
full year net cost of $1,119,000.

Members will recall that when the separ-
ate and higher rate of tax on unimproved
land was introduced last year, provision
was made for Part of the tax paid at the
unimproved land rate to be rebated to the
taxpayer where a dwelling is subsequently
built on the land.

For a period of up to four years prior
to the construction of a dwelling, the
owner is entitled to aL rebate equal to the
difference between the land tax payable
on his block at the unimproved rate and
the amount that would have been payable
had the inproved land scale applied.

It Is proposed to retain the rebate at Its
present level; that Is, owners of vacant
building lots will still be able to obtain
the benefit of a rebate equal to the differ-
ence between the tax payable on the uin-
improved land scale and that payable
under the present Improved land scale for
the four years prior to building, How-
ever, they will be able to obtain the benefit
of the exemption that Is now proposed,
only from the time the land is actually imu-
proved by the completion, or substantial
completion, of a home.

The proposed exemption is to apply to
Improved land only and Is not to be ex-
tended to unimproved land for any part
of the time that It remains unimproved.
I commend the Bill to members.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr.
Tonkin (Leader of the Opposition).

LAND TAX ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

SIR DAVID BRAND (Greenough-
Treasurer) [5.26 p.m.): I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.

The purpose of this Bill is to establish a
new scale of tax applicable to unimproved
land. The new rates are to apply to land
held at the 30th June, 1969; that is, to the
current year's assessments.

Members will recall that when introduc-
ing the new scales of land tax last year, I
warned that the Government would stand
ready to increase the rate still further if
this should prove to be necessary. Since
that time there have been many encourag-
Ing signs that the land-price spinal has
been arrested. Land is being opened up
and brought onto the market at a much
greater rate than a year ago.

Urban deferment has been lifted from
thousands of acres of land which can now
be subdivided and marketed as fast as
services can be provided and to the extent
that the owners are prepared to do so.

Planning for new areas to be released in
the future as the need arises is well
advanced and is being pushed ahead.

There is no doubt that the higher rates
of tax on unimproved land introduced last
year are having some effect. Trading in
subdivided blocks by individuals and
syndicates has been dampened considerably
as more and more people are finding it un-
profitable to hold serviced land in a vacant
state. Speculatory activity at land sales
has been noticeably less in recent months.

However, the Government is not satisfied
with the rate at which some owners of
large areas of urban land are prepared
to subdivide their holdings and get hous-
ing lots onto the market. Where the Gov-
ernment has strained its resources to make
services available to areas of vacant land,
it wants that land subdivided as quickly
as possible.

We are determined to take all steps
necessary to ensure an adequate, even an
excess, supply of building lots on the
market and we will continue to apply
pressure to land owners who are reluctant
to speed up the release of land for fear
of depressing the price they would obtain.

The Government is also concerned at the
new phase of speculatory activity in rural
land on the outskirts of the Perth urban
area. Schemes currently being promoted
in increasing numbers offer for sale
undivided shares in rural land holdings
with the bait of high profits to be made
when the land is ultimately rezoned for
urban development.

The Minister for Town Planning has
repeatedly warned the public to be on their
guard about such schemes. It is foolish
to assume that all rural land on the out-
skirts of the city will eventually be rezoned
for urban development. Any sound town
planning scheme must provide for large
areas of public open space and the reten-
tion of rural areas in and around the
environs of a city.

People who buy rural land now must be
prepared to find that it will remain rural
in the foreseeable future. The confident
assurances of the promoters should not be
taken as indicating planning intention.
particularly when planning for many of
these areas is at a very preliminary stage.
It is also important that persons buying
into these schemes should realise that they
may be liable to heavy land tax assess-
ments, as for the most part such land will
be taxable on the unimproved land scale
and at the high rate appropriate to the
value of the whole parcel.

I wish to make it quite clear that it is
the Government's Intention to make it
unprofitable for people to hold land solely
with the intention of profiting from future
rezoning or from the development of the
Surrounding area.
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We cannot get building blocks onto the
market at a reasonable price if genuine
developers are forced to pay high prices
for land in broad acres to people who are
contributing nothing to the community's
needs.

As a means of applying further pressure
on owners of urban land to get on with
subdivision and to sound a warning to
speculators in rural land, we are now pro-
posing a further increase in the scale of
land tax on unimproved land.

This Bill provides for the current scale
to be progressively increased on aggregate
boldings valued at mote than $25,000 and
the new scale becomes the seventh schedule
to the Act. The proposed new scale is
set out in table 3 of the notes prepared
for the information of members. Table 2
of the notes gives the current scale.

Whereas the maximum rate on the pre-
sent scale is 3.5c in the dollar on the
taxable value in excess of $100,000, under
the proposed scale It will be $5.25c in the
dollar on the taxable value in excess of
$120,000.

Members should note that the rates
shown in the schedule do not represent
the percentage of the taxable value actu-
ally paid in tax. For example, reference
to table 4 of the circulated notes and one
or two simple calculations will show that
the tax payable on land valued at $100,000
will amount to 3.08 per cent. of the value
of the land under the proposed scale. On
land valued at $200,000 It is 4.12 per cent.,
and on $1,000,000 it is 5.02 per cent.
Examples of the tax payable under both
the current and the proposed scales on
selected land values from $25,000 on are
given in table 4 of those Papers. I com-
mend the Bill to members.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr.
'Tonkin (Leader of the Opposition).

SWAN RIVER
Reclamation at Preston Point: Motion
Debate resumed from the 15th October

on the following motion by Mr. Ross
Hutchinson (Minister for Works):

That this House do resolve to ap-
Prove, Pursuant to subsection (1) of
section twenty-two A of the Swan
River Conservation Act, 1958-1966, the
reclamation of an area of about 5.5
acres of the Swan River near Preston
Point which area is shown in the plan
deposited in the Public Works Depart-
ment and marked P.W.D.W.A. 40970-
DRO. No. 2 and therein coloured red,
and as so shown in the copy of that
Plan laid on the Table of the House;
and that the Legislative Council be
requested to so resolve.

MR. FLETCHER (Fremantle) (5.33
P.m.]: I support the motion moved by
the Minister for Works, even though he
and his colleagues recently rejected my
motion for the establishment of an

authority to control ocean beaches. I con-
sider that both motions are of equal value
to the community. The motion reads in
part-

That this House do resolve to ap-
prove, Pursuant to subsection (1) of
section twenty-two A of the Swan
River Conservation Act, 1958-1966,
the reclamation of an area of about
5.5 acres of the Swan River near
Preston Point which area is shown in
the Plan deposited in the Public Works
Department and marked P.W.D.W.A,
40970-DRO. No. 2..

When I related that to the appropriate
section of the Swan River Conservation
Act, I found that the section read-

22. The functions of the Board
include-

(a) authority to formulate and
implement schemes, not in-
volving expenditure by the
Board, for co-ordinated action
in the abatement, control, and
prevention of pollution, by
owners and occupiers of land.
and agencies and instru-
mentalities of the Crown and
local authorities having the
control of land, adjacent to
any part of the waters or on
or adjacent to any part of the
foreshores, and for the beauti-
fication of the land and fore-
shores.

The amending Act, No. 27 of 1966, reduced
the area that is mentioned In section 22
from 10 acres to two acres.

I draw the attention of the House to
the reference to section 22: "the beautifi-
cation of the land and foreshores,. The
activities which will be indulged In at
Preston Point will do just that: they will
beautify the foreshore. As a consequence
I state at this point of time that I support
the motion.

I might mention that the week since I
obtained the adjournment of the debate
seemed to pass very quickly. However, on
looking through Hansard I find that the
Premier has honoured his obligation, and
I thank him for It.

Sir David Brand: I was thinking about
giving you a fortnight.

Mr. FLETCHER: During the past week
I must admit that I have not been Inun-
dated with any expressions of opposition
in respect of what Is to be done at Preston
Point.

Sir David Brand: You cannot support
this motion without supporting the other.

Mr. FLETCHER: I have not received
one expression of opposition to the pro-
posal, but I might have something to say
on the motion which appears next on the
notice paper. If I refer to It now you.
Mr. Speaker, will remind me that we are
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dealing with the motions one at a time;
so the Interjection of the Premier is a bit
premature.

In regard to the general comments I
have to make on the motion before us I
need only point to what has happened on
the north shore of the Swan River, not
immediately opposite but in close proxi-
mity to the North Fremantle football
ground. Previously when a football was,
kicked Into the water in that locality those
who went out to retrieve It found them-
selves to be not In water, but in mud. Now
there is sand In the area.

Sir David Brand: Of course, the recla-
mation at that point was justified.

Mr. PLETCHER: I am not denying that.
I hope the Premier Is not looking for an
argument! I am being most co-operative
in this matter. I am merely mentioning
the foreshore near the North Fremantle
football ground as an Illustration that
what has been done there can be done in
the vicinity of Preston Point. In the fore-
shore area near the North Fremnantle foot-
ball ground a beach exists now. The same
could be done to the foreshore In the
vicinity of the Swan Yacht Club: sand
could be deposited on the spot with equal
advantage.

A sandbank exists In that part of the
river, and this will be the source of supply
of materials for reclamation purposes. At
the present time only shallow draft vessels
can at high tide cross the sandbank. This
bank will be dredged to provide a channel
100 feet wide and 9 feet deep. The pro-
vision of a properly buoyed and a properly
marked and lighted beacon to enable safe
travelling at night will be of assistance to
the users of the river.

1 should Point out that since my child-
hood there has been a boat In my family.
We have had to attempt to cross this
sandbank with the prospect of being stuck
on it until the tide rose sufficiently to free
the boat. The member for Darling Range
would be familiar with the sandbank to
which I am alluding. River craft have
been stuck on the sandbank on many oc-
casions.

If a channel can be dredged through
this sandbank it will obviate the necessity
for craft to hug the coastline in close
proximity to the CSBP works and the
cliff face around the western foreshore;
instead the craft will be able to pass
through the channel In close proximity to
Preston Point. For that reason I consider
the channel to be very desirable.

Sir David Brand: Every minute you go
on speaking like this you become more
like a statesman?

Mr. PLETCHER: I am not saying this
to please the Premier or the House. I
said earlier that I wished the Minister for
Works had been equally co-operative In

supporting my motion on ocean beaches.
I am demonstrating that members on this
side of the House can be co-operative; and
I wish members opposite would be as co-
operative on other occasions. However,
that Is beside the point.

Mr. Bickerton., If the Minister for Works
loses this motion the Premier will be
responsible for I

Mr. FLETCHER: As the member for
Pilbara has interjected, X would remind
the House that all members who went
down the river on a tour of Inspection were
given the opportunity to do so as a result
of a question by way of an interjection
by the honourable member as to whether
the Minister for Works would provide a
launch to enable members to see the loca-
tion. As a consequence we are better
qualified to express an opinion on this
matter.

On our tour we also saw the locality in
which the South of Perth Yacht Club is
situated. I have known that locality since
my childhood, because In 1915 my family
built in that area. In those days the
hosts which are now moored securely at
the South of Perth Yacht Club were not
moored to leeward of the club; they
were subjected to the south-westerly and
north-westerly winds and were iable to
be washed ashore. Now all craft are
Moored on the leeward side of the yachti
club. On this reclaimed area is a senior
club as well as a junior club. The re-
claimed area Is large enough to enable
the junior club to be established some
distance from the senior club, which
has licensed premises. I consider this to
be a desirable purpose in the use of the
reclaimed land.

Part of the reclamation work to be
undertaken at Preston Point will also be
carried out for the same purpose. There is
already a senior yacht club in existence
there, and the additional area of land will
enable a junior club to be established in
proximity of, but not close to, the senior
club.

I realise that an additional area is to be
dredged to provide for public open space.
for a launching ramp, and for other uses
associated with the welfare of the com-
munity, The spoil dredged from the sand-
bank to form a channel will fill the area.

I have no argument against the estab-
lishment of a channel in that locality.
However, I have since heard argument
from members on both sides of the House
that the foreshore. instead of the middle
of the river, should be dredged. To
counter that argument I have this to say:
In dredging the foreshore extreme dif-
ficulty would be experienced, because of
the nature of the terrain. Members who
stepped ashore at that spot would have
noticed the limestone protruding through
the sandbank, and the seaweed.
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The limestone is uncovered at low tide.
if the level is raised to seven feet as a
consequence of the dredging, and soil is
deposited on this area, then boats will be
able to approach the locality without any
prospect of sustaining damage by -scrap-
Ing the rocky terrain. Mishaps such as
this could cause considerable damage to
motor launches and their rudders and
propellors, and also to sailing craft and
their keels and centre boards. By cover-
ing that area with sand it will be made
safe for boats.

A great number of people visit the Leeu-
win naval depot, and. at low tide they
are subjected to the obnoxious odour
which comes off the sandbank. So the
covering of the sandbank will be an
advantage in that respect.

I have beard argument as to why an
area should be resumed adequate to ac-
cormodate a commercial marina, the Aus-
tralian Navy League, the rowing club and
the Swan Yacht Club on the one site.
Those organisations are already situated
on that Part of the river, with the excep-
tion of the junior Yacht club. I ask: Why
should we not have those organisations
adjacent to each other, from the point of
view of the facilities it is necessary to
provide. I refer to electricity, sewerage.
and water supplies.

I also ask: Why should we have to have
an argument every time we want to place
an aquatic sporting facility on our fore-
shore?

Government members: Hear, hear!
Mr. FLETCHER: If provision was not

made for all of those organisations now,
we would have an argument on every oc-
casion a site was required. if we reclaim
an area adequate to accommodate the
organisations I have mentioned, we will
have only one argument instead of several.

At Preston Point the adults are catered
for with the provision of licensed premises
and mooring pens for launches and
Yachts. The additional area is required
for the junior members of the club and
their craft. The motion, if carried, will
ensure the provision of facilities for the
younger people in conformity with those
available at the East Fremantle Yacht
Club, which is adjacent. The South of
Perth Yacht Club and other clubs provide
similar facilities for both adults and young
people alike.

Also, a launching ramp will be provided
for trailer-borne craft. Cars will be able
to back down the launching ramp and the
craft will be launched from the trailers
with safety. The ramp is close to the
moles, and close to the outer harbour.
where so many people go to enjoy them-
selves, whether fishing or boating. The
launching ramp will be an asset.

I have no objection to the reclamation
taking place in my electorate. The sand
which will be pumped onto the foreshore

will cover the mud and seaweed. The
members of the junior yacht club will be
able to compete with other clubs in
competitive sport amongst the young
people. They graduate from the smaller
craft to larger craft and in so doing
spend their leisure time taking part In a
clean, healthy sport In the right environ-
ment. I suggest their leisure time will be
spent in far greater safety on the river
than If it were spent in fast cars on our
roads. These conditions will help to avoid
the carnage which Is taking place on our
roads. There Is no comparison between
the danger which exists on our roads and
the danger alleged to exist on the rivers.

Just as car parking facilities have to be
increased in proportion to the Increase in
licensed vehicles, so have facilities to be
provided for additional river craft. Just
as the number of cars is increasing, so will
the number of boats increase. As I have
said, the demand for facilities will
increase.

Mr. Bickerton: As long as the public is
not denied access to the foreshore areas.

Mr. FLETCHER: I have already ex-
plained that the reclamation is not only
required for yachting purposes. There is
an area for public purposes, and an area.
for public open space. I will subsequently
read to the House the attitude of the local
authority, but I do not want to do so at
this stage. At present, visitors to the
H.M.A.S. Lecuwin Naval Depot have dif-
ficulty in parking but as a consequence of
the proposed dredging those people will be
able to visit their relatives at the naval
depot, while others can sit In the pleasant
surroundings of the beach which will be
provided. I do not want to appear to be
too enthusiastic in case I bring down the
wrath of my colleagues on my head. AS
I have said, I think this is a worth-while
proposition.

I think the day will come when the craft
on the river will have to be segregated.
Motorcars now travel almost bumper to
bumper, and by the same token we will
have so many craft on the river that moor-
ing pens for the bigger craft will have to
be constructed outside the heads.

Mr. Rushton: Rockingham would be a
good place to have those facilities.

Mr. FLETCHER: When previously speak-
ing to the Estimates I mentioned the area
I have In mind. I hope that one day we
will see the larger craft moored and op-
erating outside the heads where they can
sail in Cockburn Bound. The Smaller craft
could then indulge, In safety. in boating
activities on the river without becoming
Involved with the larger craft.

Some areas of the river, at present, are
set aside for speedboats and skiing. As
the river becomes more crowded so there
wvill be need for greater segregation of
craft. However, that is another matter.
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I mentioned that I would seek the atti-
tude of the local authority concerned. Un-
fortunately, its viewpoint did niot reach me
In today's mall so I made a trip to the
East Fremantle Town Council and spoke
to the town clerk. He was kind enough
to let me have a duplicate of the letter
which Is In the mall addressed to me-
and which I have no doubt I will receive
tomorrow. Since the letter contains only
one paragraph, and bears out my case, 1
would like to quote It as follows:-

Dear Sir,
Council at its meeting held on the

20th Instant reaffirmed Its previous
decision that it was In agreement with
the proposal submitted for recla-
nmation of Preston Point providing an
assurance was given by the Govern-
ment whereby no commercial estab-
lishments, particularly boat building.
was carried out on the reclaimed land.

Your support of Council's decision
would be very much appreciated.

Yours faithfully.
M. 0. Cowan,

Town Clerk.
That letter was addressed to me, and is
dated the 21st October, 1969.

1 hope the Minister for Works and the
Premier heard the proviso set out In the
letter. The letter also answers, In part,
the: interjection by the member for Pil-
bars when he referred to the area not
being used for commercial or Industrial
purposes. I have no doubt that the East
Fremantle Town Council hjas no objection
to the slipways which are associated with
the various clubs. The sllpways are re-
quired for repair work and maintenance
of craft.

The Minister has received deputations,
led by myself, from the local authorities
in that area which were seeking the re-
moval of the existing commercial slip-
ways from the East Fremantle foreshore.
Same very valuable real estate is situated
in that locality and I do not blame the
people for wanting the existing commercial
sheds and sllpways shifted from the fore-
shore.

I heard the Minister interject earlier
to the effect that there would not be any
commercial establishments on the resumed
area or even in close proximity thereto.
members might wonder at the proviso
which I have mentioned, but at the present
time dilapidated jetties and boat sheds
exist along the foreshore towards the
bridge. I have assisted In endeavours to
have themn shifted and that Is why the
East Fremantle Town Council has stated
that it does not want any more commer-
cial slipways established on the resumed
area. Subject to the Government honour-
ing that assurance given to the East Fre-
mantle Town Council, I support the
motion.

MR. TONKIN (Melville-Loeader of the
Opposition) (5.55 p~mJl: Before I address
myself to any merits there may be In.
and the demerits of, the proposition, I
want--on behalf of the members on this
side of the House-to express appreciation
to the Minister and the Government for
arranging the trip down the river follow-
Ing the suggestion from the member for
Pilbara. The trip enabled members to have
a closer view of what Is proposed. It was
very helpful Indeed and made for a better
understanding of what Is intended.

I further want to say that there will be
no attempt, on this side of the House.
to regard this as a party question; every
member Is free to express his opinion, and
he can vote in accordance with that
opinion.

This Is one of those subjects where a
different point of view can be expected
according to whether or not one has a
vested interest in what Is being proposed.
I in no way disparage the argument of the
member for Fremantle when I emphasise
the point which he made. He said that
he and his family have been interested in
yachting as long as he could remember,
and that there has always been a boat
about the place. So, It is to be expected
that when Proposals are put forward to
carry out reclamation of the river for
the prime purpose of providing accom-
modation for yacht clubs, the member for
Fremantle-and other people closely as-
sociated with yachting-will be in support
of such proposals, generally, as, indecd,
most yachtsmen are.

I venture to say that if one went to a
yacht club and asked the members of the
club if they were in favour of the reclama-
tion of the Swan River to establish yacht
club facilities they would, to a man,
answer "Yes." What else can be expected?

We have to consider that the Swan River
is a very fine heritage. Many cities
throughout the world would spend mil-
lions of dollars if, by so doing, they could
produce what we have already. Accord-
ing to how we appreciate its value,
so our desire to retain and Improve It is
strengthened. I know the Minister for
Works has regarded people who stand for
the principle "hands off the river," as
people who look upon the river as a sac-
red cow. The Minister has said so.

Mr. Bickerton: There Is no bull about
that.

Mr. TONIN: I believe that instead of
looking favourably upon proposals which
result in our having less and less of the
river as the years go by, we ought to be
giving favourable consideration to pro-
posals which will give us more and more of
the river as the Years go by. Instead of
talking about mud fiats and creating
islands we ought to be thinking of ways
and means of getting rid of the mud fiats
to make more and more river available
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to be used by the many thousands of boats
we can anticipate will be on the river in
the years to came.

When the population of Perth exceeds
2,000,000, as it will one day, many people
will be anxious to have a boat on the
river, and the existing channels and water-
ways will be inadequate. The sandbanks
which now impede the progress of yachts
and restrict the channels in which they
can sail will be removed in order to make
way for the extra boats. Where do we
stop if every time we want to find a place
for yacht clubs we consider building an
island in the river? How many islands
are we going to have in the river? Are we
going to build them all the way along
the river in front of those very nice
dwellings in South Perth, for example?

Mr. Dunn: It is not intended to put an
island at Preston Paint.

Mr. TONKIN: I will be very pleased to
hear the expressions of another yachtsman
on this question.

Mr. Williams: I think he is a Power-
boat driver.

Mr, TONKIN: I want to know this: If
we create an Island for the purpose of a
yacht club-

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: We are talking
about Preston Point.

Mr. TONK~I. That is all right; I will
come back to that later. If we create
an island for the purpose of a yacht club,
where do we stop? When we want to site
a junior yacht club at Preston Point, we
do not consider what is best for the river
-not at all. But how do we get land
for the purpose of providing a site far a
junior yacht club and to enable the Gov-
ernment to get out of a difficulty which It
will create itself; and that is to shift a
launching ramp which may be in the wkay
of a bridge which almost five years ago
the Premier promised would be builtl How
can the Minister replace that launching
ramp? At the present time he has no-
where to put It.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Actually, it could
remain where it is.

Mr. TONKIN: The Minister did not
say that: he called it a temporary launch-
ing ramp and my understanding of the
word "temporary" is that it will have to
go at some time.

Mr. Bovell: Like we all do.
Mr. Ross Hutch inson: It is better that

it should be moved, because it is not well
placed.

Mr. TONKINT: According to my reading
of the Minister's comiments--and I have
read them very carefully, as he will see
before I sit down-there is a temporary
launching ramp at the foot of Putney
Street which the Minister said will be
threatened by the building of a bridge. The
Minister needs a place where he can site
a new launching ramp, so he proposes to

reclaimn some of the river to provide it.
Then he needs some land which will be
retained as Crown land for the time being,
and in connection with which the member
for F'remantle wants some assurance-I am
unaware that the assurance has been given
Yet-that it will not be used for coin-
mercial purposes.

When the Minister was speaking he said
in reply to an interjection that no boat
building would be undertaken on this land.
but that he was not saying there would be
no repairs and maintenance carried out.
To me that means there is a possibility of
leasing this land to somebody who will
carry on the business of repairing and
maintaining boats. If that is so, it would
appear to me to cut across the require-
ment of the East Fremantle Council.

I think the Minister should be cate-
gorical about this when he deals with the
conditional support given by the member
for Fremantle. I took the support of the
member for Fremantle to be conditional
upon a firm assurance being given that
no commercial activity would be carried
out on any of the reclaimed land.

As you very well know, Mr. Speaker,
because you were one of the party that
went to have a look at Preston Point
where some 5.5 acres of the river will be
reclaimed, this is a narrow part of the
river, with a particularly narrow channel.
I do not think it will improve the river: to
have a narrow channel there. There is
no clay there to be dredged out, and the
area will be dredged out if this proposition
Is not approved by Parliament, according
to the engineer, Mr. Gillespie. He said If
this motion is not approved some dredg-
Ing will have to be carried out to clear the
channel.

My view is that for the more beneficial
improvement of the river it would be better
to dredge and widen the channel rather
than restrict it to 100 feet. I have looked
carefully at the suggestion that, as a result
of this reclamation, a considerable area
will be available for public open space.
That might be the intention and the fond
hope: but in practice it just will not work
out because there will be such a clutter of
activity around this limited area that its
value as open space for the public will be
practically nil.

Mr. Speaker, what is the general practice
with regard to the siting of yacht clubs?
Have You ever gone to the Royal Fresh-
water Bay Yacht Club and seen how much
access the general public have to the ar4 a
which is used by the yacht club? At one
time the w'hole of that foreshore was avail-
able to the Public; but when it was leased
to thle yacht club the general public was
restricted to certain areas, and the leased
area was fenced off.

Take a trip to the South of Perth Yacht
Club area, the responsibility for the recla-
mation of which I take myself.- If I may
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be Permitted to explain: When the Free-
way was being built the South of Perth
Yacht Club was in the way and it was
felt reasonable to guarantee It a site some-
where else, and to provide such a site I
approved of the reclamation of portion of
the Swan River; and so the club was given
a location on the west side.

Go along some weekend and see what
value to the general public is the
open space there. The area is so cluttered
up with the motorcars of members of the
club, and with boats and trailers and the
lie-and also the boats in the river-that
its value as open space to the general
public is a minus quantity.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: You did it for
the yacht club.

Mr. TONKIN: I am a member of the
Yacht club.

Mr. floss Hutchinson: I know; but you
did it for the yacht club.

Mr. TONKIN: Of course it was [or the
yacht club; but what 1 am endeavouring
to say is that once a yacht club becomes
established in an area it takes over, and
that is what I think is going to happen
at Preston Point and also on the island
which is the subject of the second motion.

So, Mr. speaker, you will find that where
a yacht club is sited the area becomes
more or less exclusively the property of
the club, and its value as open space for
the general public to go wading and swim-
ming and so on Is almost non-existent. I
think yachting is a fine sport which should
be encouraged, and I have done my best
to encourage it wherever possible.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: You were Just
running it down a minute ago.

Mr. TONKIN: No; I am stating the
facts, and that is my responsibility.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Just try to over-
come the "yes-not' attitude. I think it is
important that you should.

Mr. TONKIN: There is no "yes-no"
attitude, as the Minister will find out
before I finish.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Well, make up
your mind on yachting.

Mr. TONK~I: I was about to say, if I
am allowed to do so, that I think yachting
is a fine sport which should be encouraged.
juniors, especially, have a wonderful
opportunity to learn about yachting and
to keep themselves occupied. However,
it is possible to site yacht clubs in more
favourable places than Is proposed in the
Government's proposition. A site had to
be found for the Swan Yacht Club, because
it was pushed out by up-river expansion;
and this was a responsibility of the Gov-
ernment similar to that which devolved
upon the Government of which I was a
member when the Mitchell Freeway was
built. The rowing club was similarly af-
fected and a site had to be found for it.

There is no reason why we should not
go on finding sites for yacht clubs so long
as we are careful to ensure that we do not
endeavour to site them where the river is
narrow and has a restricted flow, or where
we have to create islands for the purpose.
We ought to be dredging the river and
building sand beaches for the use of the
public. We can utilise portions of the
foreshore, as far away as possible from the
homes of people, for yacht clubs so that
they can be properly accommodated in
order to carry out their activities.

I am not against the principle of siting
yacht clubs where they can carry on their
sport. I am against these proposals be-
cause I say they are not what the Minister
calls bold, imaginative, and with a touch
of the audacious. r say they are prosaic,
shortsighted, and foolhardy.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Well, I must be
right.

Mr. TONKIN: The Minister said that
the Government believed the proposals
would enhance the value of the river for
the people. That is a plain expression of
opinion with not a single example to sub-
stantiate it. If the Minister had the in-
formation, he had the opportunity to say.
"Well, it will do this and it will do that
and it will do such-and-such' to prove its
value to the people. However, he has not
given a single example of how these pro-
positions will enhance the value of the
river for the people. They will enhance
the value of the river for certain yacht
clubs, or certain people interested In yacht-
Ing-

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: And for the
public.

Mr. TONKIN: The Minister had the
opportunity to give examples, but he gave
none. All he did was to make aL statement
of opinion.

Mr. Ross Hutch inson: What is the public
open space for?

Mr. TONKIN: I have already said that
the public open space proposed at Preston
Point will be practically valueless when one
has regard to the activity which will take
place in this very limited area of 5.5 acres
which is to be provided. When we have
regard to the fact that there is to be a
launching ramp, a yacht club, and an area
reserved for the Crown where there will be
activity in connection with the repair and
maintenance of boats, there will be little
area left for the public.

One does not have to be very skilled In
mathematics or common sense to work out
how much open space of any real worth
will be provided there. My idea of en-
hancing the value of the river in that
location is to dredge it to get the sand
out of the road, and to use the sand on
the lowlying parts, to bring useless land
into existence which can be sold to defray
the cost of the work to be carried out.
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Whilst I am on the subject, fancy a Gov-
ernment that has not got enough money
to install a Pipeline to give water to the
Beacon area or to erect some manual art
buildings to allow Dowerin to have a high
school, agreeing to find $200,000 to pro-
vide a site for yacht clubs!
Sitting suspended from 6.25 to 7.30 p.m.

Mr. TONKIN: There is not a great deal
more I desire to say in connection with
this first proposition. I was all attention
when the Minister said when moving the
motion that he was-to use his own
phraseology-about to extol the virtues of
the plan. I did not hear those virtues
mentioned other than a statement that
the plan would bring about a better utilisa-
tion of the river and the foreahore.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: In due course, yes.
Mr. TONKIN: I just cannot see it my-

self. I cannot see how narrowing this
channel in what is already a very narrow
place will bring about a better utilisation
of the river and the foreshore. I do know,
however, that in the course of the inspec-
tion a statement was made by one of the
officers that this was an industrial area
anyhow, implying that it did not matter
a great deal if we cluttered it up with
further industrial activity.

If It did not imply that, what was the
purpose in drawing attention to the fact
that this is an industrial area anyhow?
That is what I do not like about this pro-
position. The primary purpose is not to
improve the river at all; it is to provide
a site for a junior yacht club;, to provide
a site for a launching ramp which the
Government may be obliged to shift, and
to provide an area of land which will re-
main Crown land until such time as the
Government has some specific purpose to
which It desires to put it.

What happens to the river if there Is
any benefit accruing will be incidental.
One would expect with regard to the river
that there ought to be a plan to improve
it and if in the course of improving the
river, sites are created these could be made
available to those who want them.

I feel this matter is being tackled in the
wrong way. It Is so easy to feel that if
we want more land on the foreshore we
should fill in the river. I have been as
guilty of this in the past as anybody else,
but we cannot go on doing this sort of
thing or we will soon find we have very
little river left. The more one does of
this sort of thing the easier it is to con-
tinue to do lb.

We dredge out Preston Point. take a
portion of river and build up the bank;
later somebody will want a little more land
in the area-possibly another two or two
and a half acres-and it will not be neces-
sary for the Government to bring the
proposition to Parliament and, accord-
ingly, it could agree administratively to
an extension of another three and a half

or five acres. Then again in 10 years'
time a further extension may be required
for boat repairs and maintenance-
which might mean another two or three
acres-and again there would be no need
to bring the matter to Parliament; the
department could agree to it administra-
tively, and we could go on In this fashion
once this proposition Is approved.

Accordingly it becomes a question of
whether we are prepared to create land
at the expense of the river in order to
provide for yacht clubs, ski clubs,
marinas, launching ramps, ship repair
yards, and so on. If we feel we ought
to do that in this case what argument
can be used against a further request if
one is made in a few years' time for the
provision of something similar elsewhere?

So we must weigh up the advantages
we expect to derive in the way of pro-
viding a site for a yacht club, a site for
a launching ramp and for boat repair
works together with a limited amount of
open space to see whether these facilities
are justified, in view of the fact that we
are going to use up some of the river to
provide them.

My own view is that we are not so
justified and we ought to look elsewhere
to Improve the foreshore, somewhere
where it is low-lying and swampy and of
no use. We should dredge it and use the
spoil to provide a sandy beach which
could be used by people further up. We
should site the yacht club in an area
where there is deep water.

I think that would be a preferable
method to deal with this situation. In
support of his argument the Minister used
the fact-and I probably would have done
the same in his position-that the Swan
River Conservation Board supports the
proposition. The Government takes notice
:)f the views of the Swan River Conserva-
tion Board when it suits it to do so; be-
cause I would remind the Minister and
the Government that the Swan River
Conservation Board was strongly opposed
to power lines going over the river at this
spot.

But the opposition of the Swan River
Conservation Board did not mean a thing,.
nor did the opposition of the East Fre-
mantle Council mean anything in that
case. The project to construct the power
lines went on. it Is very convenient to
quote the attitude of the Swan River Con-
servation Board when it is in accordance
with one's desires and to reject the
opinion of the board when it is contrary
to one's own desires.

Accordingly I attach no weight whatever
to the statement that the Government is
supported by the opinion of the Swan
River Conservation Board. I feel the Gov-
ernment should look elsewhere to provide
these facilities; it should not be influenced
by the fact that this area is to all intents
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and Purposes mostly an industrial area
at present and that therefore not much
can be done that will spoil it.

My own View Is that in this particular
place the channel should be made as wide
as possible, otherwise when we get several
thousand more yachts on the river-those
that want to come down to the opening
of the river-there will be tremendous
congestion at this very point and they
will not be able to get through.

So instead of narrowing the river at
this point we ought to be going in the
opposite direction and widening it. As
members 'would have judged from what I
have said, I am not in favour of the pro-
posal at all.

MR. DUNN (Darling Range) [7.41 p~m.]:
I rise to support the motion before the
House because I feel it is a very sensible
pproach to a problem which is quite

apparent and one which will repeat itself,
as the Leader of the Opposition has said,
In the Years to come.

It is very proper that this proposal
should be before the House and that we
should consider It. I feel that each and
every one of us should accept his respon-
sibility and give the matter keen and
close attention. I am sure that none of
us would want to do anything which might
harm the people or the populace as a
whole; we want to do what is best for
the people. Being Parliamentarians it is
obvious that from time to time we will be
called upon to make decisions. It is equally
obvious that our own Dersonal decisions
will not necessarily be the same as those
of other members in the Chamber, whether
they be on this side of the Rouse or on
the opposition benches.

I want to agree with the Leader of the
Opposition when he says quite categori-
cally that the time is coming when increas-
ing problems will arise in regard to the
number of people who are using the river.
It is quite obvious that problems will
arise as time progresses. It is equally
obvious that the Government of the day
did the right thing when it created the
Swan River Conservation Board, and it
seems silly in the extreme, after having
created that body, that we as laymen
should consider dispensing with what its
members feel Is the right thing to do.

During my trip down the river at the
kind invitation of the minister, for which
I thank him, I was happy indeed to have
the opportunity to discuss this matter and
to resolve In my own mind my approach to
the problem and the other problems which
1. as a layman and a user of the river,
feel exist.

It was most encouraging to be able to
talk to the Chairman of the Swan
River Conservation Board and to obtain
from him first-hand knowledge as to how
the board had approached the question

of giving support to this proposition. It
wvas equally encouraging to talk to Mr.
Gillespie, the engineer involved in this
scheme, and to learn from him his reason
for supporting the proposition.

It is quite clear that the Swan River
Conservation Board, together with Mr.
Gillespie and his fellow officers, has given
what it considers to be its best thought
and consideration to the problem of mak-
ing the river more suitable both for those
who wish to view it and those who wish
to use it.

I think this is the crux of the whole
matter: if we are to keep the river in
its present state for the benefit of pos-
terity, many of the residents in the city
area and its environs, together with those
in the country areas, will be delighted,
but, unfortunately the problem does not
rest there.

I say this because there is in the com-
munity an ever-growing section which is
equally interested in the river and its
uses for personal enjoyment and for the
training and development of children. Let
us not forget that there is also a section
vitally interested in the preservation of
fauna and fish and this section must also
be considered.

If we are to approach this problem
sensibly and be honest in our endeavours.
we must give due consideration to every
aspect, and establish an ideal-and work
for it-which will give the greatest satis-
faction to the most people.

When travelling down the river earlier
this week, those on board must have been
aware of the tremendous amount of water
in the Swan River. I have been told it
is in the vicinity of 8,500 acres, and a, good
deal of this is completely useless for boat-
Ing. Therefore, on first thought, it would
seem the answer to the problem is to take
the spoil from the shallow parts and dumnp
it into the deeper areas, or dredge the
river and build up the banks; but, upon
discussing the matter with the board mem-
bers, I discovered it is not quite as simple
as that.

Certain sections of the river provide
sandy soil which is suitable for pumping
onto the foreshores for use as beach sand.
On the other hand, other areas are com-
pletely useless for this purpose because
they consist mostly of clay. Even in what
would seem to be the simple project of
dredging these clay areas, various difficult
engineering problems present themselves
and require the use of a dredge far more
expensive and powerful than the one avail-
able to the Swan River Conservation
Board.

If we are to consider this question pro-
perly, we must at least accept the advice
of those who have been charged by the
Government with the task of investigating
the matter fully, taking into consideration
the aesthetics, the use of the water, the
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use of the foreshore, and the engineering
problems connected with dredging. I am
sure that no-one in this Chamber would
accuse the board of carrying out this in-
vestigation without having full regard for
the points I have just mentioned.

In connection with the issue concerning
Preston Point, an examination of the fore-
shore Involved reveals, as was pointed out
by the member for Fremantle, that it
consists of a considerable amount of lime-
stone and therefore use of the area, by the
public is very difficult. Also, the water
is shallow at this spot and therefore is of
no use because of the number of' rocks
and so on which make boating hazardous
and swimming awkward.

At the same time in a large expanse of
shallow wvater which contains a sandbank
it is proposed to establish a 100-foot
channel. I would remind the Leader of
the Opposition that at present a channel
of less than 100 feet in the area is used
by all boats and in all my experience I
have not known of any congestion there.
If another 100-foot channel is established,
there will not be, r imagine, any conges-
tion of boating in those areas, either indi-
vidually or together. The advantage of
the channel will be the considerable
shortening of the journey down the river,
and at the same time it will pro-
vide suitable sandy soil to effect a
proper reclamation of the river at this
point, which is the Project under discus-
sion.

We now come to the use of the river.
If the river is to be used, we must pro-
vide suitable facilities. and, having per-
mitted the establishment of the Swan
River Yacht Club In its present position,
and this piece of foreshore to all intents
and purposes being useless, I can see no-
thing against this proposition. We must
also bear in mind that the foreshore at
this spot is bounded by a, very narrow
road and therefore, motorists obtain no
river view from it because they are too
intent on watching the road to ensure
they are not involved in an accident.' They
dare not park their cars at this, point
either, because if they did a traffic block
would occur and this would be most un-
popular.

The Swan River Conservation Board has
recommended that this step be taken and
it has received the support of the East
Fremantle Town Council. Therefore the
Government has very rightly proceeded
to present this motion to the House for
consideration,

Let us consider the necessity to pro-
vide facilities on the river foreshore. The
chairman of the board Informs me that
something like 100 additional boats a week
are being launched. It could even be
more. These boats will be used by many
People, some of whom know quite a lot
about boating but, on the other hand,

many of them, I am sorry to say, do not
seem to know very much. The purpose
of this exercise Is to provide a suitable
adjunct to the Swan River Yacht Club for
the training of our youth, both boys and
girls, In the proper use and handling of
boats, and the correct care of the river
itself. Someone must accept this respon-
sibility and who is better suited than a
yacht club? Prom that point of view I
regard this reclamation as being very
sound and Profitable so far as the com-
munity as a whole is concerned.

Accordingly I believe that members in
this Chamber can confidently support the
motion because there is no question about
the fact that the number of boats and the
number of people using the river are in-
creasing every week. A definite necessity
exists to ensure that as many as possible-
both young and old-can be taught the
proper use of the river and boats, and all
about sailing and boating generally.

This is an important consideration. I
have been sailing for a number of years
and I can recall many occasions when I
have had to go to the assistance of people
who had no knowledge whatever of what
they were doing. The unfortunate part
of this type of situation is that very often
these people put not only their own lives
and those on their boats in jeopardy, but
also the lives of those who go to their
assistance; and this Is a very real prob-
lem on our waterways, and one which Is
increasing.

I can recite one experience I had at
Rottnest only a short while ago. The
Triton was in front of me and its skipper
pointed to a boat in difficulties in a very
dangerous part of the approaches to the
island. I bad with me on board people
who knew very little about boating, but I
was satisfied that I had to try to help the
people in difficulties. I did so, and pulled
them off the reef. They had] been within
a short distance of crashing, I jeopardised
the safety of my own boat and the People
I had on board. Yet, those I pulled to
safety had no idea at all how to tie a
rope on the front of the boat. I had to
tell them what to do and afterwards two
men stayed on the top and burled the
bow into the surf making the situation
difficult Indeed.

This type of behaviour will continue un-
less sufficient facilities are available to
train people In the use of boats. I repeat
that what the Leader of the Opposition has
said is so true; that is. there will be an
increasing demand for the use of the river
both for boating and for swimming. There-
fore I feel we must take this Into account
and be prepared to accept that the river
will be used. We must also be prepared to
accept the advice of those folk whom we
have charged with the responsibility of
studying all aspects of this matter.

I do not think for one moment that it Is
sufficient to say, as did the Leader of the
Opposition, that the mud can be taken
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from one area and placed In another, or
that the water can be pumped from one
channel and put into another. This is not
the situation at all. We must accept the
considered and knowledgeable advice given
us; and surely the board has undertaken
the responsibility to supply this advice!

'The member for Fremantle raised the
point concerning the commercial use of the
river. I would like to support the East
Fremantle Town Council in this respect,
but hope it will not go so far as to say
there will be no opportunity for People
to paint a boat or undertake small running
adjustments to their boats or gear. I do
not imagine this is anticipated. I spoke to
the Mayor of East Fremantle when I was
down there and he told me his feelings
concerning the establishment of commer-
cial sites. I gathered he was referring to
the building, repair, and renovation of
commercial boats; and it will be inter-
esting to know if I am right.

If he meant that no place will be avail-
able where a person can moor a boat and
conduct some running repairs, I do not be-
lieve this would be desirable; because I can
assure members that a number of people
will use this facility for this purpose. As
the Leader of the Opposition said, there
would be little room for open space. I could
not agree with him more, and this accen-
tuates the fact that there is a growing de-
mand for these facilities to be made avail-
able. This, of course, is what will happenl,
but it does not alter the fact that If we
do not Provide the facilities somewhere,
people will take over, and this will raise
another problem which will be controll-
able, but far harder to control than will be
the situation if we approach it in the man-
ner which the Government has envisaged
in the motion.

Reference has been made to the amount
of foreshore which has been taken
up by the yacht clubs. Considering the
number of people who use the yacht clubs
and the amount of capital invested
in boats. as well as the fact that there
is--I am only guessing-about 25 miles
of foreshore from the Causeway on both
sides of the river, I would say the yacht
clubs do not take up a tremendous amount
of the foreshore. We must also be cognisant
of the fact that, although using some of
our foreshore, the yacht clubs are, to a
large extent, performing a very necessary
function in the community as they are,
as I said before, teaching our young people
how to use their boats and their river
correctly.

I do not think we can criticise the yacht
clubs too much. We will have to take into
account that these facilities will be made
available and we must be prepared to
accept this responsibility. The time will
come, of course, when larger boat owners
on the river will find it mnore beneficial
and convenient to establish yacht clubs

in areas outside the harbour. I do not
think any of them relish the fact that
they have to take the mast down when-
ever they go under the bridges to jet out
to the ocean; and ocean races are very
popular.

The days when large sailing boats were
king of the river are almost gone. The
number of small boats which clutter up
the river makes the manoeuvrling of large
boats a very difficult proposition. I con-
sider this may have the effect of slowing
down the growth of big yacht clubs.
Further, if the large yacht clubs move
out into the open waters this will leave
a fair amount of foreshore and a number
of facilities available for use by smaller
craft. In my opinion this is a fairly
natural development which could take
Place.

I have had quite a considerable ex-
perience on the river. I want to say that
a tremendous amount of the river is of no
use whatsoever so far as boating is con-
cerned because of the depth of water.
However, I do not know whether it would
be the right thing to take all the fill out-
not that I think this is possible anyway-
and open it all for boating. I do not con-
sider this should happen.

We must look after the fauna on the
river and the breeding rounds of fish. We
do this on the advice of people who know
what they are talking about. Since the
Swan River Conservation Board was
established I do not think anyone could
say that the board has not done an
extremely good and competent job. Pro-
vided we look to these aspects, I think the
motion should be supported. We should
bear in mind that a section of the com-
munity is surely entitled to use the river
and one must have adequate and proper
facilities to be able to use any river. At
the same time we should not lose sight of
the fact that many people simply want
to look at the river. If members look at
the Stephenson plan I do not think they
could assume that the Swan River will
finish up like the Thames River In Eng-
land. I do not think this is possible.
mainly because of the expanse of water,
and also because of other considerations.

This fair city of ours and the metropoli-
tan environs are fortunate because we have
the opportunity to put into effect all the
modern concepts of planning to ensure
that this type of thing does not happen.
I might add, too, that the M.R.P.A. has
also envisaged the use of the part of the
river which is the subject of the motion
brought forward by the Government.

I have much Pleasure in supporting the
measure and I trust members will see fit
to give the Government support and back-
ing for what has been Put forward by
those who are responsible for advising
the Government.
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AIR. JAMIESON (Belmont) [8.5 pm.]:
I find myself in two camps on an issue
such as this. In the first place, I would
like to see the river cleaned up. Despite
the fact that we claim the river is purer
now than it was years ago-and this
might be proved by an analysis of samples
of the water-this is not the position
from an aesthetic point of view. The
reason for this is that more cans, bottles.
bags, and probably more dead cats, too,
are thrown into the river-particularly
into its shallow portions--than previously,
for the simple reason that more people
now use the river.

Mr. Dunn: That does not happen at
Point Walter where it is used extensively.

Mr. JIAMIESON: That interjection, Mr.
Speaker, shows how little the honourable
member knows about Point Walter. It
is a pity he did not walk out on the spit
the other day and see the conglomeration
of offal in the corner which is sheltered
by the spit and which seems to be the
target for the prevailing winds on the river.
The stench is really dreadful in that
area. It is invariably the same and there
is very little difference in the degree of
stench. The jetty side of the spit is
reasonably clean, I agree, but the other
side is absolutely rotten. The only way
to obviate this, as far as I can see, is to
make the water deeper.

The other day I looked at the areas of
the river which are sought to be resumed
and, in my opinion, they certainly need
some tidying up. Clean sand should be
d,.xnped into this section even if it means
a change of plan to widen the overall
channel of the river from the point where
the reclamation is proposed to be started
to somewhere past the entrance to
Leeuwin. There may be some sense In
doing that.

I consider we should not clutter up the
river and I am sympathetic with the
opinion expressed by my leader: namely,
that we should try to avoid narrowing the
river. However, if it is necessary to resume
it as far as the marker pads--

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: "Reclaim" is the
word.

Mr. JAMIESON: Well, to reclaim-
M~r. Ross Hutchinson: The honourable

member said "resume."
Mr. JAMIESON: Resuming the river

is much the same thing. I think. How-
ever, if the reclamation extends that far
I think an effort should be made to
deepen appreciably the water in the area
and not simply to cut the channel which
is proposed If this section is filled in . My
estimate is that a distance of approxi-
mately 100 yards is involved between this
area and the deep channel marker. If
a deeper overall channel were provided in
the river there could be some sense in
the action.

One only needs to walk along the fore-
shore from Leeuwin to areas which are
associated with boats to see that something
is tossed into the river every time a boat
comes in. This is an unfortunate habit.
but always something is tossed, even if it
is only an old bailing tin or something like
that. This is repeated thousands of times
with the result that a great deal of rubbish
is dumped in the river. If the river is deep
it does not matter so much: but, if it
is shallow, the rubbish becomes a danger
to any children who are paddling in it.

Of course, it might be argued that if the
river is deep children might drown. Gen-
erally, however, children in Western Aus-
tralia swim at a very early age and they
are more likely to be sliced by an old tin
than to be drowned. Apart from children
of a very tender age, most children have
a healthy respect for deep water and it
is only through an occasional misadventure
that someone is hurt in deep water.

I consider the whole foreshore from
Leeuwin to the main harbour needs to be
tidied up extensively. One way to do this.
of course, is the way Provided in the Bill
brought forward by the Minister. This
is not the full answer, however. We must
have a wider river channel. If it is possible
to take a cut out of the extensive bank
and put in a fill, surely it is reasonable to
expect that the whole of the channel area
could be made much wider while the
dredging is in progress.

Once this is done, the allocation of the
land which becomes available is a Problem.
I consider. I was critical of this aspect
some years ago and wrote to the Swan
River Conservation Board about the num-
ber of organisations situated cheek by jowl
along the river. This reminds me of what
occurred on the Swan River foreshore at
the foot of Barrack Street; and, mark my
words, this will be just as difficult to police.
because of the divided control which exists
at the moment.

When I talked to members of the Swan
River Conservation Board the other day I
immediately appreciated the difficulties
which they are experiencing. On the one
hand, the Minister for Works goes ahead
and reclaims a section of the river with
the aim to improving it and, on the other
hand, the Minister for Lands enters into
a contract and makes available to various
organisations certain leaseholds, which are
subject to the Lands Department. They
are under the control of the Lands De-
partment and are not under the control of
the Swan River Conservation Board or the
Minister for Works. Consequently, be-
cause Of this divided control, very little
notice is taken of the Swan River Con-
servation Board.

I have also ascertained that some local
authorities experience difficulties with
yacht clubs. The local authorities have
complained about certain activities that
have been conducted on sites which are
leased to various yacht clubs. When the
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local authorities have complained to the
Lands Department, the department has
merely said, "Well, it is within the region
of their lease and they are entitled to do
these things." Consequently, the local
authorities do not get very far with their
complaints.

Consequently we must look very carefully
at what will occur. I do not think there is
much we can do about It without revoking
leases, which would make Parliament very
unpopular and would make the Minister
even more unpopular. We have to face
up to the responsibility of allowing some
form of consolidation.

However. I invite members to spend some
of their leisure time one Sunday or Satur-
day in the busiest time of the year to see
what has happened on the corner in ques-
tion. One cannot see the river for cars.
Admittedly the river is being put to good
use, as the member for Darling Range
has said, but are we entitled to use only
one section of the river for this purpose?
The worst feature, of course, is that this
is one of the narrowest parts of the river.
To have allowed these things to occur has
been, I feel, somewhat irresponsible. Of
course, once the situation does occur it
interferes with ferry traffic on the river.
As yacht clubs and marinas are developed,
more and more pens are built. This brings
complaints, because the wash from the
ferries rocks the boats against the pens
and causes damage to valuable craft owned
by club members and the clients of
Aquarama.

Whose rights should we defend? Many
thousands of people travel on ferries on
the river for pleasure Purposes. At the
moment the speed of the ferries has to be
cut down considerably to ensure that no
damage is done to river craft and to com-
ply with the regulations of the Harbour
and Light Department.

I hazard a guess that despite the faster
craft which are now used as ferries on the
river, because of the limitations imposed
on them, the journey from Perth to Pre-
mantle takes as long now as it ever did,
and may be longer. I do not think this is a
fair and proper situation. There are many
people who use the run up the river so
that they can go to Rottnest and other
places, and we must give them some con-
sideration in addition to the member for
Darling Range who likes to keep his boat
at Aquarama. I do not wish to cast
any disparaging remarks about him and
the thousands of others who choose to go
to this particular Yacht club, and
Aquarama, because of their nearness to the
entrance to the harbour. Because of this
fact the yacht club has a great attraction
for boat owners and this type of club will
tend to grow and row.

It is true the membership of such a
club will have to be limited due to the
licensing laws and possibly the availability

of space, or restrictions that the Govern-
ment might see fit to impose from time to
time. However, the attraction of a club of
this type is obvious and, as I have said,
it will continue to grow.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: A few other Places
similar to that will have to be found, don't
you think?

Mr. JAMIESON: I think so. I think
clubs will have to be established in areas
where there is a bigger expanse of water.
For instance, I have no objection to the
Nedlands Yacht Club or the Royal Fresh-
water Bay Yacht Club, which are estab-
lished in areas where there Is a big ex-
panse of water. There is plenty of room
for all members of these clubs, and neither
they nor their boats interfere with any-
body else. Indeed, such clubs are singu-
larly fortunate with their situation on the
river.

If any rubbish finds Its way into the
water from the boats belonging to those
clubs, somebody can be made responsible
for it. However, when there is a number
of boats cheek by Jowl, as I said, and
using what are more or less common Park-
ing areas, the position becomes more
difficult. People throw rubbish out of their
boats when they have no further use for
it and in crowded areas it is difficult to
sheet home any responsibility. However,
somebody must be made responsible and
it has to be cleaned up. If the local
authority does not do it, or does not pro-
vide the money to have it done-and in
many cases the local authorities do Pay
to have it done-no specific person seems
to be held responsible.

The cutting through of the channel to
which I have referred will, I would Say.
be inevitable at some time in the future;
but whether the yacht club should be
given a greater area, in view of what I
have said and of the fact that various
organisations are placed so close together
in this area, I do not know. I would
suggest that the Minister should indicate
to us, as soon as possible, that a minimum
expansion on this site will be approved.
and no more; because this club could
grow to be the biggest in the metropolitan
area. It provides easy access to the outer
harbour, It is fairly close to town, and It
has good parking arrangements for
vehicles.

If boat owners were permitted to use
the fishing boat harbour there would be
no room for the fishing boats, but this
particular yacht club has the next best
access to the outer harbour for boat
owners who wish to get to the ocean as
quickly as possible. The cut through to
which I have been referring will no doubt
speed up the procedure and would also
allow yachtsmen and power boat owners to
cavort in this locality. I hope the Minis-
ter will ensure that the dredged area will
be greater than 100 feet wide, If the area
becomes too crowded.
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The suggestion is, of course, that once
a cut is put through there will be a change
in the movement of the sand and, if any-
thing, it will tend to close up the channel
again on the far side of the river. If that
does take place, then, of course, the object
of trying to increase the river usage will
not be achieved. In that case only the small
boats would be able to use the main chan-
nel, and I would hate that to happen. I
hope that both channels will be kept open.When we try to help nature-and this
applies particularly with waters where
there is a fairly rapid current--we come
up against a great many difficulties that
very often are not even thought of.

While the problems with currents are
not so great in big areas of water, like
Perth Water and Melville Water, where
there is a rapid run the position becomes
mere difficult and many problems are asso-
ciated with dredging. It is interesting to
note, as a matter of fact, what happened
when channels were dredged in the Bris-
bane River. A channel was dredged at the
entrance to the river and a section on the
north end of North Stradbroke Island was
washed away because of a change in the
flow of the natural current. Yet that
island is 14 miles from the Brisbane River.
The cutting of the channel so disturbed
the flow of the current that all sorts of
problems arose. For instance, the race-
course disappeared into the bay and when
nature's pattern Is altered the engineers
find things not to be as easy as they first
thought. However, be that as it may, I
suppose we can overcome any problems
as they arise.

I would be inclined to go along with
the venture proposed in the motion but
I would like the minister to assure us that
he will put a cutting through to widen the
river further at the point referred to and
make a run-off from the new river fore-
shore and provide deep water rather than
have a long run of shallow water. How-
ever, as I said before, I do not like the
idea of the Government's agreeing to
grant more leases for sites along the river
foreshores as was done many years ago
near the Barrack Street Jetty.

MR. ROSS HUTCHINSON (Cottesloe-
Minister for Works) (8.22 p.m.]: At the
outset let mne say that I have been very
interested indeed in the debate on this
matter. As members know, decisions on
matters of this kind are the direct respon-
sibility of Parliament. The Swan River
Conservation Act provides that any re-
clamnation of the river In excess of two
acres shall not be approved unless It Is
agreed to by both Houses of Parliament. I
think only one other motion of this kind
has been put to Parllament--thls Is the
second.

From what has been said in the debate
se far I think I can sense a high degree of
responsibility on the part of members. I

will try to follow the pattern that I sense
has been set. The proposal at Preston
Point, as with the proposal at Alfred Cove.
is not. the brainchild of the Government so
much as an expression of what the people
want. When I say that, I must hasten to
add that this does not mean all of the
people. It would be foolish for me to say
that.

Mr. Jamieson: Can you be specific? What
people?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: Principally,
the local authorities involved, who repre-
sent the local people.

Mr Graham: The river belongs to more
than the local authorities in the areas
affected.

Mr. Jamieson: Only a very small per-
centage of the East Fremantle people
would belong to the new club or would
patronise Aquarama.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON' What I have
said I ad~here to. The honourable member
raised the question with me but I appreci-
ate, as the Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition interjected, that the river Is for all
of the people. I could not agree more. I
doubt whether the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition would love the river any more
than I do; or that I would love it any more
than does the Leader of the opposition. I
think that each one of us thinks about
the Swan River perhaps in a slightly
different way. However, it gets back to the
fact that the river is a playground and is
part of the aesthetics of the city. It pro-
vides pleasure for the people of Western
Australia and for the visitors who come to
this State. I am simply trying to point out
that the proposal has come from sections
of the people-

Mr. Graham: What sections?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: -not for the
actual reclamation, let me hasten to say,
but for an area. People want areas for
this or areas for that and, in addition, the
Government has a responsibility to try
to site boat launching places for the Public
along the river, and recreation places
along the river, whether they be in the
form of beaches, renourished beaches, or
areas of the foreshore that have been
given over to recreational pursuits.

When requests were made prior to the
establishment of the Swan River Conser-
vation Board the Government usually
looked at those requests and approached
officers of the Public Works Department,
the Town Planning Department, and may-
be the Lands Department, In an effort to
secure reasonable sites for the people who
wanted them. Then a decision was made,
elther "Yes" or "No," according to bow
the Minister or the Government of the day
felt. Sometimes a proposal never got past
the Minister; sometimes a proposal did not
get past the officers. However, that Is how
the position operated.
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Since the Swan River Conservation
Board has been established it has operated
In a different fashion. Requests are made
to that body whose members examine them
and carry out research, as is their duty
and responsibility as authorised by Parlia-
ment. That body makes recommendations
for one purpose or another. The dredge
that is kept in the river, and maintained
with the full concurrence of the Oppo-
sition, I think, is put to such useful pur-
Poses as are determined by consultation
with the Swan River Conservation Board.
That body makes recommendations to the
Public Works Department oficers and my-
self.

When proposals involving mare than two
acres of the river are put forward they are
brought to Parliament, and so we can see
that a number of steps have to be taken
before a proposal of this kind can be put
into effect. I do not disclaim Government
responsibility in any shape or form, except
that the Government is expressing the will
of the people after considering all aspects
of the situation.

In its initial approach to the Preston
Point proposal, and to the proposal covered
by the other motion, the Swan River Con-
servation Board did not accept the position
lightly. It considered all aspects of the
situation and just what could be done.
Eventually it came up with the proposals
which I have put forward, and that was
only after discussions with the engineers
regarding what was the most feasible
and mutually acceptable proposition.

Of course, there are other groups of
people who do not like one square yard
of the river to be reclaimed. Personally,
I do not believe in that. To use an ex-
pression which I used previously, I think
it would be an impossible situation if we
regarded the river as a sacred cow which
was not to be touched under any circum-
stances. I make no apology for having
said that previously, and I never will: and
I think I echo the sentiments of most
people when I say that.

There are those extremists who want
to leave the river as it is. I do not believe
this is right. I do not believe the great
majority think this is right. If this were
so I do not know what the future of the
river would be.

Mr. Graham: Do you think anyone
wants to leave the river as it is? They
want to retain the acreage of it. It could
be improved without being eroded.

Mr. ROSS HUTC1HINSON: There are
many conflicting views about the river and
that is one of them. That is one of the
reasons for the appointment of this board;
why a Government led by The Hon. A. R.
G. Hawke introduced legislation to consti-
tute the board. In the decisions that are
made one tries to resolve all the conflicting
views as best one can. One group says,
"I do not like that," and another group

(611

says, "I do not like that." But does this
mean one should not do anything; one
should not make a wave? If anyone wants
to stay in Government for long with a
view not to making a wave, one would
soon discover that that is the way not to
stay in Government.

Mr. Bertram: How many want the
island proposal?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I could not
tell the honourable member how many
want the proposal.

Mr. Bertram: How many will benefit?
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: We are dis-

cussing the present proposal at the
moment. I thank those members who sup-
portcd the motion. It was not unexpected
that the member for Fremantle would
warmly support the proposal, and I thank
him for his support. It is not altogether
surprising, to my mind, that the member
for Belmont has supported the proposition
with some reservations. I appreciate the
paint made by the member for Fremantle
when he said that one of the important
features was the attitude of the East Fre-
mantle Town Council to the proposal.

I give an assurance that so far as the
Government is concerned the five-sixths
of an acre that will be retained as Crown
land will not be used for commercial boat-
build ing purposes, or commercial activities.
But this assurance does not go much be-
yond that because, as I said in my intro-
ductory speech to this motion, I think it
would be foolish in the extreme if L, as
a Minister of the Crown, said there would
not be any areas of the Swan River that
should not be devoted to somne activity re-
lating to the care and maintenance of river
craft. I do not think the care and main-
tenance of commercial fishing boats should
be carried out in this area. I agree with
that proposition completely, but I think
that, in the future, it is quite conceivable
that this area could be used, to excellent
purpose. for the benefit of members of the
public and a yacht club. I am not sure
about this, of course, because I cannot
foresee, but it would be unwise for me to
say that the area would not be used for
the care and maintenance of river craft.

Mr. Fletcher: River pleasure craft.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: That is so.
I cannot envisage commercial river craft
being catered for in this area. This is an
approach to what is already happening on
the river and what will happen on it in
future. I think the Swan River is in ex-
cellent condition at the present time, par-
ticularly in view of the dry winter we have
just experienced. It is a credit to the
whole community of the State but I have
some reservations about this along lines
mentioned by the member for Belmont. My
reservations apply to those people who
cast litter about thoughtlessly. it Is one
of the sad features of our community life
that so many People who apparently are
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sound citizens, in a cavalier way, throw
apples, oranges, cans, and bottles on the
beaches and on road verges.

Mr. Jamieson; The cans and bottles
will have to be made more valuable to stop
them doing this. It is the only way.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON:, That is one
way, but I do not know whether it is the
only way. Probably it is too idealistic to
expect, but I think that education would
do much more to solve the problem. I
think we will have to start educating the
children in the schools about the litter
problem. Perhaps adults are beyond edu-
cating not to throw litter away. Only
recently I was on a well-patx'onlsed beach
and within a space of about 30 to 40 yards
jagged pieces of glass were sticking up in
the sand; there were broken bottles
scattered about, and the whole beach was
littered with cans and empty bottles. I
think this is one of the great problems
we have to tackle in our community life.
Our increasing leisure time brings greater
responsibilities in this direction.

I had a number of comments to make on
the remarks made by the Leader of the
Opposition but I do not think it would be
profitable to mention all of them. Perhaps
I should mention one or two. It is true
that, in order to resite a yacht club the
Leader of the opposition, when he was
Minister for Works, reclaimed 51 acres of
the river. He has admitted this. The pre-
sent situation is not greatly different. It
may be that after this motion has been
agreed to, the next yacht club to be r-esited
will be established niot on a reclaimed piece
of land but on a site of hard standing
somewhere on one of the river beaches.

However, let us consider each case on
Its merits. I do not like the idea of re-
claiming any part of the river any more
than anyone else. My remarks on reclama-
tions are to be found in the Hansards of
the time when the Leader of the Opposi-
tion, as Minister, filled in the bay in Perth
Water. What I had to say on that occa-
sion is in Hansard and yet at that time,
on being pressed in certain directions, the
Leader of the Opposition said, "This" is
all that is required in so far as parking
on the foreshore is concerned." We
wanted an assurance that the reclamation
was not for parking, but for road purposes,
and he gave that assurance.

The Leader of the Opposition has also
queried the use of money for this kind
of work. I have already hinted that we
maintain a dredge for river purposes and
much work on the river remains to be
done. There are requests being made for
the dredge to carry out work along the
whole length of the Swan as far as the
dredge can go; not only in parts of the
Swan, but also In parts of the Canning
River. Sandbanks are being dredged, and
many requests are being made for other
banks to be treated in the same way. As
I have said, the Leader of the Opposition

queries the use of money for this pur-
pose. He said, "4How can we find money
for this when we cannot put a pipeline to
Borden?" Why he selected Borden, I do
not know.

As everyone knows, the Government
must find money for all purposes. It can-
not concentrate on education or on hous-
ing alone. The Government has to spread
its expenditure over the whole range of
activities with which it is associated. The
Premier has decided, in consultation with
other members of Cabinet, that we should
grant $1,000,000 for the construction of
a concert hall. Is that wrong? Let mem-
bers look at the miscellaneous services
section of the Revenue Estimates. They
will find many projects listed there to which
the Government is making grants, and no
doubt some people would say, "Why spend
money on them? Why not put a pipeline
to Borden?"

The Leader of the Opposition knows
that if he were Premier he would be doing
much the same as the present Premier
is doing. Probably he would not be
expending the money in the right direc-
tion, but he would be doing much the same
thing. I take this opportunity to say that
there are those in our community-and
this probably stemns from the drawings of
cartoonists that depict some people sadly
contemplating a few square yards of water
that remain after the Government has
filled in the river-who believe that the
Government has a fell design to fill in
the river.

I do not think there is much use in
debating that point at any length, because
nothing could be further from the thought
of this Government or any other Govern-
ment that assumes office. Each case that
comes forward in the next 100 years will
be treated on its merits. I appreciate the
remarks made by the member for Darling
Range. He outlined some of the duties
and responsibilities of the members of the
Swan River Conservation Board. The
board researches every proposition that is
put to it before making recommendations
to the Government.

The member for Darling Range also
referred to the value of yacht clubs. Do not
let us criticise yacht clubs, as the Leader
of the Opposition tended to do at one stage.
but when I reminded him he was doing
this, he started to give them praise. It
is true that the use of yacht clubs is
exclusive to its members and their guests.
However, they do a very good job on the
river. They form an essential part of
activities on the river. The Leader of the
Opposition, when he was Minister, re-
claimed 51 acres of the river to resite Onet
of them, which I think was a sound move.
He was even asked to open this yacht club
when he was Deputy Leader of the Opposi-
tion. I do not see anything wrong with
that.
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Yacht clubs have a value in themselves
because they teach their members to
exercise discipline on the river, and how to
use their boats in a proper manner. As
the member for Darling Range also pointed
out, they are useful as training centres
for the young. The junior members of
Yacht clubs are taught boat handling
along proper lines. I have already men-
tioned that the member for Belmont raised
the Problem of litter and I have replied to
this by pointing out how horrifying it is
that People should indulge in this practice.

The same honourable member also gave
a sensible run down of river traffic. prob-
lemus, and I appreciate his remarks, but I
think the launching ramp, together with
a deep water jetty, that is to be resited at
Preston Point, will be estimably better
than the one at the foot of Putney Road.

It is logical that a launching ramp with
a dredged slip, where required, should be
established between the Port of Fremantle
and Point Walter; and the spot mentioned
seems to be the logical place. However,
I do agree there should not be any more
reclamation at that locality. The Leader
of the Opposition has asked for my view;
I absolutely agree with him that this
should be the absolute limit of reclama-
tion in this area.

If as time goes on it is found that the
100-foot wide channel, which will be a
boon to users of the river, and as I under-
stand from the engineers a boon to the
flow of the river, is inadequate, a decision
can be made at that time to widen it.

I thank all members who have spoken
to the motion.

Question put and passed.

SWAN RIVER

Reclamation at Alfred Cove: Motion
Debate resumed, from the 15th October,

on the following motion by Mr. Ross
Hutchinson (Minister for Works):

That this House do resolve to ap-
prove, pursuant to subsection (1) of
section twenty -two A of the Swan
River Conservation Act, 1958-1g86,
the reclamation of two areas totalling
about 51.6 acres of the Swan River
in the region of Alfred Cove which
areas are shown in the plan deposited
in the Public Works Department and
marked P.W.D.W.A. 4a485-DRG. No.
1 and therein coloured red, and so
shown in the copy of that plan laid
on the Table of the House; and that
the Legislative Council be requested
to so resolve.

MR. TONKIN (Melville-Leader of the
opposition) (8.46 p.m.]: This project is
closely allied to the one we have just
dealt with, but in many respects it is a
very different proposition. I think it is
as well to trace the development of the

idea to see bow the proposal now before
the House differs from what was origin-
ally intended.

This project involves the reclamation-
so the Minister said-of 51 acres of the
river; the reclamation is to provide a man-
made island of some 40 acres, and in
addition, to provide some playing fields
away from the island- The Minister said
this island would be aesthetically pleasing,
but the people who live down there do
not think so; so it becomes a matter of
opinion. Whilst I have not received any
protests against the reclamation project
which has just been dealt with by the
House, I have received protests against the
reclamation which is the subject of the
motion before us.

Mr. floss Hutchinson: You opposed the
last motion.

Mr. TONKIN: Of course. I did. I can-
not see the relevance of the Minister's
interjection, but possibly he can.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I misunderstood
you.

Mr. TONKIN: The people who have pro-
tested to me live in the immediate vicinity
of where the proposed island Is to be estab-
lished. I shall say more about these pro-
tests later, because they suggest some
alterations to the scheme if it is approved
by Parliament.

Oiginally a survey was undertaken by
the department, and according to the Min-
ister this survey disclosed three things.
The first is the need to maintain the
waterways in Alfred Cove; the second is
the creation of areas for yacht clubs, ski
clubs, and a launching ramp-and all
these to be established without conflict to
the residents: and the third is the need
for balancing dredging with reclamation.
I do not regard the third point as an
argument at all.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I was not argu-
ing. I said those were the findings of the
survey.

Mr. TONKIN: The survey disclosed those
three things, but the third one is a mat-
ter of expediency only. It is not a reason
for undertaking the proposed work; it is
a consequence of it. The position is that
in this area where the water is shallow
the ground consists of clay, and clay is
expensive to shift. it can be shifted, but
the expense is great. To shift it a bucket
dredge will have to be used. The clay
cannot be pumped out in the way that
sand can be pumped out.

Those who carried out the survey
thought that it would be a very good idea
if when they were dredging at Alfred Cove
they could deposit the spoil on top of the
clay bank; that this would be an easy
way to get rid of the spoil; and that as
a consequence an island would be built,
and this could be used as a bird sanctuary.
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So originally what is now more or less
a, bird sanctuary at Alfred Cove was to
be transformed into a, man-made island
which would result from expediency after
the shallow water in Alfred Cove had
been dredged. In accordance with this
survey a proposal was submitted by the
Melville Town Council for the establish-
ment of an isolated island-I emphasise
the word "isolated" because that was what
the council asked for-as a bird sanctuary.
The council realised that the existing area
which provides a bird sanctuary would
disappear under the proposal to clear away
the shallow area in Alfred Cove-an area
which sometimes was exposed when the
water receded-and as a matter of expedi-
ency the spoil could be deposited on an
area which could be made into an island
for a bird sanctuary. It is not surprising
that this proposition has been endorsed
by the Director of Fisheries and Fauna and
by the Swan River Conservation Board.

There the matter rested in 1965. In
the meantime the yachtsmen got busy, and
they took a deputation to the Melville
Town Council. They put up a request for
a site for a yacht club, and in due course
this was relayed to the Government with
the support of the council. The proposi-
tion was then changed to this: do not
dredge out Alfred Cove to get rid of the
shallow water to improve the foreshore,
and to make a beach there, but let the
area remain as it is and keep it as a bird
sanctuary. To this end the Government
now Intends that this sanctuary will be
policed and anybody going onto it to dis-
turb the water fowl will be told to go
on his way. How efficacious will be the
proposal, I will allow members to judge
for themselves.

However, this is the new proposal: do
not dredge out this area which can be
improved by dredging; do not create a
beach there, but let that smelly backwater
remain as it is and let It be a bird sanctu-
ary; go ahead with the idea of an Island,
but instead of using the Island as a bird
sanctuary give it to the yacht clubs and
the ski clubs, and use It as a launching
ramp, and so on.

The Swan River Conservation Board
approved this new proposal, as did the
Director of Fisheries and Fauna, This is
the complete opposite of the proposal
which they first approved. I wonder whe-
ther they have expressed any preference
for either of the proposals; or does it not
matter to them which Proposal is adapted?
We can see how the Proposal has been
changed. Are we to go on creating islands
in the Swan River to find a place for
yacht clubs, however strongly we might
be in favour of yacht clubs?

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I would not think
so.

Mr. TONKIN: I wonder how well a pro-
posal to create an Island in the river at
Crawley or at South Perth would be re-

ceived. According to the Minister the pro-
ject proposed in the motion will be
aesthetically beautiful. If islands In the
Swan River are aesthetically beautiful we
should have many of them. Why should
the people living at Attadale be the ones
to receive the favour? The Minister should
distribute his favours I

Surely we should call a halt somewhere.
I emphasise that this proposition which
originated from a desire of the Melville
Town Council to have Alfred Cove dredged
out to get rid of the shallow water is now
an entirely different one. The present
proposal is to leave Alfred Cove as it is.
So, the primary purpose of this pro-
ject is to find a place for the yacht
club and the ski club to be established. If
we are to regard the preservation of the
river as a secondary consideration, and
give primary consideration to the requests
of yacht clubs and ski clubs then we will
go on doing this for as long as such clubs
ask for a Place to establish their facilities.

Mr. Dunn: Do you know what yacht
clubs have asked to go there?

Mr. TONKIN:, No, I do not; but that
was the statement the Minister made to
the House. This project will provide a
place for the yacht clubs to go to.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: And for other
things.

Mr. TONKIN: Yes, and for other things.
such as ski clubs.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I also said as
a place to establish a launching ramp.

Mr. TONKIN: I would like to know how
long it will remain as a bird sanctuary
with a ski club next to it.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: How long has the
bird sanctuary near the Royal Perth Yacht
Club lasted?

Mr. TONKIN: The Minister is in a
better position to answer that question
than 1.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: It is still there.
Mr. TONKIN: Are birds to be found on

it?
Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Yes; and this is

a much smaller area than the one pro-
Posed at Alfred Cove.

Mr. TONKIN: It has been pointed out
to me in one of the letters of com-
plaint requesting me to oppose this pro-
posal that the positioning of the access
road to the island is in the wrong Place.
According to this resident who lives in
the locality the road should extend from
Dunkley Avenue off Canning Highway
through the existing sporting areas. He
Pointed out that this would be much
shorter and in a straight line, and aiso
would be more convenient for everyone
using the boat harbour, as 95 per cent.
or more of the boat owners would be
travelling on the highway; and that to
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bring them around Burke Drive would
make this a very congested speedway in-
stead of a peaceful residential area.

There seems to be a lot of common sense
in that suggestion. I know the area very
well; at one time it was in my electorate
but it is not now. Burke Drive is not a
wide thoroughfare and if the cars pulling
trailers and carrying boats are to turn off
Canning Highway, that is the way they
would go. They would turn into Burke
Drive and a lot of congestion would be
caused. The proposal to bring those
vehicles off Canning Highway and dlown
Dunkley Avenue, in a straight line, is a
much better suggestion.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: There would be
many, of course, who would not want that.

Mr. TONKIN: Well, maybe. But I
do not think the Minister has shown much
consideration for opponents of proposals
up to date, What the Minister has done
is to Yield to the requests of the yacht
clubs for a place to go.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I have examined
far more than that.

Mr. TONKIN: The Minister might have
examined far more than that, but the thing
which has been the determining factor in
both the Preston Point reclamation and
this reclamation is the need for a place
for a yacht club to go.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: One of the im-
portant factors.

Mr. TONKIN: No. the important factor.
Mr. Ross Hutchinson: One of the im-

portant factors.
Mr. TONKIN: I will not accept that at

all. It it were not for the fact that the
Minister is endleavouring to meet the re-
quest for a site for a junior yacht club
at Preston Point, and now the changed
proposal put up by the Melville Town
Council for a Place for a yacht club, then
the proposals would have been very differ-
ent even if they had come here at all.

The Minister cannot deny that the need
to provide a site for the junior yacht club
at Preston Point was a much more decisive
factor than the possibility that an alter-
native place might have to be provided for
a launching ramp.

Mr. Ross. Hutchinson: Yes, it was a very
important one. I said this was one of
the important ones.

Mr. TONKI: Then the Minister does
not agree that the siting of the yacht club
was the more important of the two require-
ments?

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: It plays its part
with all the others.

Mr. TONKIN: Let me remind the Minis-
ter that he interjected, when I was speak-
ing earlier, and said there was no cer-
tainty he would shift the launching ramp.
So that must have been a great factor in
determining this question.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: You are talking
about the word "temporary."

Mr. TONKIN: The Minister said there
was no certainty that it was intended to
shift the launching ramp.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I said there was
no certainty it would have to be shifted
because of the proposed project.

Mr. TONKIN: Well, why otherwise
would the Minister shift it?

Mr. Ross Hutchinson:, Because of the
cluttered-up site in which it is placed at
the foot of Putney Street. 1 explained
that.

Mr. TONKIN: I do not think the Minis-
ter did. However, I will not take the point
any further.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: You said you read
my speech very thoroughly!

Mr. TONKIN: So I did; I have it here.
Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Just read it again.
Mr. TONKIN: In order to show the

Minister that he did say what I have
asserted, I will read from his speech as
f ollows:-

The Fremantle Rowing Club was
displaced from its original site near
the old railway bridge, and the Swan
Yacht Club was displaced from River-
side Drive. Because of the dredging
and reclamation which took place it
was possible to accommodate those two
clubs on the river foreshore at Preston
Point near the H.M.A.S. Leeuwin Naval
Depot.

I want to remind anyone who might
be a potential opponent of this Preston
Point proposition, that the Fremantle
Rowing Club and the Swan Yacht Club
had to be resited, and they were only
resited because of dredging work and
reclamation work. I ask those poten-
tial opponents to put the clock back
to the point where there was no place
for either of those clubs to go. If
one looks at the area at the present
time one will see that it is very use-
fully occupied and provides pleasure
and enjoyment for a large section of
the people.

So the Minister is providing places for
the yacht clubs to go.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: But that is not
the part of my speech you were talking
about a moment ago.

Mr. TONKIN: That is the argument the
Minister used to justify this existing pro-
position; what we had to do previously
we should do again.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: You were talking
about a temporary launching ramp. You
have the wrong Place.

MT. TONKIN:- No, I have not. I was
talking about yacht clubs. My statement
was that the motivating question in each

I
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of these proposals was the desire by the
Minister to provide a Place for yacht clubs
to go.

Mr. Dunn: That will be proved when your
speech appears in Hansard.

Mr. TONKIN: I refer to the marinas and
the ancillary clubs and the open spaces.
But the primary purpose in each case-
the final proposition-was to find a place
where the yacht clubs could go.

Let us have a look at this man-made
island. When the suggestion originally
came from the Melville Town Council, that
council was not concerned about a place
for the Yacht club. It did not know that
any Yacht club was in existence, or was
proposing to come into existence, or that
it wanted a place to which it could go.
So the original proposition wvas: will the
Government dredge out Alfred Cove and
improve it?

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I think that would
be a most retrograde step in the light of
this better proposition.

Mr. TONKIN: Irrespective of what the
Minister thinks, will he admit that was
the original proposition?

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Yes, that was one
of the Propositions.

Mr. TONKIN: Surely there were not
two or three Propositions at the same time.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Over the years.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. Toms):

Order! I think I have been very tolerant.
The Minister is chatting across the
Chamber and while it Is appreciated that
the Leader of the Opposition has unlimited
time. I think the debate will proceed at a
faster rate if the Minister will refrain
from interjecting. The Minister can reply
later.

Mr. TONKIN: The first proposition has
been established, and I would remind the
Minister, through you, Mr. Acting Speaker
(Mr. Toms), that the Minister has already
informed the House that the initiative in
these Proposals did not come from the
department. That is v'ery important.

The ideas were suggested from outside.
The very first notice with regard to this
matter was a proposal to dredge Alfred
Cove in order to improve that area, and
provide a sandy beach and deeper water
to get rid of this somewhat smelly back-
water. In the process it was recognised
that this area was, more or less. a bird
sanctuary. There was no desire to destroy
the bird sanctuary so the Melville Town
Council suggested that in the course of
dredging Alfred Cove opportunity should
be taken to create a new bird sanctuary
by creating an isolated island. That is
not the proposition before us.

Mr. Rushton: Where did it suggest
the isolated island should be?

Mr. TONKIN: That it be Placed further
out in the river. Now, the Melville Town
Council would have been satisfied with that

situation except that a deputation-the
Minister said-of ratepayers requested
the Government to provide a site for a
yacht club. The deputation of ratepayers
wvould be true enough, but it would have
consisted of ratepayers especially inter-
ested in yachting. So the next proposition
from the Melville Town Council to the
Government was: will the Government
Provide a site for a yacht club? So the
desire to clean up Alfred Cove and improve
that area disappeared, and what became
paramount from then on was not the in-
provemient of the river, but the creation
of a site for a yacht club.

So this was to be a man-made island
which was no longer required to be iso-
lated: a man-made island of 40 acres, and
Alfred Cove could stay as it had been for
years and years. That would become the
bird sanctuary, and to make sure it would
remain a bird sanctuary a Government
department was to be requested to police
it. I leave members to judge how effective
that would be with this 40 acres of man-
made island so close to it.

Surely sonic consideration has to be given
to those 20 Persons, or more, in Dunkley
Avenue who paid substantially more for
their house sites than they would other-
wise have had to pay in order to get a
river view. They will lose their river
view; they will be deprived of that. The
island will not remain just an island with
nothing on it; it will contain buildings.

In these matters individuals are very
selfish. If a State needs to build a prison
most people agree that it ought to be built.
but not near where they live: and so it
is with a man-made island. Some people
Say, "This is a jolly good idea, but do not
put it in front of my place." So I think
we are entitled to consider, and consider
seriously, the effect that this proposition
will have on those 20 residents in Dunkley
Avenue who now have a river view, and
who will lose most of it if this proposal
goes ahead.

My main objection is that we cannot
go on reclaiming areas of this size and
think we are Preserving the river. We
make a start here and build one island.
which the Minister says is aesthetically
beautiful, and then someone comes along
with a similar idea. Do we then build an-
other island and reclaim another 40 acres?

We have to call a halt somewhere and
I am strongly opposed to this proposition
for the reasons I have outlined. I hope
the House will give very serious considera-
tion to this matter before it approves of
the motion.

MR. TAYLOR (Cockburn) [9. 14 p.m.]:
I must say that when this motion was put
before the House I was quite Impressed by
the statement made by the Minister, and
I was even more Impressed with the model
he tabled in the House. The Proposition
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appeared to show good initiative and im-
agination and seemed to be a project which
was worth while taking up.

1 must say that as a resident of a river-
side suburb I am very much in favour,
as I think we all are, of the development
of the foreshore of the river. I think
everybody is in favour of the provision of
facilities for yachting and other water
sports, and is of the opinion that the river
should be a playground for the people of
the State.

However, I am afraid that I shall vote
against this motion on three main grounds.
The first is that the develolpment will re-
place an area which, for half of the Year,
is covered by water. The aim of the
motion is to replace this water with about
40 acres of land.

Secondly, I do not believe that the 40
acres of island which is to be set up will
be utilised in the way that it should: and
the third reason is that I think this island
is poorly situated as far as the future
interests of the people south of the river
are concerned.

Dealing firstly with the covering of the
water, as mentioned previously, there is
a good vista across Lucky Bay at the
moment; and the present sand spit is not
an eyesore in any shape or form. It is
not mud, it is a sand spit.

The creation of an island may or may
not assist this, but once the island is
established it means there will be no op-
portunity for future development in the
bay. With regard to the siting of a yacht
club on the island, there is a need for a
yacht club just as there is a need in the
area for a boat ramp. However, when
one comes to look at the provision for
public open space one begins to wonder.
I believe the boat ramp could be placed
on any other section of the foreshore, as
could the yacht club.

Three acres of land are to be set aside
on the southern side of the island as a
buffer zone, and it will be of no use at
ali to any person. The northern section
of the island which is to be set up as
public open space is quite a remarkable
piece of land. Public open space implies
somne use by the Public, but when one
comes to examine it more closely, one
wonders what can be done with that par-
ticular section. Swimming and picnicking
are the logical uses, but when one examines
the contour lines on the model submitted
by the Minister one finds that this land
will cover only a section of the sand spit.

if one were to take one's family along
the road over the bridge and onto the
island for a picnic lunch, and then decide
to go into the water and head straight out
from the central section of the beach, one
would have to walk some 400 feet from the
shore of the island before reaching the low
'water mark. During the summer months

there could be anything between 100 and:
600 feet of exposed land north of the island,
judging by the map submitted by the Min-
ister. So it is no wonder that the area is
not likely to be used for public open space.
The island can only be used almost exclu-
sively as a yacht club and as a launching
ramp.

The Point made by the Leader of the
Opposition when he referred to the traffic
in the area is also very relevant. Because
there is only one entrance, and the same
entrance provides the exit from the
island to the mainland, when the facilities
are in use by the yacht club during summer
congestion would prevail; but in winter
very little use would be made of the island.

About $135,000 is to be spent in this
area, most of it on the island, and there-
fore we must look very closely to ensure
that we get value for the money. It has
been pointed out that at this stage the
value will be reflected only in the yacht
club and the launching ramp. Other
points were made in regard to tidying up
an otherwise untidy area. I would
like to point out that this project will
not tidy up any section of the particular
bay. Only the sandspit is to be covered,
and all of the mud areas will remain. Not
one bucket of mud will be taken out, and
not one bucket of mud will be covered.
The project will not stop mosquitoes from
breeding on the shoreline, and it will not
stop any of the odour rising along the
shore. No section of the foreshore will
be tidied to any extent; all that will hap-
Pen is that the sandpit will merely be
covered with soil.

The Leader of the Opposition made some
very Pertinent Points with regard to the
establishment of a fauna and flora sanc-
tuary when he referred to the fact that
at one time it was suggested that the
area should be filled in; at other times
it has been suggested that It should be
dredged to provide a boat harbour. How-
ever, at this stage it is to become a fauna
and flora reserve. I live close to the area
and know it very well, and I know that
the flora consists of nothing but rushes,
and the fauna consists of an occasional
dugite, almost no crabs, a few prawns, and
and occasional seagull. On one or two days
during the year we see black swans and
also pelicans as they move south, but this
would be on no more than a dozen days
in the year. So the word "sanctuary" is
a complete misnomer, and the project will
leave a section of very untidy foreshore.

My third point concerns the placement
of the island, and this is very important.
If members took care to examine the
model, they would appreciate that the
island is to be situated fairly close to the
southern shore of the bay. A road reserve
-No. 10536-has been gazetted and is
planned to run along the shoreline in the
area. The southern boundary of the road
reserve is Tompkins Park, and the northern
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boundary is the river foreshore. The road is
to be one to li chains in width and it runs
along-side a muddy, swampy shore.

If at any stage an effort is made to try
to make this land worthwhile for use as
a beach, or for some other purpose, great
difficulty will be experienced because of the
position of the island. It will be most
difficult to take dredged sand out of the
bay and to Place it in this area, because
it would have to be taken all the Way
around the shoreline. if a sloping
beach, which is of use to swimmers, is
built on the southern shore, it will severely
intrude into the channel.

The siting of the island is such that
the development of the adjacent shore-
which is at least a mile in length as it
sweeps round into the cove-will be set
bock for a long time; and it will be most
difficult at any stage to prepare the shore-
line in such a way that it may be used for
public purposes.

The other point I wish to make with
regard to the siting of the island and the
expenditure of $135,000 is that it would
appear that the island is to be used mainly
by a yacht club in order to provide a
facility for a small number of people. I
would ask members to try to imagine a
map of the whole metropolitan area with
the seashore as one edge of the map and
the river running diagonally through the
centre dividing the metropolitan area into
halves.

South of the river we have 13 miles of
coastline from Fremantle to Kwinana.
There are only two small beaches on that
coastline, totalling 76 chains, in a distance
of 13 miles, which is the same distance
from Leighton to Sorrento Beach in the
north. However, the southern area has only
70-odd chains of bench, and that is about
all it is ever going to have.

When we look at the river we find a
similar situation. The foreshore at Mel-
ville and East Fremantle from the Canning
River up to the railway bridge in Fre-
mantle also consists of 13 miles. How-
ever, the area available for swimming on
that foreshore would not total more than
about half a mile. Lucky Bay, where this
money is to be spent and the island
is to be created, has four miles of fore-
shore-roughly two miles on each side.
However in those four miles there is no
place where people can swim; there is no
spot where a boat may be put into the
water; and there is no place where a family
may go for a picnic.

This four miles of foreshore extends to
a triangular point at its southern boundary
which is within a major housing area
running along North Lake Road. That
road extends into new residential areas
which would normally be expected to feed
People towards the river. However, people
on both sides are confronted with four
miles of foreshore without a single spot in

which to swim. Yet we find that the prop-
osition wvhich is before us is to establsh
an island right against the shoreline to
inhibit its future development, and it wvill
not provide any swimming facilities what-
soever. On top of all that it is to cost
about $135,000. This seems completely out
of proportion to me.

I would have thought that the original
plan which was put up. I think, by the
Metropolitan Region Planning Authority
in an endeavour to provide an overall plan
for the river, would be a better proposition
for the Minister and his department. I
would have hoped that the Minister would
be prepared to take a long-term view rather
than what appears to be a short-term
view.

The Leader of the Opposition mentioned
clay areas, and I feel he was right on the
mark. There is no need to remove the
clay if it is too difficult. There is room for
a yacht club to be placed on the site which
was proposed by the Metropolitan Region
Planning Authority in the brochure which
was presented to this House. That site
is about a half a mile from Point Waylen
in an area where a yacht club would not
interfere with housing. It is also much
more accessible by road than is the case
with the present proposal.

If the yacht club was built in the area
originally proposed by the planning
authority, it would have the benefit of
having more foreshore along which to
expand: whereas a yacht club on an island
would be limited. Finally, a yacht club
on the shore could be linked, within a
reasonable time, to deep sewerage facilities;
and in this respect the answer given by
the Minister this afternoon in reply to a
question regarding sewage disposal on
the island was most enlightening. To sug-
gest that perhaps a septic tank system
could be installed on a clay island is, of
course, completely out of the question: and
if one looks at the map one will appreciate
the difficulty of pumping sewage from the
island to the shore. This would be an ex-
pensive proposition, and if the yacht club
was based in the area which has been sug-
gested on the foreshore, there would be
no difficulty at all.

I make these three points: if the yacht
club was established in the area originally
proposed, the residents would not be upset;
the disposal of sewage would be easier: and,
above all, I believe it would be cheaper
and this would allow much more money
to be utilised to develop some of the four
miles of foreshore in Lucky Bay which is
at present unusable.

There are some 13 miles of foreshore on
the southern side of the river, of which
only about half a mile is usable by the
public. The development of the metropoli-
tan area is substantially taking place in
the south. The new university will be
built in the south: and the people wishing
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to have water recreation can go only two
ways, west to the coast which is almost
completely unavailable to them, and north
to the river, which has not been developed.
I believe that by placing the island in the
Proposed Position, we will not help develop-
ment but will inhibit it.

NMR. GRAYDEN (South Perth) [9.29
P.m.]: This proposal has adv'antages and
disadvantages. When I first heard of it
it seemed, on the face of it. to be a reason-
able proposition; but then the other day
the Minister made available a launch
to take us down to have a look at
it from the water. Subsequently we
had a look at it from the road. After
doing all this I changed my mind for
this main reason: I measured the area
of the island and I found it to be 2.100 feet
-in other words, 700 yards-in length.
When we add to that another possible 100
yards for the bridge which is going to link
the island with the mainland, we get a
distance approaching half a mile.

This is an extraordinary position; it will
just not be Possible to view the river for
the half mile I have mentioned. It also goes
far beyond the 700 yards or 800 yards
I have referred to, because the island is
situated across the mouth of the bay and,
as a result, the people on the western side
for, possibly, a further 600 or 700 yards
will also be denied the glimpses of the
river wvhich they have at present.

When we consider the matter we realise
that the people in the area will be denied
even a glimpse of the river for a distance
of about a mile. This seems to me to
be a pretty silly thing to do. One of the
great attractions and advantages of Perth
is that it is sited on the banks of the Swan
River. Wherever one travels near the river
it is possible to obtain glimpses of
the river and this is something which
everybody treasures.

We all know that if those who advertise
homes in the classified advertisements can
say that the homes have river glimpses it
is a tremendous advantage and it adds
several thousands of dollars immediately to
the price of the home in question.

Not everybody can afford to live in a
home with river glimpses or views, but most
people have an opportunity to enjoy glimp-
ses of the river while travelling to and from
work or indulging in recreation. This is
a tremendously important feature and
one that we should preserve at all costs.

As I have said, in this instance we are
not talking in terms of building a small
island a couple of hundred yards in dia-
meter-which, incidentally would be per-
fectly satisfactory for a yacht club or
marina-we are talking about something-
which is to be half a mile lon.

Not only is this to be built across the
mouth of the cove but it is to be abutted
azainst the land, thus making it impossible
to see the river between the land and the
island unless one regards looking under a

relatively low bridge as having a view of
the river. The bridge in question is to
be a very low one: it will allow only small
craft to pass under it. So people will catch
glimpses of the river only beneath the
bridge that will link the mainland and the
island, and that is one of the main reasons
for my opposition to the proposal.

A further reason for my opposition is
that residents who built their homes ad-
jacent to Alfred Cove did so in the belief
that their river views would not be built
out. I know that some of them-and
Possibly all of them-made a special Paint
of visiting the Melville City Council to
obtain an assurance-which they were
given-that no buildings would be Per-
mitted between their homes and the water-
front. Now, of course, they find they will
look not across river views but straight
into the premises of a yacht club or a
marina.

Yacht club premises or marinas are largely
Parking Places for boats. They are ajoo
used as workshops for boats. There is
nothing glamorous about a yacht club or
a marina; let no member delude himself on
that point.

When we passed Aquarama at Point
Preston we all realised just how untidy it
was.' In many cases the boats that are
moored are never taken out by their
owners, It is largely a parking area and
ar repair depot for boats. This is the
sort of thing that will confront the resi-
dents of, and those who visit, the Alfred
Cove region. They will look out upon this
expanse of boats, some unpainted and
some in need of repair; they will look
across buildings of all descriptions because
these are inseparable from yacht clubs
and marinas. Apart from this, they will
look upon hundreds of parked cars be-
cause, as we know, these types of Places
attract large numbers of cars on occasions.

This is the view the people in that area
will have; they will not have a view of the
beautiful Swan River, and this notwith-
standing the fact that some of them were
given a clear and unequivocal assurance by
the Melville City Council that they would
never be built out.

A further reason why I oppose this pro-
Position is that there are some quite
reasonable alternatives to the present Pro-
posal. I imagine it would be quite reason-
able to site a yacht club at Waylen Point.
The member for Cockburn mentioned an-
other point Possibly half a mile from Point
Waylen. I have not seen the one to which
he referred but I have seen Point Waylen
and it seems quite reasonable. Some
people may take exception to the amount
of traffic in the area but this is a minor
objection.

At least the view of the Swvan River
would not be obscured; people would still
have their river view. This is a most im-
portant aspect and the denial of it con-
stitutes one of the greatest drawbacks to
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the scheme before us. A further alter-
native would be to reduce the size of the
island. Let us make it 100 yards in dia-
meter instead of 700 yards long. I1 am
convinced that the primary purpose of the
island is to enable a Yacht club and a
marina to be established. I do not believe
it is to make a large area of public open
space available. We already have any
amount of that type of space available
between Point Walter and Canning
Bridge. The member for Coekburn
pointed out that for a distance of four
miles it is not possible for anybody to
swim. The beach we are going to construct
is purely paddling water: it will only be a
foot or so deep.

What is the point of creating 700 Yards
of paddling water when we already have
four miles of it which People seldom use.
A further drawback to the proposal is that
the People who sit on the grassy lawns
while their children paddle will be looking
into the afternoon sun. I have heard this
proposition compared with Peppermint
Grove, and reference was made to the
planting of trees. I have heard it said that
it would be a replica of Peppermint Grove.
But Peppermint Grove faces east and
people can sit on the lawns and look
across the water without looking into the
afternoon sun.

Accordingly I am certain people will not
avail themselves of this facility to the
extent suggested by the Minister. There
seems to be little doubt that the whole
purpose of the proposition is to provide a
sheltered place for a Yacht club and a
marina and this could be provided equally
well elsewhere, in an area where it would
not obscure the river views. A launching
ramp could be duplicated in many places
and this is what should be done.

Naturally we will have an increasing
number of small boats on the river.
As the member for Darling Range
pointed out, the day is not far distant when
the larger craft which use the river at
the moment will have to go outside the
harbour. An anchorage is proposed for
larger craft and this will leave the river
for the use of the smaller craft. Many of
these small craft can be taken home and
this is done at the moment. If It were
done more widely it would mean that the
smaller craft would not clutter up the
river. It is an ideal to which we should
aspire.

We do not want the river to be cluttered
up with numerous yacht clubs and we
should do all we can to encourage people
to keep their boats at home and take them
down to the river only when they are to be
used.

obviously we cannot keep on extending
these areas. At one time Preston Point
was a most picturesque spot but now one
will not be able to see the river as one
passes the yacht club in question. If this

practice of extension continues there will
be very few places from which one will be
able to view the river.

I do not want to labour the point, but
in view of the Importance of the alterna-
tives-and several have been suggested-I
do think the matter should be referred
to a Select Committee. There is certainly
no urgency about it because it has already
been discussed for several years, and
further delay will not make any great dif-
ference.

I hope the Government will agree to
appoint a Select Committee to consider
this matter, because then members could
have a good look at the alternatives and
put forward a proposal which would suit
everybody.

MR. GRAHAM (Balcatta - Deputy
Leader of the Opposition) [9.45 p.m.):, Let
me say at the outset that when I first
learned of the Government's intentions as
revealed in this motion, I was horrified,
and I am still disgusted that the Govern-
ment is pursuing its announced intentions.

I wonder where the sense of values of
our people is. I well remember the storms
and what occurred in connection with a
pile of masonry in front of Parliament
House; and yet here is a proposal to get rid
of-for all time-the best part of 60 acres
of our beloved river-and the galleries are
empty! This desecration of a natural
asset for which the City of Perth is famous.
It is the reason for the City of Perth being
where it is situated; and it is because of
this and the trend, that a decision was
made that before there where any incur-
sions of a large scale, the question should
be submitted to Parliament.

However, I believe that all of this pro-
cedure has turned out to be a farce. If
members feel their first obligation is to
their party, which happens to be the
Government of the day, and that the
merits of a proposition, and their respon-
sibility as trustees for the people count
for nothing, then I repeat that this process
is farcical. The result of the vote on this
motion Is a foregone conclusion.

Why submit the motion to Parliament?
Let the Government make the decision. If
the member for South Perth runs true to
form as he does two or three times every
session, he is likely to vote with Opposi-
tion members. However, apart from him,
the Government is perfectly free to do as
it will, just as though this were an im-
portant plank in the platform of the
Liberal and Country Parties of this State.

This afternoon I asked some questions
and received the answers. I asked them
because I was aware, without knowing the
Precise details, of the very sad story. It
would appear that in the last 30 years,
and Including this proposition, the result
of which appears to be a foregone con-
clusion, there has been reclaimed from
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our glorious Swan River 213 acres, plus
Heirisson Island, plus Victoria Park and
South Perth foreshores. 1 do not know,
and apparently neither does the depart-
ment, the acreage there, but that which
can be accounted for indicates that some-
thing in excess of seven acres per annum
has been the average over the last 30
years: and bit by bit our Swan River is
disappearing.

We are aware that in respect of another
precious asset-State forests-propositions
are submitted to Parliament, and they are
closely analysed. But it has been possible
over the years, notwithstanding certain
excisions which in many cases are replaced
by exchanges of land, to maintain our
forest area. There are undeveloped Crown
lands which, during the course of the year,
are added to State forests and therefore
our forest estate is increasing in acreage.

Regarding the Swan River, however, the
story Is a pattern of one-way traffic. Our
river is disappearing and all that is required
apparently is for the Government or cer-
tain outside bodies to establish some need,
in their opinion, or to serve some local
interest, and the process is on again! So
I ask: When will this process stop?

I am pleased the Premier Is in his place
because I want to read some words which
were addressed to him. They are as
follows:-

Nearly every city in the world that
can be called beautiful depends on
water-the more water the snore
beautiful-and the basis of this appeal
is to ask that on no account should
the area of our river be reduced by
reclamnation.

Perth is a very beautiful city which
takes much of its charm from the
Swan River. Paris because of its
fountains, Vienna, Seville, Sydney and
many other cities have their funda-
mental beauty based on water. An
enormous amount of money is being
spent in Canberra to produce an
artificial lake, while we who have a
natural sheet of water are filling it in.

These words were spoken on the 17th Feb-
muary, 1964, by a gentleman called Mr.
Brendon Garner who, if my memory serves
me right, was at one time a research officer
for thae Liberal Party in Western Australia.

Whatever may have been his political
philosophies, he was, in my view, absolutely
correct in the picture he portrayed when,
with others, he waited upon the Premier
some five or six years ago.

This proposition is another step in the
niggling or eroding process which has
developed. The Particular purpose for
which our river is to be filled to the tune
of the best part of 60 acres, is not essential.
It is admitted that the water is shallow.
It has been in that condition, of course, for
hundreds of years. It is no more objec-

tionable or smelly or any more of an eye-
sore than it was 10 to 50 years ago. So
all that exists is a desire on the part of
some people for facilities to be provided for
a yacht club.

In the view of some-particularly the
member for Darling Range-the river
should be made available for boats. He
says that is the purpose of the Swan River,
and that if its waters are not deep enough
for boats then it is useless-completely
useless, be said, in order to emphasise the
point.

It would never occur to him that there
are such things as aesthetics and beauty to
be beheld. I see no reason that such a
large area of our river should be sacri-
ficed and lost for all time in order to cater
for a particular group. Bad enough, per-
haps, but unavoidable, if any action means
locking up part of the shore-locking up
in the sense that the public at large does
not have access to it. However, when
there is an entirely new excrescence to be
placed in the river with all the hardware
and material which will surround the Is-
land, then a case cannot be made out for
it.

As was mentioned by the member for
South Perth, this establishment will be no
thing of beauty. One has only to look at
other yacht clubs in order to appreciate
that; and yet there it will be stuck out in
the river like a sore in the eye. Even if it
were intended that it be an island and
nothing more, I would still object to the
proposition because other suitable areas are
available such as Heirisson Island which
looks, at the moment, like a secondhand
rubbish tip, or something of that nature.

No attempt whatever has been made to
beautify or develop that area. I do not
think it would Particularly interfere with
anyone If a yacht club were attached to
that island. A little more dredging would
be required in order to provide a better
means of access, but that is all. There it
is at the moment virtually like a desert
island, with its mud fiats aind the rest of
it. It Is disused and disgraceful:, but it is at
the gateway to the garden city of Perth
for all those who arrive here by air and
the bulk of those who come by car, and is
one of the very few links between the
north and the south of the city.

There is land at Point Waylen and it is
proposed that some. reclamation be carried
out there. Surely ft would be possible, by
some small modification to provide a lee
shelter for boats, and also a boat or yacht
club. Ample room would be available for
car parking considerable distances from
where homes are likely to be established.
At present there is hardly a house in sight
inland from Point Waylen.

As was mentioned by my leader, this
plan deviates from the original concept
to do something to improve the river in an
endeavour to retain the bird life. A very
small island, perhaps one or. two feet only
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out of the water, would suffice as a haven
for the bird life, not for desecration by
humans.

However, instead of that, there is to be
this tremendous island created standing
itself seven feet above the surface of the
water, and on top of this will be erected
enormous buildings, another 12 to 15 feet
in height. In other words there will be a
barrier in excess of 20 feet high protruding
to spoil the view not only of the
people who have residences, but of others
who might be using the esplanade or fore-
shore. Of course the viewer from the other
side of the river will behold these build-
ings arising from the water, instead of,'as at present, the vast expanse of water,
with the beach some distance away and,
beyond that, playing fields etc.

On this island will be some acres of
bitumen to provide for car parking, areas
of bitumnen inside the yacht club enclosure
and inside the marina enclosure, and-and
this does not deceive me-three acres for a
public car park beside the marina and the
launching ramp. This area of three acres
is completely and utterly unreal and I can
only suggest that it was included in order
to make the passage of this motion a
little easier. Three acres is an exceed-
ingly small car park when we allow for
the road ways which are a necessity, the
room required for the Parking not only of
vehicles, but also of trailers, and the extra
distance between not only the stalls, but
also between the rows of stalls, to allow for
these inordinately long vehicles.

The vehicles are, Perchance, 30 to 40
feet in length when there is a car and a
trailer behind. These, of course, take a
little manoeuvring. Whilst. the diagram
is resplendent with its public open space.
common sense and an appreciation of the
practical side of things reveal immediately
that a great deal of space would be re-
quired to park vehicles and trailers.

Further, as the member for South Perth
said, let us look at the aspect of the public
open space. It will be facing to the north-
west: subjected to all winds: unprotected
for a mile or more; subjected to the glare
of the afternoon sun and the reflection
from the water. Anybody who lives in a
house which has a western aspect looking
across the Swan River will readily tell of
the impossibility of having anything other
than the blinds drawn in the afternoon.
Yet, this is the only portion of the island
to be created which will be available to
the public; or, such of that area set aside
on the plan as will be left after the car
park has necessarily been expanded. Then,
of course, it is a park which will face the
water-inches of water-and there is no
proposal to deepen the water in the in-
terests of the public. No, it will be for
the fortunate few who can become mem-
bers of yacht clubs. Apparently our river
can be sacrificed for that purpose.

The proposed island will very effectively
block the entrance to Alfred Cove. Is will
be like putting a cork in the neck of a
bottle-half-way in! It will be seen that
whereas previously there was to the north
and westward hundreds of yards of river
surface to allow movement of river water,
nlow it will be constricted to what appears
to be some 50 feet or 60 feet only. There
will be a low level bridge and a couple
of great banks on either side up to the
bridge level. Consequently it will have
an appearance, on a small scale, some-
thing similar to the appearance of North
Fremantle at the present time. There will
be these railway embankments, as it were,
and then a short bridge of some 20 yards
or so. I repeat that 20 yards will be the
only outlet-or inlet-for stagnant water
on the one hand and fresh water on the
other.

Consequently, Alfred Cove unquestionably
will become a backwater. It will develop
a peculiar stench all its own. Rubbish
and accumulated junk which is discarded
from boats by picnickers and by people
generally will, of course, accumulate and
it will not be possible for it to be blown
away or drift with the tide, because of
the very narrow outlet.

Without any difficulty at all, I can fore-
see that there will be a subsequent neces-
sity to fill another 50 acres or so of what
is Alfred Cove today to remedy what will
become a stinkpot before very long.

All this is proposed to be done in the
interests of a yacht club. I have already
Pointed out-but it bears repeating-that
there are a dozen and one different spots
where a yacht club could be accommodated
without taking this action which is bad
in itself but which can have repercus-
sions which could ultimately be even worse
than they appear at the present time.

The Minister mentioned that many of
us have different. ideas of what treatment
should be given to the river. I have no
objection to beaches being extended and
improved. Indeed I would have no Par-
ticular objection to some small islets-
baby islands-being developed in con-
sequence of dredging work; because, as
wve know, so much of the Swan River Is
so shallow. Many of us have seen that
broad sheets of water in other parts of
the world are given points of interest and
beauty by little islands. These do not
become the exclusive Preserve of anybody,
but are there from the scenic point of view.
Shrubs, trees, and wildlife exist on the
islets and human beings are forbidden to
set foot upon them.

If we do not think in these terms then
we must imagine finding somewhere to
cart countless billions of yards of sand and
soil from the Swan River. Where else is
it to be put?

My leader has pointed out that some
people are endeavouring to bang their
hats on the Plea in connection with this
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proposition that some clay has to be re-
moved and this is not quite as simple or
as cheap an operation as when the soil
is sandy. The matter of some tens of
thousands of dollars-which, after all, in
the spending of the State is chicken feed-
should not come Into consideration and
certainly should not be used as a pretext
for destroying this part of our river merely
because It will save a few dollars.

I know it is trite to say that the river
is our priceless heritage; it is not there to
be filled in; and it is not there to be en-
joyed only by a few privileged people. By
and large these people ate not drawn from
the ordinary people of the community.
Those members who saw the yachts the
other day would realise what a tremendous
capital outlay is involved and, in addition
to this, there are very high recurring costs
in the matter of maintenance. I amn one
who for a short time owned a 10-foot or
12-foot dinghy and it had to be scrubbed,
sandpapered, and painted-it seemed to
me-every few months. As such a person,
I can assure members that there is a great
deal of work and expense attached to
boats.

The member for Darling Range and
others by their interjections have sugges-
ted that the Swan River should not be
left unused and that we should make it
Possible for the greatest number of people
to take advantage of the pleasures asso-
ciated with water. Water does not have
to be deep in order to be beautiful. I do
not know what sort of a future there will
be if, in order to enable more People to
house and service their boats, we find it
necessary to fill in more and more of the
river. What sort of philosophy is this?
Is it the philosophy that more and more
people shall be Provided with more and
more facilities to use less and less river?

I think one of the speakers who sup-
ported the Government in connection with
this matter mentioned the rapidly increas-
ing density of river traffic. Surely, there-
fore, every move should be in the direction
of making more and more of the river
available, instead of yielding to pressure
of vested interests. Naturally enough, it
will be impossible to turn back the hands
of time or to undo what has already been
done.

Sir David Brand: Did not the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition say that he
thinks islets are not a bad idea or that
they would improve the aspect of the wide
expanse of water? Would they not be in
the way of yachts?

Mr. GRAHAM: No, the yachts can go
round them. Those who have seen
islands in other countries-

Sir David Brand: I agree with what
you say but isn't this contrary to what
you are putting forward?

Mr. GRAHAM: No. Take, for instance,
Perth Water. Very little of that water
can be used apart from the dredged chan-
nels.

Sir David Brand: Fair enough.
Mr. GRAHAM: There would be an in-

super able burden facing the Government
If it desired to deepen Perth Water by
5 feet or 7 feet. Where would all the
spoil be deposited? I am suggesting
that because it would be impracticable to
take it all away, some beauty could be
given to the river through the creation of
islets. Perhaps some water would be lost,
but it would not be a great deal and the
river would be given some beauty, some
Interest, and some attraction. None of
those virtues, however, will flow from this
Motion, which has not been brought for-
ward to promote a useful public purpose.
It will provide a home for boatmen only.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: It will be a public
feature of great consequence and attrac-
tion. The Deputy Leader of the Opposi-
tion is Presenting a very black picture.

Mr, GRAHAM: I am deliberately pre-
senting a black picture because the picture
is black.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I disagree.

Mr. GRAHAM: The other day I was
considering what seems to me to be the
Sahara Desert. I suggest it would not be
beyond the ingenuity of even the Minister
to make some minor alterations to provide
a breakwater so that boating facilities
may be provided in some of these spots,
instead of an eyesore being placed in the
river itself and at the same time damming
-spelt with two 'mnm's"-such an inter-
esting little spot as Alfred Cove.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: It will still be an
interesting spot.

Mr. GRAHAM:, I have already stated-
Mr. Ross Hutchinson. I have heard you.
Mr. GRAHAM:-tha~t in my view it wili

become a small backwater.
Mr. Ross Hutchinson: It will be cared

for.
Mr. GRAHAM: It is impossible to shut

off so much of the connection it has with
the river proper without its deteriorating
along the lines I have suggested.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I do not think
that is fair.

Mr. GRAHAM: The Minister does not
think!I Can we afford to take the risk?
If it dloes occur, what then? The island
will not be demolished. We will be left
with it and there will be no alternative
but to fill in Alfred Cove.

Mr. Ross Hultehinson: This is just your
view.
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Mr. GRAHAM: The Minister cannot give
any assurance otherwise. I know my
leader would not accept an assurance
and his non-acceptance is based on some
disappointing experiences. There is not
just the likelihood or the possibility but,
in my view, there is the inevitability of
this happening.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: It is more likely
to free it. I am referring to the dredging
work that will take place if the motion
Is approved.

Mr. GRAHAM: If members can suggest
to me that a 50-foot or 60-foot outlet
coupled with a half mile of barricade will
allow a freer flow of water than Is the
case with its being open, I have a great
deal to learn.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Channels will be
dredged around the island.

Mr. GRAHAM: Virtually, it becomes a
dead end not Just for a distance of ball
a mile as is the case now, but for a dis-
tance exceeding a mile.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: But this is how it
Is now.

Mr. GRAHAM: Yes, as I have already
said; for approximately half a mile, but
the Minister will make it a dead end for
approximately a mile, with the exception
of a small outlet about 50 feet wide.
This is in contradistinction to the tre-
mendous expanse of water that is there
at the moment as we can see from the
plan that is banging from the wall of the
Chamber now, and as we saw physically
the other day at the actual spot.

I am worried and concerned. This is
something which should not have passed
the ministerial table. This is a proposition
which-I conclude on the note on which I
opened my speech-is making the Par-
liament ridiculous. Parliament decided, in
all solemnity, that future inroads into
the Swan River and reclamations were so
vital to the city and the State of western
Australia that from that time onwards any
decision to reclaim any part of the river
should be subject to the minutest -scrutiny
by the Parliament. Howvever, it would ap-
pear that this is not to be the procedure
that will be followed on this occasion.
Party loyalty seems to be the important
thing, and so the consideration of this
motion is reduced to a miserable farce.

I would not level at the Minister the
charge that he is completely irresponsible,
but it would appear that all an Irrespon-
sible Minister has to do is to get a few
mates in Cabinet on his side and,
ipso facto, another slice of the Swan River
disappears, because if we learn from the
current lesson, automatically the back-
bench supporters of the Government
would sooner see this precious area des-
poiled than suffer what appears to them
to be the indignity of their Government
b&"'g defeated in a vote.

I have been a member of this House
for many years, and I recall that, on
one occasion, after a matter had been
discussed and the division bells rang,
the only members who sat on the right
hand side of the Chair were the Ministers
and the Whip. Every rank and file supporter
of the Governent joined the Opposition.
That vote did niot bring the Government
down.

Mr. Jamieson: No, the Liberal Party
saved it.

Mr. GRAHAM: Not on the occasion I
have in mind. Every member of this House,
with the exception of the Ministers and
their loyal Whip, voted one way.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: The only time!I have
seen a Labor member vote against his
party was when he was disciplined and
the next day the Bill was recommitted.
That Labor member then had to reverse
his vote. That Is true.

Mr. GRAHAM: The Minister does him-
self less than justice. I can quote many
cases where I, either singly, or with one or
two other members, have voted with the
parties opposite-either in Government or
in Opposition-against my own colleagues.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Was that on the
Licensing Act Amendment Bill?

Mr. GRAHAM: Yes, and on the Child
Welfare Act Amendment Bill. That Is
another one I can think of. I think there
were several of us who Joined the Gov-
ernment ranks on the question of the In-
famous Arch which is situated two or
three hundred yards away from here.

Mr. Williams: There were some words
said after that one.

Mr. GRAHAM: Not to me.
Mr. Williams: No, not to you.
Mr. GRAHAM: I do not know to what

the member for Bunbury Is referring.
Sir David Brand: I can remember some

of our members going over to your side on
that occasion.

Mr. GRAHAM: That is so, and the de-
bate on this matter was of great public
interest. No reference is made at all in
the political platforms of any of the
parties; no reference was made to them
in any of the policy speeches made
by the leaders of the various politi-
cal parties. Surely It is possible to judge
such issues on their merits. if three, four.
or five members among the ranks of the
Government came over to this side of the
House, and one or two members of the
Opposition went over to the Government
side, I think this would give a shot in the
arm to the respect hold by the members
of the public for this Parliament.

Members of the public have the impres-
sion--and it is certainly true of this Gov-
ernment-that members of Parliament
are, rc~imented; that decisions are made
in the party room, and that no member is
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prepared to speak otherwise. The single
exception is the member for South Perth.
He has been famous for the attitude he
has adopted on many occasions, and it has
sometimes been opposed and sometimes
supported by the Premier. In any event, the
member for South Perth, in one role or
another, seems to be with us always. Never-
theless, I find myself in agreement with
him this evening, aind I hope and trust
that other members will have regard for
their consciences and responsibilities and
place themr in a higher priority than they
have done previously when they have
shown loyalty only to their political party.
I oppose the motion.

MR. FLETCHER (Premantle) (10.22
pm.]: I find it a refreshing exercise in
democracy to be at variance not only with
my leader, but also with my deputy leader.

Sir David Brand: It Is more refreshing
to be at variance with your deputy leader.

Mr. Nalder: Ever so much!
Mr. FLETCHER: I draw the attention

of the House to the empty galleries which
symbolises the reaction of the public to
this issue. I also draw attention to the
paucity of correspondence that has passed
between members of the public and their
parliamentary representatives.

Mr. Graham: It has probably been over-
shadowed by the Federal election.

Sir David Brand: It might be because
of the Federal election.

Mr. Williams: They have a swimming
feeling that they are going to be crossed.

Mr. FLETCHER: There seems to be the
opinion expressed that some members have
received some correspondence, but I have
not received any.

Mr. O'Neil; The member for the district
has.

Mr. FLETCHER: The only reference I
have seen against the proposal was in the
Press, which reads as follows:-

Residents angry at island plan
An angry group of Applecrosis

residents said yesterday that the State
Government's plan to create an island
in the river near Alfred Cove would
destroy the scenic attractions of the
area, block extensive river views and
greatly reduce the value of some
highly priced properties.

I do not know whether it would or not.
However, colleagues of mine on either side
of the House have mentioned that they
have not received any correspondence in
opposition to the motion. I sought a
week's adjournment of the debate on the
motion to give the community an op-
portunity to express its attitude to this
move that has been made on the Gov-
ernment side of the House.

Mr. Davies: Did you receive any cor-
respondence in favour of the motion?

Mr. FLETCHER: I have not received
any correspondence either in favour of it
or against it. That is my answer to the
honourable member who Interjected.

In regard to this motion, I consider that
we are in a situation similar to that in
which we were placed when we were
debating the question of an unedifying
edifice-which all members of this House
can see every day-remaining on its pre-
sent site In close proximity to Parliament
House.

When he was speaking the Leader of the
Opposition asked where the spoil is to
come from. I make the suggestion that
it would come from the shallows that
already exist, and in doing so navigable
waters would be created closer inshore in
the Alfred Cove area. In consequence,
this would improve the river at that paint.
I ask the Leader of the Opposition if he
has ever Jumped overboard from a boat in
the shallows in Alfred Cove.

Mr. Graham: That is a nice thing to
ask Your leader to do: to jump in the lake!

Mr. FLETCHER: I have done so on many
occasions, and I know many young people
who have Jumped into those shallows
when the centre-plates of their craft have
become bogged in mud in the shallows
half a mile off shore.

This area can be improved. Has the
honourable member ever been down there
when the tide was low and the mud flats
were exposed? I would say that the Swan
River Conservation Board has not chosen
this area by chance: it has chosen the
area with a view to improving it. The mud
has drifted into the cove from the upper
reaches of, not the Canning River but the
Swan River which is in a direct line with
the flow of the river. The mud has drifted
into that backwater.

Mr. Taylor: What section of the river
will the island improve?

Mr. FLETCHER: The cove is not being
improved as a consequence of the mud
drifting in there, but if the island is
created by dredging the mud which has
drifted into the cove in the manner I have
described then navigable waters will be
created In an area where navigable waters
did not exist. The island will be able to
house the facilities I have suggested,

Mr. Taylor: This project will not dredge
the mud, will not cover the mud, but will
leave the mud.

Mr. FLETCHER: I have made an in-
spection of this locality. I regret that I
am at variance with some members, par-
ticularly with my colleague the member for
Cockburn, on an issue over which I feel
very keenly. This area has not been chosen
by chance. The project has been proposed
with a view to improving what is at pre-
sent an unattractive area.

Let us consider what Is there at the
moment. I repeat that we find mud. The
alternative before us is either to have a
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dirty mudbank. or to have a yacht club
with a slipway and with facilities for the
junior members and the senior members.

If this project turns out to be like the
now attractive project undertaken at
Tompkins Park, which has been created
from what was previously a dirty and un-
attractive rubbish dump, then it will be
worth while. Tompkins Park is now a
beautifully grassed area, into which pre-
viously logs and rubbish were bulldozed.
None of the conservationists have noticed
what has been going onl. The developments
at this park have made a tremendous
improvement to what was previously a
dirty mud flat.

As a complement to the beautiful
playing fields on which the Y.M.C.A., the
Y.W.C.A., and other sporting organisations
carry out their healthy activities, what
better use can be made of the area pro-
posed in the motion than for a yacht
club? I support the motion for the reason
that if a dirty rubbish heap can be made
into a beautiful playing field, then what
is at Present a dirty backwater can also
be made into a beautiful and attractive
area.

Mr. O'Neil: This could become an ex-
clusive area.

Mr. FLETCHER: The point is taken
that this might become an exclusive area,
but I should point out that when speaking
to another motion I said that I was made
welcome by the South of Perth Yacht Club.
No questions were asked of me when I
visited the club, and I was able to park
my car there.

Mr. Graham: The member for Fre-
mantle is a pretty exclusive person.

Mr. Q'Neil: Only a limited portion of
the area will be used by the yacht club.
The rest of it wvill be available to the
public.

Mr. FLETCHER: Already on the adjacent
shore, unknown to the community, rubble
and dirt have been deposited by the truck-
load on what was previously a mosquito-
infested area, but the area has been bull-
dozed level. This has undoubtedly improved
the area. As the Minister has pointed out,
the dredging of clay presents a difficult
engineering problem. As a consequence of
my background I have some knowledge of
the difficulties which are associated with
the dredging of clay. The difficulty arises,
because clay is not readily soluble in water:
unless it is in suspension in water it can-
not be pumped through a pipe and de-
posited on the shore. The clay that is
picked up by the cutters when the dredge
is in operation cannot be shifted in that
form by pumping, just as the mixture
around an eggbeater cannot be so shifted.
There is a clay bank there which is diEf-
cult and expensive to move.

What is wrong with moving material
that can be pumped and depositing it on
that island, but not at a terrific height of
hundreds of feet which will exclude the

view of all the people referred to by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition and
others? A minimum number of people live
in that locality and I am sorry for the
inconvenience the few who live on either
side of Tompkins Park will experience.
However, I believe the view would be en-
hanced by the establishment of a yacht
club because the view would then include
the white sails of various craft under ex-
cellent conditions on the blue river.

I made a note of the fact that the
Leader of the Opposition or his deputy
said there might exist a desire for someone
to hang his hat on the fact that it was
difficult to pump the clay. I have dealt
with that aspect, but would Point out that
I do not possess a hat to hang on the argu-
ment. I do not wear one because, absent-
minded and preocu pied I would invariably
leave it behind wherever I went!

The clay is difficult to handle, but it
could be covered and the surrounding area
raised to a very suitable height, similar to
the height of the South of Perth Yacht
Club, which is not a ridiculous height
above the river level. A yacht club must
be at a convenient height so that craft
can be pulled up on the slip or the launch-
ing ramp.

Personally I believe the establishment of
a yacht club would enhance the view of
those in the area, because launches and
yachts on the river undoubtedly present a
beautif ul sight. I also agree with the
Leader of the Opposition that beauty is in
the eye of the beholder. The fact that I
find beauty in it is beside the point. I
know thousands of others do also.

TOhis is not a Government proposal al-
though the Government will, I admit, pro-
vide the finance; or the Treasurer will. He
is busy talking at the moment and he is,
no doubt, discussing finance! I know of
many other higher priorities upon which
this amount could be spent. I think the
Press referred to an amount of $135,000.
I would like it spent on schools, hospitals,
and so on; but let me say that if these
boating facilities are provided. fewer people
will suffer peptic and gastric ulcers and
other nervous complaints because they will
be able to relax on the river; and fewer
people will find it necessary to spend a
period in hospital, because of the healthy
benefit they will derive from sailing on the
river.

Hundreds of thousands of dollars are
spent on other sports, and I want every
member to listen to what I have to say
on this aspect. Hundreds of thousands of
dollars are spent on other sports, includ-'ng
football of all types, rugby, soccer, baskt-
ball, hockey, lacrosse, and tennis, not to
mention horses which involve race tracks
and so on. Surely if finance can be found
for those sports, it can be found for yacht-
ing!
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I admit that local authorities provide a
lot of funds for the activities to which I
have just referred, but this does not alter
the fact that if money can be found for
those sports, why should water sports be
excluded? Are they not equally deserving
of consideration? After all, $135,000 is not
a disproportionate amount to spend on
such a worth-while purpose when countless
dollars are spent to assist the other various
sports I mentioned. They are all catered
for, and I want to know why a discrimina-
tion exists against yacht clubs.

Mr. Grayden: What about one-armed
bandits?

Mr, FLETCHER: If I had time I could
think of a suitable reply.

Mr. Bickerton: Ask the Treasurer about
two-armed bandits!

Mr, FLETCHER: The establishment of
the 514-acre island would require many
cubic yards of adjacent sand. Judging by
the discourse in progress, a lot of mem-
bers do not understand that if this sand is
used to cover the island it will create deeper
water closer in shore and as a consequence
it will not diminish the area, but will in-
crease the area in which sailing can take
place.

Mr. Taylor: Have you studied that dia-
gram?

Mr, FLETCHER:, Yes I have and I
understand the situation concerning the
prevailing winds. I have studied the dia-
gram and cannot see anything in it to the
detriment of my argument. If the mem-
ber for Cockburn can, he can point it out
to me later.

Mr. O'Connor: Do not let him interject.
Mr. Q'Neil: It will increase the available

shore line of the river, too.
Mr. FLETCHER: Yes. The point is that

during a race on the river-
Mr. Dunn: A human race?
Mr. FLETCHER: No. I am referring to

a boat race. The boats would contain
members of the human race with a tiller
in their hands. When sailing into the
south-west wind, it is possible at the
moment to sail only a limited distance into
Lucky Bay. If the proposal in this motion
is put into eff ect, it will be possible to
sail a lot further in and then, to use sea-
faring parlance, known to some members,
when the yachts go about and make an-
other tack down the river, they will be
able to clear Point Walter spit and sail
right on into the vicinity of IKeanes
Point. The next time they go about and
make the next point they sail to Black-
wall Reach. The reason I advocate the
dredging of these shallows is also to make
this possible.

Mr. O'Neil: It wvill stop the cheats who
pull the centre plate up and sail over those
banks.

Mr. FLETCHER: That is so. They sail
over the shallows to get closer: in shore.
They do not have to go about again. How-
ever, many in this H-ouse do not know
what the Minister for Housing and I are
talking about.

Mr. Davies: You just carry on.

Mr. FLETCHER: I feel keenly about
this subject because I know something
about bomating. I am speaking in support
of those who want yachts and yacht clubs
better catered for. I want to know again
why preferential treatment is given to
other forms of sport, but this one is not
included.

Like the member for Cockburn, I won-
dered why the spoil could not be dredged
ashore and the club established on the
mainland. However. I subsequently saw
what was likely to occur in Alfred Cove.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition re-
ferred to the fact that tins, rubbish, and
so on would be driven in,

I was opposed initially to the causeway,
but I subsequently noticed that a channel
would be dredged through there to keep
the water moving in that vicinity. If the
cove were isolated altogether it would be-
come a backwater and marine life would
become extinct in that particular locality.
If that did occur and the area became a
backwater, this would not preserve the
ecology of the area. For the benefit of
those who are not aware of the meaning
of that word, I will refer them to Webster's
dictionary. I am not attempting to sound
profound, but merely to help.

Mr. Craig: We all know what it means.
Mr. FLETCHER: According to the dic-

tionary, the meaning is as follows:
a branch of science concerned with
the interrelationship of organisms
and their environments; the totality
or pattern of relations between organ-
isms and their environment.

I referred to this recently and mentioned
overseas situations where backwaters
became stagnant and filthy. Even the
worms died and the animals which lived
on those worms also died. A chain re-
action followed on all forms of life associa-
ted with those waters. If the causeway
remains the water will circulate around
the island. I find that desirable, other-
wise Alfred Cove would become a stagnant
backwater. The island, when created, will
have mooring pens, wharves, and jetties
under the lee of the island.

I know what it costs to buy a launlch or
a yacht; it costs thousands of dollars. They
are moored in a secure way, and do not rub
against the jetty as was stated by the
member for Belmont. Two lines are fixed
fore and aft, and the boat is moored to
four separate points so that it cannot
move and be damaged by the barnacles on
the piles. The owners of the boats will be
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able to sleep comfortably at night because
they will know that their investments,
worth thousands of dollars, are safe and
well cared for. That Is the reason I say
that facilities should be provided for people
to moor their boats.

It Is unusual for me to be looking after
people who can afford boats costing thou-
sands of dollars when I am only lucky
enough to be able to buy a Pelican trainer
for my boys. Reference was made to the
fact that boats have been in my family
since my childhood. However, I got rid
of my decent-sized boat when I went
overseas with the navy during the war and
when I returned all I could afford
was a Pelican trainer. Even Pelican
trainers should be taken care of
because the children have to start some-
where.

I think it was the member for Pilbara
who took exception to the fencing at
Keanes Point. I do not like the fencing
which is there; it seems to give an assump-
tion that It Is a preserve of "snoboeracy".
That might occur In this Instance, but I
have no doubt it will not happen in the
area of the Parliamentary member for
East Melville. If it does occur I will be
very critical of him for permitting it. That
is, on the assumption that this motion
is carried,

As I mentioned earlier, I have driven
my car down to the South of Perth Yacht
Club, and have admired the view. I will
admit that I have been taken into the
club for a drink in delightful surround-
ings where I could forget the mundane
things of life-including politics-In good
company.

Some people have stated. that the island
would merely create a car park. That was
stated by a learned gentleman-a Federal
member-and I thought he would know
better. I think he assumed that all sorts
of drunken orgies were likely to take place
in the car Park.

Admittedly, people will drive across the
causeway for the purpose of taking their
children and their friends to enjoy a
healthy pastime. Those people will have
to go across the causeway and will park
their cars and boat trailers so that they
can use the river. I assured the member
concerned that I did not think the club
would do anything but create car-parking
facilities for use by those who wish to use
the river.

I am sorry for those who have built, or
who are building, In the locality. The
area consists predominantly of playing
fields and, after all, it Is not proposed to
build a speedway in the area f or cars, or
motor cycles, Or drsgsters. It will be a
place for responsible youth who will be
under the supervision of responsible adults.
Those adults will teach the youths to sail,
and teach the Youths to handle boats.

I would suggest that the width of the
river from the northern edge of the Island
to the foreshore at Nedlands will not be
reduced. On the contrary, I believe the
development will widen the area of
navigable water. Yachts will be able to
sail closer to the shore in Alfred Cove
when sailing from Pelican Point. As a
consequence of this I believe that a sailing
course of international standard will be
created. Such a course could attract com-
petitors from overseas to sail on our river.
The position now Is that Interstate visi-
tors mtight sail in a competitive race, but
I have heard criticism of the existing
course because of the difficulties encoun-
tered In the locality where the develop-
ment is to take place.

If we can improve the situation and at-
tract overseas competitors then that would
be to the betterment of the State. The
Leader of the Opposition referred to inter-
ference with bird sanctuaries. I myself can
get quite sentimental about birds; I am
fond of them.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Do you watch them?
Mr. FLETCHER: The type I am refer-

ring to are the feathered ones which, I
think, would be a natural assumption, in
view of my age.

Mr. Bertram: I do not know that that
is right.

Mr. FLETCHER: From the point of
view of our feathered friends, I say that
a bird sanctuary area will still exist on
the South Perth foreshore, at Point Walter,
and also in the upper reaches of the
Swan River and the Canning River. The
small area which will be resumed will not
be to the detriment of the bird life.

I felt some concern for a while that
Alfred Cove might be disturbed as aL con-
sequence of speed boats using the area.
However, when I visited the locality-as
the result of the bus ride-I could see
that Alfred Cove was sufficiently far
removed from the causeway for the birds
not to be disturbed. Consequently, I can
see nothing wrong with the proposition.
I appreciated the bus ride and the boat
ride, despite the fact that I had already
done the journey by car to look at the
location.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
-it seemed to me-suggested that the islets
should be created all over the river. I con-
sidered this suggestion was contradictory
to the opposition which he expressed to-
wards the island which Is Proposed. Ap-
parently, however, he wants them in other
Places. To the best of my knowledge, the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition considers
these islets should be dotted all over the
river. All areas do not lend themselves to
islands, but this dirty, malodorous, mud flat
does lend Itself to the creation of an island,
I suggest.
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Mr. Taylor: Is this not a sand spit and
not a mud flat?

Mr. FLETCHER: The member for Cock-
burn lives near the area and I have tied
to prawn in the area. The only sugges-
tion I make to people who wish to go
prawning there is that they should wear
snow shoes to prevent sinking into the mud.

Mr. O'Neil: There are no prawns there
most of the time.

Mr. Taylor: No, that area will be left.
Mr. FLETCHER: The channel of the

causeway would circulate the water and,
consequently, I consider the water in the
vicinity would be deepened and the river
flow Improved. The deposit in the water
has been built up over a period of prob-
ably millions of years. This is no excuse
for leaving it there. We can improve
on nature and it is our prerogative to do
so, If a yacht club is established, there
will be competition between the Swan
Yacht Club, the East Premantle Yacht
Club-

Mr. O'Neil: The South of Perth Yacht
Club.

Mr. FLETCHER: -the South of Perth
Yacht Club, the Melville Yacht Club, and
the Yacht clubs which exist on the north-
ern shore of the river. Consequently,
thousands of people will enjoy a sport and
certainly they are entitled to do this. I
believe it is the obligation of the House
to enable the facilities to be provided for
that section of the community to enjoy
this -sport. This should be done because
many thousands of other people have the
opportunity to enjoy sports which, to my
way of thinking, are less worth while. I
support the motion.

MR. BICKERTON (Pilbara) [10.53
p.m.]: I am mindful of the time and of
what the Premier has in mind when this
debate is Completed. Consequently I 'will
not detain the House for very long and
thereby enable the Premier to move the
very desirable motion which he normally
moves at this time of the night.

Mr. Lapham: I hope the honourable
member is thinking the same way as I am.

Mr. BICKERTON: I find that many
desirable points are attached to this
proposal but, at the same time, I consider
some are undesirable. As the advantages
outweigh the disadvantages to my way of
thinking, it is my intention to support
the motion. As members saw the other day,
during an inspection of the area, the
proposed reclamation is concerned with
turning into an island what is now a clay
bank in the main and which, mostly, is
out of the water. Apparently the experts
have decided that the clay bar is of such a
nature that it would be extremely difficult
to dredge it economically. I take their
word on that point. I suppose they define
"economically" in terms of the dredging

equipment which is available at the present
time. Other surrounding areas are con-
sidered dredgable and the proposal, in a
simple way, is to dredge areas which can
be dredged easily for the purpose of mak-
ing a channel and to deposit the dredgings
onto an area which is considered econo-
mically undredgable with the equipment
available at this point of time,

As members will see from the Plan which
was laid upon the Table of the House, the
result of this will be an island which will
be connected to the mainland by a cause-
way. It is true that a certain amount of
water will be reclaimed; but, from my
limited experience of the area and what
we saw the other day, I think the advant-
ages which will accrue to the public as a
result of this island will be much greater
than the advantages to be obtained if the
area is allowed to remain as it is.

It is true that it will cause inconvenience
to some people. As the Leader of the
Opposition pointed out, the people whose
houses will be affected are not too happy
about this proposal. If any member is
fair he would say if he lived there him-
self that he may have mixed feelings on
the subject. We must take into account,
however, how many people will be
inconvenienced and how many people will
benefit as a result of this proposal. I
consider that those who will benefit will
be far In excess of those who will be
inconvenienced. We should bear in mind
that it is not only people whose houses
afford glimpses of the river who can be
inconvenienced from time to time. I have
no doubt that many people in an area like
Kewdale were not very happy when a rail-
way line was put past their properties.
Further, people in areas where land has
been resumed have not been happy. Ths
is not an unusual situation in a State
such as ours or in any State for that
matter. However, if certain work is
considered to be of great advantage to
the majority of the general public, I con-
sider it takes priority over the views held
by the few people who may be individually
inconvenienced.

I would like the Minister to give some
assurance, however, on some of the reserv-
ations which I feel towards this motion.
If he is able to do so, I will support the
idea for the island, although I am not 100
per cent, enthusiastic for the yacht club,
mainly because certain portions of the
reclaimed area will be confined to the use
of a few people. To my way of thinking
this is not as desirable as if the whole area
were to be open space and used by all
the public.

I agree with the remarks made by other
members that yacht clubs are very essential
for sporting purposes and for the recrea-
tion of people who indulge in this type of
sport. However, I am not particularly in
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favour of them when they take up areas
of the river and, in so doing, prevent access
by the public to that area.

Freshwater Bay was mentioned earlier
in the debate and I think this is an
example of where a considerable area of
foreshore is fenced off and the public is
denied access to that area. I do not
think this is desirable. I do not know
why yacht clubs always seem to need
their clubhouse and grounds right on the
waterfront. I realise that one cannot moor
a boat on dry land. For mooring purposes
of course one needs water, This is under-
standable, but I do think that the club
facilities could be removed from the fore-
shore to some extent anyway. Particularly
when a road runs along a foreshore or
close to a foreshore, I see no reason not to
establish the clubhouse on the other side
of the road or some little distance away
although, naturally, the mooring facilities
would be on the water's edge. It may be
more convenient for club members to have
the clubrooms as close as possible, but
I think it Is more desirable for the gen-
eral public to have maximum access to the
river.

Another point concerns me in connection
with the amount of open space which will
be available to the public. The Minister
may be able to give some information on
this point. If we look at the plan of the
area which will be taken up by the yacht
club and other sporting bodies we will see
that a considerable amount of land will
not be open to the public. I assume the
Minister will agree that if the area is
fenced off the Dublic will be denied access
to that section.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: What part is
this?

Mr. BICKERTON: The yacht club area.
I am also concerned as to whether the
area the Minister has allotted to the yacht
club will be the final bite that is taken
of this island by that body or some other
sporting body. We all know that to en-
able reclamation of the river of an area
over three acres in extent, it is
necessary for the matter to be brought
before this House, which gives every
member an opportunity to vote in the way
he so desires.

What concerns me a little is that with
the great increase in the number of craft
on the river it will not be many years
before the area which is allotted on the
plan will be too small for the yacht club.
To the best of my knowledge there is
no obligation on the Minister, after the
motion has been passed, to come back to
the House to seek an extension of the area
that has been granted to that sporting
body or any other that conducts its
activities on the island.

I would like an assurance from the Mn-
ister that any proposed extension will
be brought back to this House for mem-

bers to consider, because any extension
of the area granted to the yacht club or
other sporting body can only be made
into the area reserved for sport and rec-
reation which is to be used by the general
public. In fact, I would have preferred to
see such a condition incorporated in the
motion. I look forward to the Minister's
comment on that suggestion.

I also look forward to his remarks in
regard to what access the general public
will have-I am not speaking of the mnem-
bers of the yacht club-to that area he
has allotted to the yacht club. Some mem-
bers have spoken of the disadvantages
of this scheme. They said it would
have been better if the yacht club
had been positioned on the foreshore.
In my view, the scheme will extend the
foreshore of the Swan River and will in
no way restrict it. If these facilities were
built on the foreshore proper some of the
foreshore as it exists at present would no
longer be available. The building of these
islands under the present proposal
will considerably extend the length of
foreshore that will be made available to
the public and, to me, this is one of the
advantages. I will not detain the House
any longer. I support the motion.

MR. JAMWESON: (Belmont) 1 11.3 pi..
I wish to say a few words on this motion
which seeks to create an island in Alfred
Cove. Firstly, I would like -some indica-
tion of what is going on, and just how
strongly the Government is behind this
proposal, or whether it has been submit-
ted as a, non-party matter. At least we
should be given some indication of what
we have to face.

These matters are brought to Parlia-
ment by way of motions and in a way
which is different from the introduction
of Government legislation, so surely we
should be entitled to some explanation by
some spokesman on the Government side
of the House as to how strong its own
forces are in regard to this proposal,
because one's arguments on it may be
quite futile and one Could waste a lot Of
time beating the air.

The Minister made some reference
earlier to the fact that the only time he
had known of any action that had gone
against the Government at a time when
the Labor Party was in office, was on an
occasion when a member was reprimanded
for voting against the Government. I
have a rather good memory in regard to
these incidents, and on making some in-
quiries, I found that the Minister himself
took part in three horribly mixed divisions
on one day. On that occasion those vot-
ing for the ayes consisted of 10 Labor
members and two members of the Opposi-
tion against a Government-sponsored Bill.
If the Minister wvould care to have a look
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at the division to refresh his memory it
appears at page 3405 of the 1956 Porlia-
mentary Debates in Volume 145. and the
date was the 14th December, 1956.

Among the Labor members who voted
with the ayes were the present Minister
for Lands and the then leader of the
Country Party.

Mr. W. A. Manning: What was that on:
the closure of a railway line?

Mr. JAMIESON: The honourable mem-
ber was involved in the next division I am
about to mention, and it was not in con-
nection with the closure of a railway line.
On the 18th December, 1956, on page 3491
of the same volume of Parliamentary
Debates, appears the division list for the
ayes and noes as follows:-

Mr. Ackland
Mr. Brady
Mr. Evans
Mr. Orayden
Mr. Hall
Mr. Jamiesion
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Lawrnc
Mr. W.,.Mann
Mr. Marshall

Mr. court
Mr, Crommelin
Mr. Gaffy
Mr, Graham
Mr. Hawks
Mr. NevA
Mr. Hearman
Mr. W. Hegney
Mr. Hoar
Mr. Hutchinson

Ayes
Mr. Milder
Mr. Norton
Mr. O'Brien
Mr. Oldfteld
Mr. Owen
Mr. Perkins
Mr. Rhatigan
Mr. Rodoreda
Mr, Sleeman
Mr. Toms
Mr. Andrew

Noes
Mr. Kelly
Mr. 1. W. Manning
Mr. May
Sir Ross McLarty
Mr, Nulsen
Mr. Potter
Mr. Roberts
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Tonkin
Mr. Wild
Mr. Lapham

That was a tie on a Government Bill with
21 noes and 21 ayes.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Was this on a
Licensing Act Amendment Bill?

Mr. JAMIESON: No, it was a City of
Perth Parking Facilities Bill, and the
Minister was involved in it. That goes
to show that one does not need to have
a very short memory. To further refresh
the Minister's memory, the first Bill the
Hawke Government introduced into this
Parliament was an amendment to the
Firearms and Guns Act, and no fewer than
six of the members on the Government
side crossed the House to the disgust and
disappointment of Mr. Styants who was
the Minister at that time. Their action
defeated a proposition contained in the
Bill. So there was nothing wrong with
our attitude to non-party measures in
those times even when we were the Gov-
ernment in office.

It was rather strange to see the mem-
ber for Nedlands chiding the Government
of the day for having its forces in such
disarray, and saying that it should be able
to discipline its members far better in
order to get on with the job. His remarks
on that occasion were a fair indication of
what a non-party situation should be.

However, it does not look as though we
reach that situation very often these days,
and it is a great pity. Much of the legis-
lation that is brought before the House,
as you would realise, Mr. Speaker, could be
considered, generally, as non-party poli-
tical. It is a great pity for Government
forces to consider themselves to be lined up
and for the Opposition forces to be lined
down, as it were, on such matters.

Returning to the motion, I am inclined
to believe we will have to create deeper
water, as I said in an earlier debate. As
a consequence, I see the reason, at some
time or other, for dredging and creating
an Island in Alfred Cove, because when a
great quantity of spoil is available after
dredging an area of the river, it has to be
deposited somewhere, and to remove it
from the dredging area itself would entail
great cost, and a fair amount of develop-
ment which no Government could envis-
age. The alternative is to make available
some section of consolidated land which
could be used effectively by those people
who require it for recreation purposes. I
do not agree with the present proposition
that there is an implied suggestion to
certain persons or groups of persons that
certain areas will be available to them
when this very expensive piece of real
estate is created.

If this is to be created at all I fancy it
should remain an "A"'-class reserve and
be allocated for the purpose of individual
clubs or organisations. The concept of a
causeway and an island is all right. As
long as we make available an additional
playground in this bay it will be an im-
provement, because I am inclined to go
along to some extent with the criticism of
the member for Fremantle that on some
occasions this area Is certainly left high
and dry and at times the stench is quite
overpowering.

Something must be done to overcome
this problem. There is no doubt that algae
would continue to grow in a cove like the
one proposed and this no doubt would ag-
gravate the problem of obnoxious odours.
It would be different if the Minister could
give an assurance that the island would
be produced and developed by the Swan
River Conservation Board for the use of
people generally and that the area could
be used for swimming on the deeper side.
Perhaps we could also Provide a beach on
one side with a paddling pool and car park..

The proposal in connection with the is-
land mentioned in the motion envisages
buildings, car parks, and a height of seven
feet above low-water mark. This would all
add up to a considerable height. No doubt
shrubs and trees would be grown on the
island, but any elongated view of the water
would be gone forever.

This would be a great pity. As my
deputy leader said, water does not have to
be deep to be Pretty hut it is certainly less
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smelly if it is deep. It would be most
desirable if the area could be cleaned up in
some way.

The member for Cockburn lives on the
site and has a first-class knowledge of the
amount of wild fowl and bird life in the
area at the moment. His opinion is that
the wild life in the area at the moment is
quite negligible and that if we created an
island which was used by many people the
bird life would decrease even further. This
aspect causes me considerable concern.
The honourable member should know what
he is talking about, because his back yard
runs down to the cove and hie would be
able to assess the position.

There is no doubt that we could create
further problems if we continued this
practice of throwing up isands here, there,
and everywhere. indeed I am reminded of
what the Federal member for Fremantle
had to say when he was asked to comment.
He said he did not like the idea very
much because he gravitated between two
cities, one which turns its creeks into lakes
and the other which seeks to turn its lakes
into creeks. He added that both these exer-
cises seemed very expensive.

Amendment to Motion
In view of this fact I find myself

opposed to the proposition unless the Min-
ister is able to give some assurance that
thet e will be a firm undertaking not to
place anything on the island. To ensure
that the correct and proper thing Is done
I move an amendment-

Delete all the words after the word
'That" in line 1 down to and including
the word "of" where first occurring in
line 5 with a view to substituting the
following--"A select Committee be
appointed to investigate the proposal
to reclaim."

I might add that later I Intend to move
for the deletion of the last two lines of the
motion.

The SPEAKER: Before the debate pro-
ceeds. I must point out to the House that
according to the ruling I have given pre-
viously, 20 minutes will be allowed to each
speaker on the amendment. Speakers must
keep to the amendment before the Chair,
which is the appointment of a Select
Committee.

MR. ROSS HUTCHINlSON. (Cottesloe-
Minister for Works) [11.17 p.m.]:. I will
confine myself to the amendment but if I
may I would like to talk about the
appointment of a Select Committee. I know
that you will not confine me, Sir, to the
words which are to be deleted.

The SPEAKER: The appointment of a
Select Committee is all portion of the
amendment.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I cannot
possibly agree to the amendment moved by
the member for Belmont. I read with
Interest a leader In The West Australian

newLspaper which in giving some views on
the proposals for a reclamation of two
areas for the purposes of development
suggested that these were matters which
a Select Committee could investigate. At
that rime I felt how little thought there
was in connection with this proposition.
When all is said and done the issue stands
out clearly, particularly when we realise
that the body appointed by Parliament to
care for the river-the Swan River Conser-
vation Board-has considered this proposal
over a considerable period of time. Not only
has the board considered the particular
island treatment of the proposal, it has
also considered a number of other plans
over the years, all of which have led up to
the present plan before the House.

Surely it is verging on the ridiculous to
say that Parliament should appoint a
Select Committee to inquire into the matter
when the Swan River Conservation Board
-which is a widely representative body of
specialists from Government departments
and people from many walks of private
life-has examined the proposition,
researched it to a great extent, and, having
done so. believes it to be the best plan to
be adopted by Parliament.

I know there is nothing to prevent Par-
liament from so doing, if it wishes; but
the Swan River Conservation Board has
discharged its duties and responsibilities
in a notable manner. Duringv the coue
of the debate I think all members appre-
cisted the fact that the river has been
well cared for, and that there is no wish
to discontinue the activities of the board-

I well remember the debate that took
place on the motion moved by the member
for Fremantle for the establishment of a.
body to control the metropolitan beache&s
It was remarked on a number of occasion%;
in that debate that the proposed body
would be somewhat akin to the Swan
River Conservation Board, and so would
a body which could be entrusted with
the task of caring for the beaches. This;
is so. In time a similar type of body to
the Swan River Conservation Board might
be set up. At the time-and I am digres-
sing slightly-an advisory committee had
been appointed and it was considered thot.
a statutoi y body would be set up in the
future. I make the point that members,
appreciated right through the debate th.
value of the Swan River Conservation
Hoard in Producing balanced views and a
balanced Plan for the development of the
river as a Place which people can enjoy,
irrespective of the group to which they
belong-whether they view it aesthetically.
or whether they participate physzically ti-
the sporting activities on the river.

To me the appointment of a Select
Committee is completely unnecessary. This
seemns to be i waste of the time of the
House, especially when so much research
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has been undertaken by the body which
has been set up by Parliament to care for
the river. I oppose the amendment.

MR. TONKIN (Melville-Leader of the
Opposition) [11.22 p.m.]; There is no
great urgency about this proposal. No
funds have been allocated in the Loan
Estimates for the work to be done this
financial year.

Mr. floss Hutchinson: This work will be
carried out from funds provided by
rev en ue.

Mr. TONKIN: It is not shown in the
Annual Estimates. As the Minister said
it is not proposed to carry out the work
until 1970. so it cannot be claimed that
the appointment of a Select Committee
will delay the work. The reason for sug-
gesting the appointment of a Select Com-
mittee to consider the proposal is to give
an opportunity to organisations and
people who have views contrary to those
held by the Government to express them.
Surely that is worth something.

One criticism which can be levelled
justly against the Government and Parlia-
ment is that People with contrary views
are not given the opportunity to express
them, and they have to accept whatever
the Government hands out to them:
whereas the appointment of a Select Com-
mittee Will afford them the opportunity
to come forward and express their objec-
tions in a democratic manner. In a dic-
tatorship the authorities will not go along
with such a proposition, but we pride our-
selves that we live in a democracy and
that we are prepared to listen to the views
of those who are opposed to us.

The Minister does not favour the idea
of the appointment of a Select Com-
mittee to give consideration to this pro-
posal, and to allow people to express their
views. He wants the matter to be decided
before the opponents of the Proposal are
given a chance to do anything. The only
justification which can be advanced for
pressing on with the motion and for put-
ting it through Parliament is on the
ground of urgency, because the work can-
not be delayed. I have heard that argu-
inent before, and it was used in connection
with the reclamation of the river to pro-
vide additional space for roadmaking; but
no such argument can be advanced with
any validity in respect of the proposal
before us.

What work will be done within the next
few weeks if the motion is agreed to this
week? The work will not be carried out
until 1970. Why should not a Select
Committee be appointed to investigate the
proposal, and to determine how much
validity there is in the arguments ad-
vanced for and against it? There is a
great difference of opinion on the exact
amount of dredging that will be under-

taken, on where the dredging will take
place, and on whether sand or mud will
be dredged out. I was informed that
sand would be dredged out to make a
man-made island, but the member for
Fremantle thinks it will be made out of
stinking mud. That was not what I was
told, so it appears there is every justi-
fication for the appointment of a Select
Committee to inquire into this matter, and
to afford many people the opportunity to
state their objections so that they can be
considered, and so that in due course a
report can be made to Parliament.

I had hoped that in response to the re-
quest of the member for Belmont some
indication would be given from the Gov-
ernment side as to whether this motion is
being treated by the Government as a
party matter, and as to whether members
opposite are being disciplined to vote with
the Government. If so it is unfair, be-
cause a question such as this is a
non-party matter, just as the motion on
the retention of the Barracks Arch was
a non-party matter. If it is a fact that
the Government parties have considered
this Project and have resolved that It is
a party matter, and that members shall
not get out of line, then I repeat it is a
very unfair approach; and it places us at
a considerable disadvantage. I hope the
House will see the wisdom and fairness of
agreeing to the appointment of a Select
Committee, and will vote accordingly.

MR. GRAHAM (Balcatta-D e p u t y
Leader of the Opposition) [11.29 p.m.]:
It is set out in the Statutes of this Par-
liament that Parliament shall decide whe-
ther an area in excess of two acres Is per-
mitted to be reclaimed. Apparently the
Minister considers it sufficient that if the
Swan River Conservation Board has
decided that this is a fair proposition then
we should automatically accept that deci-
sion. If that was the view of Parliament
several years ago it would not have pro-
vided that proposals such as the one before
us shall be referred to Parliament.

All of us, to a greater or lesser extent,
have looked at the area and examined
the Plan. Considering the importance of
the issue, not very many members have
spoken in the debate.

I would suggest that quite a number of
questions remain unanswered. Can we say
for certain that this should occur or that
will be the result? We do not know. Can
the recreational facilities on this Proposed
Island be provided elsewhere in the
locality without filling in the river at least
to the extent proposed? I cannot say for
certain that it can, although I believe It
is possible.

These and 101 other Points should
surely be resolved by a number of our own
members. In case it occurs to the naive
that this is some sort of plot by the Oppo-
sition, I would say in this respect that the
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composition of the Select Committee would
involve undoubtedly a majority of Govern-
ment representatives and therefore if it
were a political expedition only, the Gov-
ernment would soon wake up to that fact
and its representatives make a decision
accordingly; in other, words, they could be
loyal, even though it may be contrary to
the spirit of a Select Committee, to the
Government and back up its point of view.

There is ample time. As my leader has
pointed out it is not proposed that the
work will be commenced next week or
even next month. There would be a period
of several months available to the Select
Committee; that is, until April or May of
next year when we will continue this ses-
sion. We would then be guided by the
views either unanimous or in the majority
and minority reports which would set out
not only the points of difference, but the
reasons therefor. In other words we
would be informed; but apparently that is
the last thing the minister wants!

Because an outside body, a creation of
this Parliament, has said this proposition
is okay with it, the Minister feels we
should go along willy nilly and accept that
viewpoint. Surely we should have an op-
portunity of informing our minds directly
by gathering our own evidence and giving
many organisations and individuals an
opportunity to submit their viewpoint!
Not only would opinions be available, but,
I suggest, there could and would be testi-'
mony presented by technical persons and
others occupying responsible positions.

It ap-parently does not occur to the Min-
ister that if a mistake is made here it
will be a mistake for all time and that
if my estimation of the situation be cor-
rect, it will involve not only this area, but
an area twice its size which will also be
lost to the community for all time. I may
be completely wrong, but at this stage I
am not satisfied I am wrong; indeed, I
feel very definitely that I am right.

A Select Committee would have access
not only to authority in Government
employ, but also to experts outside in
Private practice. What is wrong with
Parliament being informed? Does the Min-
ister, with whom I presume the Govern-
ment agrees, feel we have reached the
stage where a few people in a Cabinet
room can make a decision and the rest
of us should go along with it? Certainly
those who sit behind the Governmeifl.
without so much as a bleat from them, are
prepared to accept the word of the Gov-
ernment,

There is nothing infallible about the
Government, surely; but apparently, when
the Opposition protests, the Government
back-benchers are told that the Opposi-
tion's role is to Oppose merely for the
sake of opposing. Surely we can be
credited with being honest once in a whi-le!
Surely we can be right once in a while!

On this occasion we say there are certain
doubts. indeed, there are doubts andi
differences of opinion on this side of tC n
House. Let us therefore ascertain the true
facts of the situation; and it is for thts,
very purpose that the member for B-
mont has moved this amendment,

I am surprised and disgusted at ta',e
attitude of the Government although it
was not completely unexpected. It has
been pointed out that when the Labor
Party was in office quite a number of
Select Committees were appointed. In-
deed, before the last Labor Government
was appointed, the then Liberal
Country Party Governnien t allowed
Select Committees to investigate certain
matters, Members sitting opposite me at
the moment have moved-and success-
fully-for the appointment of Select Com-
mittees. But now, the Government, having
been too long in office, apparently feels it
is an insult to its pride and integrity if
anything is questioned.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Not at all.

Mr. GRAHAM: What the Government or
any of its Ministers say is completely and
utterly right! It must not be examined or
questioned! No-one must vote against the
Government, even on the most trivial
points!

The Government has the numbers. It
certainly has not the case or argument on
its side. As this amendment will not be
commnitting anyone to any point of view
in respect of the proposition we have been
debating, I hope-and I trust not in vain-
that some of those on the Government side
will feel there is a necessity for some prob-
ing to be done and some expert informa-
tion to be obtained from every and any
source from which it can be gathered in
order to guide us in making a decision
which will be irrevocable.

This is not something which is personal
to any one of us, but something which will
have an effect for good or bad on all
Western Australians who are so proud of
their national asset-the Swan River.

AIR. FLETCHER (Fremantle) [11.37
p.m.]: Because of the attitude I adopted
earlier this evening. I must oppose this
amendment. I regret that on a third occa-
sion I am at variance with a resolution
moved by a member on this side of the
House.

However, I believe that this amendment
is a deliberate attempt to defer a decision
on an issue which should be decided and
could be decided tonight. I do not care
what the Press said about a Select Com-
mittee and whether or not it advocated
one, or whether or not those on this side
of the House advocate such an appoint-
ment.

It has been suggested that if a Select
Committee were appointed, people could
come forward and present their views. I
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asked earlier this evening how many peo-
pie have already done this, and how many
are here tonight. Is not the absence of a
gallery an indication of the lack of interest
in this issue?

Mr. Graham: How would anyone know
it was to be debated tonight?

Mr. FLETCHER: It has received pub-
licity for a week and it was known that
the debate was adjourned for a week, so
there has been plenty of opportunity.

Mr. Graham: No there has not.
Mr. FLETCHER: I again ask: How many

are present in the gallery? How many
letters have been received from interested
persons?

I expect the Government to knock every-
thing the Opposition submits. It has hap-
pened ever since I have been here. How-
ever, I want to demonstrate my sincerity
by saying that I will not knock everything
the Government- submits: and let the Gov-
ernment learn from my example of an act
of sincerity! Tonight I will vote with the
Government in opposition to this amend-
ment; and I will do so deliberately because
I do not want this matter deferred until
some time in the dim and distant future.

The discussion has gone on too long. I
want to demonstrate that I am not a
knocker when it comes to something in
which I believe and something which I be-
lieve is not a party issuer I think we
should plan ahead and that is the whole
purpose of Government. The whole pur-
pose of Parliament Is to plan ahead and
not wait until after a situation arises and
confronts us.

I have been here for 10 years and I have
been in Opposition all the time. I start to
wonder what I have achieved. There is
an attempt here, with which I disagree.
to strike out certain words for the purpose
of considering the measure at some time
in the distant future by people I believe
to be less competent than those who con-
stitute the Swan River Conservation
Board.

I am aware of members serving in local
government, in an unpaid capacity, who
can look around their own wards and
cities and see undertakings which they
personally have achieved. I have been
paid for 10 years to stand up here and
utter words which end up on the shelves
of Parliament House. Even though the
Government might knock what we put up.
I will not knock what the Government puts
up if I believe in the Government's propo-
sition.

The Swan River Conservation Board
consists of a chairman and sixteen other
members. The sixteen members of the
board shall be-

(a) two persons,
(i) of whom one shall be the

senior qualified civil en-
gineer whose services as

such are employed or eng-
aged by the Council of the
City of Perth; and

(ii) of whom one shall be
nominated by the Council
of the City of Perth;

to represent on the Board the
interests of that Council.

I askc members to listen to what I am
saying. The members of the board are
not a crowd of incompetents. I believe
they are better qualified than a lot of
people who, it is alleged, will come forward
to give information beyond what is now
available. To continue-

(b) four persons, all of whom shall be
nominated by the body known as
the Local Government Association
of Western Australia, to represent
on the Board the interests of local
authorities;

(c) one person who shall be nominated
by the committee appointed under
the National Fitness Act, 1945, and
known as the Associated Sporting
Committee, to represent persons
who use the waters, or foreshores,
or both, for the purposes of re-
creation; and

(d) a member of the WA. Aquatic
Council;

(e) a nominee of the Chamber of
Manufactures, W.A. Inc.;

(f0 seven persons, each of whom shall
be nominated by the respective
Ministers for the time being
controlling the administration of
the respective establishments of
the State which arc mentioned
in the respective subparagraphs of
this paragraph, and which are
concerned with works or activities.
or both, in respect of the whole
or part of the waters or of the
foreshores, or of both, to represent
the respective establishments on
the Board, and of whom

(i) one shall be a drainage and
sewerage engineer to repre-
sent the Metropolitan Water
Supply, Sewerage, and
Drainage Department on
the Board;

00i one shall be a qualified
medical practitioner or a
qualified health inspector to
represent the Public Health
Department on the Board:

( iii) one shall be a representative
on the Board of the Public
Works Department and
shall be attached to the
Harbours and Rivers Branch
of that Department;

(iv) one shall be a represent-
ative on the Board of the
Harbour and Light Depart-
ment:
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(v) one shall be a representative
on the Board of the Gov-
ernment Chemical Labora-
tories;

(vi) one shall be a represent-
ative on the Board of the
Lands and Surveys Depart-
ment; and

(vii) one shall be a represent-
ative on the Board of the
Town Planning Board.

An so it goes on. I say that to defer this
matter and ask advice from other people
is a slap in the face to the competent
people on the board. I oppose the amend-
ment.

MR. DAVIES (Victoria Park) [11.45
p.m.):, I do not think anyone doubts the
sincerity of the member for Fremantle
irrespective of which way he votes. He is
more fortunate in having had a wide
experience on the river; I have had very
little experience, but I think the suggestion
put forward has a great deal of merit.

The Government members had the
advantage of knowing something of this
scheme before the Opposition knew about
it. I do not know what advantage :it had,
but the matter was certainly discussed at
party meetings because I understand the
model was made available to Government
members. I may be wrong on that point.

However, from the attitude displayed
here tonight, it is quite apparent that the
Present issue is becoming a party measure
which I believe Is a great shame.

Mr. Dunn: You could not challenge the
member for Fremantle.

Mr. DAVIES: I am talking about the
Government side of the House. We on this
side of the House are free to vote as we
please. I appreciate the attitude taken by
the member for Fremantle. I think that
someone on the other side of the House
suggested that the matter should be refer-
red to a Select Committee. However, the
fact remains that irrespective of how any-
one votes, I think the suggestion has a
great deal of merit. I think that further
investigation is required because of the
narrow field of inquiry so far.

Reference to the Minister's introductory
speech will Indicate that the matter was
dealt with by the Melville Town Council
and the Naturalists Club, and it was re-
ferred to the Fauna and Fisheries Depart-
menit. I think the East Fremantle City
Council was given an opportunity to ex-
Press an opinion. One would have thought
that if the matter had been widely dis-
cussed it would have been referred to in
the Press before this time.

When the Minister referred to the
Melville Town Council, were we to under-
stand that the whole council had know-
ledge of the Proposal-and had a
favourable opinion-or that the engineer

and the health inspector, or perhaps a sub-
committee, were the only people who knew
anything about it?

Mr. O'Neil: The whole of the council
has known since 1959; and probably even
as far back as 1931 it has been looking at
this area.

Mr. DAVIES; Then, understandably,
it should be looking for development of
the area. However, it should not be
looking towards the filling in of Part of the
river.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: I think the Leader
of the Opposition knew about it.

Mr. DAVIES; If the Leader of the
Opposition knew about the matter, he kept
it to himself as far as the Opposition is
concerned. The fact remains that the
naturalists wanted to -retain Alfred Cove,
bus apparently that did not meet with
the approval of the Department of Fish-
eries and Fauna. The Minister also said
that many residents did not like the 'dea
of a bird sanctuary, and they felt the
shallow water should be reclaimed be-
cause it gave rise to the breeding of
various forms of insect life.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I
would point out we are debating the
amendmcnt-the appointment of a Select
Committee. We are not debating the
motion.

Mr. DAVIES: I am trying to point out
some of the reasons why we should have
a further investigation. One of the reasons
is the desire which has been expressed by
residents--and that desire is referred to
in the Minister's introductory speech-and
I think this is a fair comment to make
when trying to highlight the narroness.
of the field of investigation which has
taken place.

The river does not belong exclusively to
the Town of Melville, or to the East Fre-
mantle City Council. Nor does it belong
to the residents who border Alfred Cove.
The river belongs to every Western Aus-
tralian and I want to see it remain that
way.

I would vote against the motion tonight,
but I would be prepared to support the
amendment so that we can find out just
what is desired for the area. if the
Select Committee found in favour of put-
ting an island in Alfred Cove, I would
vote in favour of the Select Committee's
findings. However, even today's paper
carries the dissension of local residents.
I am wondering to what degree this point
has been studied.

Mr. Dunn; They are a select group
and you are putting forward a case for
that select group.

Mr. DAVIES., I could not hear that
interjection, but I will probably hear the
member for Darling Range speak to the
amendment shortly. The fact is that letters
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have been written. The Minister for
Housing-the member for the area- has
indicated he has received some corres-
pondence. He has not indicated the
volume of the correspondence, and has
not indicated whether It was for or
against.

Mr. O'Neil: One phone call and two let-
ters of objection. All the people live In
Dunkley Avenue.

Mr. DAVIES: That Is not unreasonable.
Mr. O'Neil: They agree to have a yacht

club on the foreshore as long as it Is not
in front of their houses.

Mr. DAVIES: These people have a legi-
timiate right to complain and I think their
complaints should be given greater con-
sideration-

Mr. O'Neil: It has been considered since
1g59.

Mr. DAVIES: -than the Minister has
obviously given, because he writes them off
as malcontents.

Mr. O'Neil: Those are your words, not
mine. You are now sponsoring a minority
group inistead of the people of the State.

Mr. DAVIES: The Minister is making an
explanation to the House with some heat
but I think-

Mr. O'Neil: I thought you were sponsor-
ing the interests of all the people and not
a few in one area. Now you are sponsor-
ing the interests of a few against the
majority. Get on the right side of your
argument.

Mr. DAVIES: It seems I am hitting the
Minister on some tender spot.

Mr. O'Neil: There is no tender spot. I
support the proposition and will vote for
it.

Mr. DAVIES: The Minister is now try-
tug to shout me down and becoming more
and more heated as time goes on. The
fact remains the river belongs to all the
people in Western Australia. If a minority
group wants to make representation, it
is entitled to make that representation.

Mr. O'Neil: You are putting their case.
Mr. DAVIES: A minority group is as

important as anyone else in Western Aus-
tralia. It has taken some action, but
there are many others In Western Aus-
tralia who would like to make submissions.

Mr. Dunn: You said the river belonged
to everybody in Western Australia.

Mr, O'Neil: The honourable member is
talking through his hat.

Mr. Graham: The Minister for Labour
is only interested in a yacht club and in
nobody else.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The
member for Victoria Park will proceed.

Mr. DAVIES: Thank you. Mr. Deputy
Speaker. Z should like to continue with
my interjections! It is apparent from the
furore that Government members have all
been brought into line and do not intend
to listen to any argument as to whether or
not there is any justification for the ap-
pointment of a Select Committee, I sup-
pose that I might as well sit down for all
the good I will be able to do.

Mr. O'Neil: You might as well move for
the abolition of the Swan River Conserva-
tion Board and appoint parliamentary
committees to do everything.

Mr. Graham: Are members of Parlia-
ment only to be yes-men?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order? The
member for Victoria Park will proceed.

Mr. DAVIES: The fact remains that
some people have spoken against the plans
and some are in favour of it, Indeed, the
member for Cockburn said earlier that he
would have to oppose the motion at that
stage but he has indicated to me privately
-and I hope he does not mind my inform-
iug the House-that the proposal has a
great deal of meit, but he believes the
priorities are wrong. I certainly believe
the priorities are wrong at the present
time. The member for Cockburn and his
family would take advantage of any yacht
club which may be established and some
other people who may object, now would
take advantage of facilities if they were
provided. Let us find out the extent of the
support for these things and give the pub-
lic the opportunifty to express themselves
on a wider scale.

Both the Leader of the Opposition and
the Deputy Leader of the opposition re-
ferred to the fact that there is no hurry to
approve the suggestion. As the Minister
for Housing has said, it has been under
discussion since 1931. Later he mentioned
1953-

Mr. O'Neil: It was 1959.
Mr, DAVIES: -and later 1959.
Mr. O'Neil: I did not say 1953 at all.

Mr. DAVIES: 1 am sure the Minister will
get to his feet and tell us what he actually
meant.

Mr. O'Neil: I mentioned 1931.

Mr. DAVIES: There has been no public
discussion and the field of dny discussion
which may have taken place has been very
narrow. For this reason. I think the sug-
gestion for a Select Committee has a great
deal of merit.

MR. GRAYDEN (South Perth) (11.55
p.m.]I: I intend to Support the amendment.
If anyone were to suggest putting an island
2,100 feet. long along the foreshore of
South Perth I would he horrified and the
electors of South Perth would be equally
horrified. Further, I think everyone else in
Perth and the State would be horrified.
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Mr. O'Neil: It was once suggested that
a tramline on pylons be put across Perth
Water from Perth and this was only re-
jected through lack of finance.

Mr. Graham: When was that?
Mr. Bertram: At the turn of the century!
Mr. O'Neil: It was agreed in principle.
Mr. Graham: The Minister for Labour

would want to put a railway up the middle
of the Swan River!

Mr, GRAYDEN: If anyone suggested
Putting an island 2,100 feet long, which is
virtually half a mile, in front of Barrack
Street, we would think this was absolutely
absurd. Apparently this is considered suit-
able to the area in question, because only
a few residents will be affected. As I
pointed out earlier, the view of the river
would be blotted out for a distance of 800
yards.

Mr. Dunn: When did you point that
out?

Mr. GRAYDEN: However, the proposi-
tion goes much further than that, because
an island will be sited very close to the
mainland-within 100 Yards, in fact-and
it will not be possible to see the river on
the left-hand side of the island.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I must
draw the honourable member's attention to
the fact that we are debating the amend-
ment only; that is, whether a Select Com-
mittee will be appointed. I cannot, allow
debate on this subject.

Mr. ORAYDEN: I support the amend-
ment because I believe there are several
alternatives to the proposed suggestion. A
Select Committee would examine the alter-
natives thoroughly. One of the alterna-
tives, of course, is to locate the yacht club
elsewhere. Another suggestion is to reduce
the size of the island which would be bet-
ter for the residents and the people who
drive by on Canning Highway. Thousands
of motorists take this route.

Mr. Williams: They should be looking
where they are going when they are driv-
ing.

Mr. GRAYDEN: Drivers occasionally
glance out of the windows of their vehicles
and passengers do this constantly. In any
event motorists would be able to catch a
glimpse of the river on either side of the
island. Surely this is a logical suggestion:
namely, to have an island and be able
to see the river on either side. I do not
think too many people would object to
that.

Sir David Brand: Parliament would
like to catch a glimpse of St. George's
Terrace, but there is something In the way.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I think we have got it-

Sir David Brand: I know we have got It,
all right.

Mr. GRAYDEN: This is precisely the
point I am making. With the Barracks
Archway as it now is we have a vista of
St. George's Terrace on either side.

Sir David Brand: And it cost $50,000!
Mr. GRAYDEN: If the island was

smaller, people who reside in the area and
motorists who Pass along the highway
would at least be able to see the river
on the western side and the eastern side.
At the moment the position is that they
will be confronted with half a mile of
reclaimed land on which there will be
buildings, trees and cars. In addition, there
will be the yacht club premises, a marina,
and, of course, a multitude of boats of all
kinds. That is the prospect at the moment.

If the matter were referred to -a Select
Committee, members could carry out a
complete investigation within a few days.
They could investigate thoroughly the
desirability or otherwise of constructing
yacht club premises, the marina, and she
launching ramp on alternative sites. I
believe a. Select Committee would come
up with an infinitely preferable alternative
to the proposal which is before the House.
In the circumstances I think it is reason-
able to support a motion for a Select Com-
mittee.

After all, we have been told by the Min-
ister for Works that the matter has been
canvassed for several years. I regret it
has not been canvassed much more fully
because I have been inundated with tele-
phone calls from people in the area which
will be affected.

Today I have been inundated with re-
quests from such people and they assure
me that they had never heard of this
proposal previously, Many of them also
assure mue that they wvent to the Melville
City Council and were given an unequivo-
eel assurance that if they built in that
particular area or bought a house there
they would not be built out. ThcrefQre, it
would seem to me that the Melville City
Council, in recommending the development
proposed in the motion, is not honourtng
its promise to those people.

Apart from that, if the motion is agreed
to, and the island in Alfred Cove is created,
it will deny to passers-by and to residents
in the area river vistas extending over a
distance of possibly one mile. This is
serious, but I think it could be overcome
by the appointment of a Select Committee
which could arrive at its decision relatively
quickly after considering all the alter-
natives. I feel certain that it could come
forward with a suggestion that'would meet
the requirements of all concerned, in-
stead of our meeting with all sorts of
criticism and opposition if we go ahead
with this proposal. The appointment of a
Select Committee would satisfy those who
are interested in the yacht club, the resi-
dents of the area, and all those interested
in the conservation of flora and fauna.
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Those who are acquainted with the area
did not automatically oppose the proposal
when they heard of it. I know the area
very wet!, having been crabbing and
prawning there over the years and when
the proposal was first mooted I could not
see anything wrong with it. It was only
when I made a visit to the spot recently
and saw the area that is to be reclaimed,
that I changed my view. I became alarmed
when I realised that 2,100 feet, or 700
yards, was the distance involved, and I
realised that people, for another 700 yards
on the western side, would also be denied
a view of the river. The member for Cock-
burn lives in the area and I know that he
was one who was wholeheartedly in favour
of the proposal. However, when he saw
the island was to be 700 yards long, he very
quickly changed his views.

I know other individuals who live in
that particular area, and I would not do
this to them. In fact, I would not do it
to an Afghan-not that I have any great
disrespect for Afghans, because I believe
they are fine people. However, when in-
dividuals settle in an area such as this, I
think it is only reasonable that we should
endeavour to preserve their interests as
far as possible.

Mr. Fletcher: It is not a great distance,
you know.

Mr. GRAYDEN: The Minister for Indus-
trial Development in the course of a speech
the other day said that there is a firm
responsibility not to disfigure man's en-
vironment unnecessarily. I agree with
those sentiments because I think they are
very fine ones, and we should hear them
expressed more often. What I am object-
ing to is that we are disfiguring this en-
vironment unnecessarily. We may find
that the land mass required for the estab-
lishment of the yacht club, the marina,
and the launching ramp, could be reduced
to a quarter of the size proposed. That
would not be a very sound idea, either, but
at least it would be an Improvement on
creating an island 700 yards long in
Alfred Cove. Why is it to be 700 yards
long?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I must
insist that the member for South Perth
keep to the amendment.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I appreciate your re-
marks, Mr. Deputy Speaker, and, in those
circumstances, I will not continue with
that comment. I strongly urge, however,
that we agree to the appointment of a
Select Committee, because it will be in the
interests of everyone, and instead of
creating something that will disfigure the
river and be with us indefinitely, and
bring forth an outcry from all of those who
are opposed to reclaiming such a large
area of the river and denying them river

vistas, we could bring about a situation in
regard to which we could all be happy and
which would be worth while.

Mr. Jamieson: You are not convincing
the Premier.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I am sure that those
who sail craft, on the river would be
everlastingly grateful to this Government
if a Select Committee were appointed and
something of consequence resulted from its
inquiry. I feel sure that following the
findings of the Select Committee those in-
terested in the yacht club would be satis-
fied, and the public generally would be
able to get their marina and launching
ramp.

Mr., O'Neil: Would the people in Dunk-
ley Avenue be satsified? Of course not!

Mr. GRAYDEN: I think they would.
Mr. O'Neil: Naturally!

Mr. GRAYDEN: I know some people in
Dunkley Avenue and some other members
would know them, too.

Mr. Graham: Two of them have been
sitting in the gallery this evening.

Mr. O'Neil: Have you received any
letters?

Mr. GRAYDEN: I have received only
one letter from the Lions Club of South
Perth in which I was strongly urged to
oppose the motion.

Mr. O'Neil: What does the Lions Club
in Melville think about it?

Mr. GRAYDEN: I will not continue,
because the hour is late. It is most de-
sirable that we should appoint a Select
Committee, and I am sure we will all be
much happier If we do.

MR. BICKERTON (Pilbara) [12.8 a~m.];
I suppose no-one in this House advocates
investigating committees more than I do,
and a Select Cominitttee is definitely an
investigating committee. However, I would
feel much more enthusiastic about sup-
porting this amendment if I thought the
member for Belmont was serious in moving
it. I believe that had he been serious in
wanting the motion carried, be probably
would have taken the opportunity to con-
suit some people, even if it were only mem-
bers of -the Opposition. Even If he had
canvassed only the support of those mem-
bers, It mnay have helped.

However, I am not against committees
of inquiry of this nature. I have already
spoken and said that I support the pro-
posal contained in the motion. On more
than one occasion I have wanted aL
Select Committee appointed, and I can-
not see it would do any great harm
on this occasion. However, in view of
the fact that the member for Fremantle
was so much in favour of the prop-
osition, and in view of the fact that
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the member for Belmont could not see
fit to enter into a little liaison, I intend to
stick to the member for Fremantle.

SIR DAVID BRAND (Greenough-
Premier) £12.10 sin.]: If I thought the
Select Committee sought would be the
type of committee which would produce
tlin results the member for South Perth
thinks it would then I am sure we
would have a Select Committee on Prac-
tically every problem that confronts us.
It is a lot of nonsense to suggest that
a Select Committee would find a solution
to the problems of half the people
concerned, if not those of all the people
Involved.

Mr. Davies: You might as well scrub
your licensing inquiry.

Sir DAVID BRAND: The only com-
mittee that would satisfy the member for
South Perth and indeed those who oppose
the motion would be one composed of
the member for South Perth, possibly as
chairman, the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition, and one or two other members,

Mr. Graham: What would be wrong with
that?

Sir DAVID BRAND: It would simply
mean that the members concerned would
get the result they wanted.

Mr. Graham: That is a nice reflection
on the integrity or members.

Sir DAVID BRAND: It would not be
the first time it has happened.

Mr. Graham: There Is a bit of honesty
hero oven though there may not be on your
side of the Rouse. I know your people
disciplined John Hearman because he in-
fluenced a certain Select Committee.

Sir DAVID BRAND: That is not right.
Mr. Graham: It is right.
Sir DAVID BRAND: The proposal to

appoint a Select Committee is completely
unnecessary, It could not bring forward
any worth-while recommendations. The
real issues connected with the protection of
the river and the opposition to any re-
clamation are not matters which have
suddenly been brought to this House.
We have spent hours and days during
the time I have been here talking about
the principle of reclamation as opposed
to no reclamation, and we finally pro-
duced a law which caused the Minister
to bring the matter to Parliament simply
because the reclamation in question was
over two acres.

Everyone felt this would provide the
necessary security. I believe most mem-
bers felt it would. This is what was
done by the Government on this occasion.
We did not come to the House without
first having investigations made; investi-
gations which a Select Committee would
make if it were to produce anything worth
while. As has already been pointed out,
the Swan River Conservation Board is a

most representative body. I can recall
that many of its decisions have been sup-
ported by the Opposition members of this
House and also by those who advocate the
principle of hands off the river. They
supported the board because it had taken
a firm decision in their favour in respect
of matters both minor and major. These
decisions were supported wholeheartedly
by the folk who were in favour of them.

Mr. Graham: The Government opposed
them.

Sir DAVID BRAND: In this case, how-
ever, that same board recommends
reclamation against the wvishes of the
people to whom I have referred and this
does not seem to count at all and, accord-
ingly, a move has been made to appoint
a Select Committee.

Mr. Graham: The board's decision
never counts; it is the Government's deci-
sion that counts.

Sir DAVID BRAND: Let me continue
with the point I was making.

Mr. Graham: You are with the board
tonight but you were against it previously.

Sir DAVID BRAND: As members of
Parliament I do not think we will be com-
petent to give any better decision or to
show any better judgment In this matter
particularly when we have regard to the
fact that the suggestion has come from
experts who have been appointed over
the years and who have done a very good
job. This fact is recognised by most
people. The move for the appointment
of a Select Committee was made with a
view to embarrassing certain people.

Mr. Davies: That is not fair.
Sir DAVID BRAND: I do not think the

move is sincere and we oppose it for this
reason.

Mr. Graham: What about judging it
on its merits?

Sir DAVID BRAND: While I do not
wish to disclose what took place at the
Party meeting, I would point out that
the Government parties discussed this
matter and its members have certainly not
been lined up on this occasion. Indeed
I made a point of asking if anybody was
opposed to the motion and I was told that
nobody was.

Government members: Hear, hear!
Sir DAVID BRAND: The member for

South Perth may not have been there but
I did ask those who were there and there
was certainly no opposition to the motion.
The decisions the Government members
have taken have been the result of their
own opinions on the debate that has taken
place.

Government members: Hear, hear!
Sir DAVID BRAND: Simply because the

Opposition decides this should be a non-
party measure to suit its own convenience
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and circumstance, we find there is criti-
cism of the matter. No-one has said to
me that it should be a party measure or
a non-party measure.

Mr. Graham: You apparently made it
a party measure.

Sir DAVID BRAND: I oppose the ap-
pointment of a Select Committee because
I believe we should continue to have faith
in the experts who have been appointed
to do the job. We should continue to
express our confidence In them.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:

Ayes -i1
Mr. Bateman
Mr. Bertram
Mr. Burke
Mr. H. D. Evans
Mr. T. D. Evans
Air. G raham
Mr, Graydan
Mr. Harman
Mr. Jamleson

N
Mr. Blckerton
Mr. Boyd)l
Sir David Brand
M r. Cash
Mr. Craig
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Fletcher
Dr. flenn
Mr. Hutchlnson
Air. iKitney
Mr. Lewis
Mr. W. A. Manning
Mr. McPharlin

Ayes
Mr. Hall
Mr. May
Mr. Norton
Mr. Brady

Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapham
Mr. McIver
Mr. flair
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Toms
Mr. Tonkin
Mr. Davies

oe-25
Mr. Mensat-os
Mr. Nalder
Mr. O'Connor
Mdr, O'Nel
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Runciman
Mr. Rushton
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Stewart
Mr. Williams
Mr. Young
Mr. I. W. Manning

(Tellerp
Pairs

Noes
Mr. Burt
Mr. Court
Mr. Gayfer
Mr. Mitchell

Amendment thus negatived.
Debate (on motion) Resumed

MR. ROSS HU ITCHINSON (Cottesloe-
Minister for Works) [12.21 a.m.1: I would
like to express my appreciation to all who
have taken part In this debate. I do not
think it has been an unusual sort of debate.
The subject is one on which each and
every one of us can express our points
of view, and I think that each and every
one of us sees advantages and disadvant-
ages in this proposition.

A number of the speakers in this debate
have said, and I paraphrase their words:
It is not always clear whether this
particular proposition might be better than
another Proposition. It is fairly obvious
from the debate that the majority of
members feel that this is a desirable ob-
jective, and one that will resolve as far
as possible the conflicting interests of all
those who love and use the river.

As mentioned by the Leader of the Op-
position many plans were made, but the
plan with which we are involved Is--I
repeat again-a bold and imaginative one.
When, with the passage of time, the minds
of the people are able to accommodate the
new circumstances they will appreciate

that this is a novel and an attractive
feature of the river which will draw
interest from our own folk and from
visitors. In years to come it will be pointed
out as quite a feature of the river. Of
course, the motion has to go through the
treatment in another place.

Mr. Graham: Have you got all the
members there conscripted?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: No. As the
Premier said, there was no conscription at
all.

Mr. Graham: They must be afraid of
the Premier.

Mr. Cash: You must be disappointed.
Sir David Brand: The members there

will make up their own minds. The more
they hear of what has been said tonight
the less they will be prepared to oppose
the motion.

Mr. Jamieson: Have you a firm commit-
menit as to the establishment of this
island?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: I will deal
with this point in due course. The member
for Cockburn did not like the island treat-
ment in the proposal, and he is entitled
to his view. I believe the Island will be-
come a feature on the river. I repeat that
the Swan River Conservation Board has
examined all the plans for this area, and
has approved the one which is before us--
and this is one which endeavours to satisfy
the conflicting interests of a number of
interested groups.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
talked about the desecration of the river
and of an eyesore: here again I disagree
with his views completely. I do not deny
that he feels that way, but I believe
the con trary to be the case. I have said
that whilst there will be buildings erected
on the island, I will be playing my part
on the Swan River Conservation Board
so that it will ensure that any buildings
which are erected will blend as much as
possible with the structure of the island.
The parkland that has been planned on
the island will make it as much of a gem
as possible, whilst at the same time it will
be utilitarian.

I appreciate the remarks which were
made by the member for South Perth wbo
opposed the motion. I also appreciate the
remarks which were made by the member
for Fremantle who was consistent in his
approach to both motions which were
debated tonight.

The member for Pilbara weighed the
advantages and disadvantages of the pro-
posal, and said he was in favour of the
proposition. He did mention that he had
some reservations. and I would like to
comment on them briefly. He said that
the yacht club is in the area now, and he
envisages that as time goes on the club
will want to increase its membership. I
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think he meant that the club is too small
at the present time to accommodate all
those who wish to join, and I do not
deny that possibility. As a matter of fact,
this applies to most yacht clubs along the
river in the metropolitan area; they
are all finding it difficult to accom-
modate all the people who wish to
join. I do not deny that there is the
likelihood of growth of membership in
this yacht club. The club requires six
acres. The surrounding land will be held
by the Government as public open space
and as parkland and the land for the
two purposes will take up about 26 or 27
acres.

Mr. Bickerton: The yacht club will be
fenced off ?

Mr. Graham: The Minister said that
when he moved the motion.

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON:, I said there
would be some necessity for building a
fence or a wall to prevent vandalism and
that sort of thing. Of course, the fencing
or walling is not desirable, but again if
one weighs tbe advantages and disadvana-
tages one will find that the fencing or wall-
ing will have to be provided. I think I
have covered the two points which were
raised by the member for Pilbara.

Mr. Davies: How many power boats are
registered in this State?

Mr. Graham: Close to 20,000.
Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON: The member

for Belmont has asked me to give an as-
surance that a yacht club will not be
sited in that locality, but I am afraid I
cannot give such an assurance. It is one
of the reasons for the treatment of this
Part of the river. Very briefly that covers
most of what has been said in this debate.

Question put and passed.
House adjourned at 12,29 a.m. (Thursday),

IL.tgintthwr C"ouncil
Thursday. the 23rd October, 1969

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C,
Diver> took the Chair at 2.30 p.m., and
read prayers.

QUESTIONS (4)- ON NOTICE
1. RAILWAYS

Closure of Cut hbert Siding
The Hon. J. M. THOMSON asked the
Minister for Mines:
(1) Was the Cuthbert railway siding

closed because of the requirements
of the adjacent Co-operative Bulk
Handling grain storage silos?

(2) -If not, what were the reasons?

3.

(3) If the siding was reopened, what
inconvenience would be exper-
ienced by-
(a) Co-operative Bulk Handling;

and
(b) the Railways Department?

(4) Is such inconvenience insurmount-
able?

(5) When the proposal for the closure
was being considered, was the
Minister for Railways aware
that-
(a) 2,500 tons of potatoes were

railed annually from this sid-
ing; and

(b) potato growers would be in-
convenienced and liable for
additional cartage Costs to the
nest point of loading?

(6) Will the Minister ascertain if the
Minister for Railways will meet
the potato growers from the Cuth-
bert, Gledhow, and Orsassmere
areas to discuss the situation with
the view to re-opening the siding?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH replied:
(1) to (6) The public siding at Cuth-

bert had to be removed in the
redesign of facilities to accom-
modate the Co-operative Bulk
Handling grain storage silos, but
is being reinstated on the southern
side of the main line.

EDUCATION
Kaninara Primary School

The Hon. R. F. CLAUGHTON asked
the Minister for Mines:
(1) What is the expected enrolment

at Kapinara primary school for
1970 ?

(2) Will the Minister confirm that the
school will be reclassified class 1
primary for 1970?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFIT1H replied:
(1) 350.
(2) Kapinara will remain a class 2

primary in 1970.
Growth during 1969 was-

February-2 70.
August-27 1.
October-282.

Regulations require that a school
must show an average attendance,
over a period, of more than 300
pupils before being upgraded to a
class 1 primary school.

RAILWAYS
Ba yup Brook to Kataning

The H-on. E. C. HOUSE asked the
Minister for Mines:
(1) Would the Minister Please advise

whether it is the intention of the
Government to close the Boyup
Brook to Icatanning railway line?


